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oust :ill Would Allow School
Board ,to Get More Money Easier police merit boards the same stockyard of any liens against.
powers as county auxiliary po- the livestock seven days before lice, also introduced by Down- the sale. If such notice is oak*
given, the buyer would have a
I
ing—Create a bureau of educa- tree title and the stockyard and
tion for exceptional children in auctioneer would not be liable
- to the creator: The bill was inthe stater Education
ment, with an assistant state troduced by HinkleDid they seek information?
- FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
-Create a government
superintendent for public inindicated it would be
Johnson
hideto
play
not
"We're
going
struction in charge of it, spon- reorganization commission in..
and-seek with the legislature. forthcoming profusely on recounties having cities of the
sored by Downing.
We're going to level with quest from the governor's -Of—Lower the number of per- first class, with the members of
fice and every agency.
them."
sons needed bironstitute a quo- the commission elected by the
Seoffers should be put
So says Gov. Wendell Ford—
rece
any
county;
telephone
the
of
citizens
rural
larger
rum for
tee
=aft;
tle
abot11.31041-MbligilL1ww
theqer_AKLit
no
.cooperative corporations from orrunendationa maby
- • -• •
trend.
may say.
per cent otkkell mem- commission—nhat-It does sound great, or at
"The most important thing a
resident/1W
,whichthe
by
upon
voted
members,
bers, or 50
governor can do is to explain to Least like a departure from the
ever was larger, sponsottl by the county. The bill tgias 'inHouse and Senate not only traditional heavy-handedness of
the
Rep: Bobby Richardson,\D- troduced by Reps. Peter Conn
the
but tge intenrof a a governor.
content,
Louisville
both
and Jim Yocum,
Glasgow.
As Ford sees it, and he
he
said.
bill,"
.
—Allow waste from septic\-, reinocrats.
"I think if the members are frowned in earnest when he
•
employes
state
be
to
—Reimburse
cesspools
or
tanks
kept fullyAntormed,if therejire_ vote the words: ,."We need _
incurred,
Merril al
dumped Into any public sewage for moving expenses
Discussing the local March of'Kiwi campaign for the manlIFsie Jai-nary are Munwy
i-f
tronsforre
regular discussions. . .this- will - atom Was Of communication they
ey are
-treallnent system upon pay'plmes Co-Chairman Jane Prince, left, and Doris Cella, right, with the State Chairman Betty Lowry, prevent the so-called arm-twist- with the Legislature."
submitted
miles,
$3,
50
exceeding
than
more
not
fee
nation's
ment of a
center. The goal of the March of Dimes National Foundation is to end birth defects. the
The governor indicated that
ing governors are accused of."
sponsored by Rep. W. J. Lou- by Downing.
tieeoad greatest destroyer allife claiming approximately 506 thousand unborn babies and thousand
'
staff and commissioners
his
inrecent
a
in
The
remarks
den, D-,Carrollton. The present
children and adults eachyear,the chainneo_s_a_ld.Hrs. Lelirt7 said each year 250 thalami American *view:pretty well sum up might-- lest .drop whatever
allow& suleh leach, _ta_
Tbabies are born with birth defects and' urged theliblic to supporting the local campaign this month: what the new Democratic exec- they're doing and shop up for
municipal
dinnped miry
utive feels is the solution to the command performances at nusystems where they. are availoccasional
suspicion and ill- merous legislative committee
municiable and subject to the
feeling between the leglilative meetings if the lawmakers so
pality's requirements.
. wish. •.
'end executive branches.
--Raise from $10.000 to $20,- —
Ford, of - course, knows
the point,
to
if
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whereof
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Johnson,
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coraing under the jurisdiction
waved the olive branch vigor- on both sides of the fence in the
acliititi,"'
of
.17ociard
'state
the
of
CONOORD, N.H. (AP) —
ously in briefing newcorpersat past decade.
'tted by Louden.
Note well, however, that
4 President Nixon officially an- \
a legislative class this week.
one selling live—_Bequire
these polite statements of inthe- nounced today he will seek reBy WILLIAM BRADFORD
a package rather than acting their leadership Wednesday for
aka at.an
rules
the
election, telling New Hampaccepting
tent—and the warm response
Associated Press Writer
on.each one individually. Hop- not
shire campaign workers that he
from some legislators—come in
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — kins' proposed amendment changes.
will allow his name to stay on Although they got some support would have allowed any single'
-the early days of the session.
Hopkins declared that a vote
the ballot for the state's March from Dezta
the consent calendar
The big issues—money, coal,
against
Reany
remove
House
to
kts,
representative
of
Board
The Murray
presidential primary:—..- —
be a vote
7
would
ecology, education—have
taxes,
-proposal
their.
calendar.
consent
puwisenrthe
from
failed
hill
Education has been nominated
rizig re- first two'attempts to exert their
Nixon said he was eeei.
not even begun their journey to
Both of the changes had been against the citizens committee
by the Murray Education
election because "I. want to will in the 1972 Geberal Assem- recommended by a citizens ad- and "a direct slap in the face"
the floors of the House and SenAssociation for the 1971-72
the
the work we have be- bly.
Carroll,
and
complete
Ford
for
Generthe
on
committee
visory
A work stoppage by a part 1., ate.
National School Board Awards
Democrats who appointed two- the plant at the Murray Division
Everyone is still cool, still
came,,Thursmembership
The
attempts
Both
Assembly.
al
—
(AP)
the
Ky.
,
by
FAANKFORT
sponsored
Program,
anneuncerrient came in a clay when the Republica4, out- of that 21-member -committee thirds of the committee memHis
still indulging in cerewaiting,
ocCompany
Tappan
Rof the
Association of Classroom State Sen. Walter Baker,
letter from the Western White numbered 27-73 by the Demo- had been. appointed equally by bership.
monial gestures and pleasthis morning prior to the
curred
siikers of the National Glasgow, introduced a resoluHouse to former Gov. Lane crats, sought to get two rules former Gov. Louie B. Nunn, a
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, start of the seven a.m. shift, antries, even with the customatiOn Association and the tion Thursday to have the LegDwinnell who heads the group changes adopted that the, Republican. Gov. Wendell spoke in favor of the amendCommission
Canpany.
Research
islative
according to officials of the ry grumbling of the Republican
Thom McAn Shoe
of supporters that placed Nix- Democrats rejected in a caucus
minority.
rd, when he was Lieutenant ment as well, saying 19 states local plant.
The Murray Education study what implications three
on's name on the ballot Mon- Wednesday.
Will this spirit prevail in the
Governor. and Lt. Gov. Julian had adopted it already and five
This stoppage is in the form of
Association nominated the recent court decisions might
had
Kentucky,
•
like
day.
those,
of
two
hectic weeks that plague
included
final
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have
was
would
he
when
One
Carroll,
to
according
in
outfinance
strike",
public
school
their
have on
a "wildcat
Murray Board for
legislatures meeting only once Tappan officials.
every session. Or will emotions
Nixon said in the letter that Republicans on the seven-man speaker\
, securing the Kentucky.
standing work in
House Minority leader Harold every two years.
The decisions in Texas, Cali- "as I am sure you will under- House Committee on. ComThe plant manufactures dominate and the old cry be
Vocational School as part of the
precious
most
the
is
"Time
to
bills
critiassigns
nford,
which
\II-Sta
be
mittees,
will
not
it
DeMarcus,
however,
stand,
have
held
fornia and Minnesota
Tappan ranges and employes heard again that the governor
lipirray Education System.
is exerting pressure here,.interpossibleb--Ciffripaign actively committees. The motion, of- cized the Boil* Democrats and thing we have and the shortage nine hundred persegs.
Not only will the Vocational that financing public education
of it is our greatest liability,"
were fering there, threatenintryand personally in any of the fered by Rep. Arthur Schmidt,
officials
Union
Schoel provide the opportunity through local property taxes
he"said.
R-Cold Spring, was defeated 40primary elections."
unavailable for comment this where?
for traininvin new skills, but it discriminates against poorer
The- main argument against morning.
The letter was delivered by 52with 15 DemOcratS lcitung 25
0,addition to the school districts.
(Continued es Pile Tea) N,,
will also be the consent calendar was that
Dwinnell to Secretary of State Republicans in Stipport of it.
Baker's resolution calls for
human relations iStogram of the
The other, offered by Rep.
Murray Board," a spokesman the LRC to make_ recommenda- obert Stark.
(Coothtued on Page Ten).
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The board
tention for one of the 12 national iti-ntudy in time for the 1974 activities at least until balled "consent calendar." It
lost on a 33-64 vote, with seven
the Republican convention
and regional awards totalling Genertd Assembly session.
Democrats joining 26 Republiwinners,
award
$8,000. The final
A special meeting of the
By BARRY SCHWEIZ)
cans in favor of it.
-of welcome to .his fellow l'ibtaft
to be announced in May, will be
Associated Preis Writer
If adopted, a consent calen, Calloway County Fiscal Court
administration appointees. He
selected by a blue-ribbon panel
.W4SHINGTON:_ ...(a) — said: "We look forward to
dar would enable the House -to----wan held on Thursday_.in the
fo professional educators and
Lewis F. Powell Jr. and Wil- many years of work with you in
vote on noncontroversial bills in chambers of County Judge
lay people in April.
Miller. ,
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Robert
Board
School
National
The
court
the
said
officials
today on the Supreme
seats
CoMily
tsThis was the first time in
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met with the. Kentucky State
Hall, Court in the first double swear- memory that the general
The home. of
seventh year, provides teachers
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rirlisey, ing-in ceremony in 60 years.
located northeast
was barred from an open seswith a means of honoring their
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program
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Road
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night
was
last
entered
school boards on a national
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bor's house, according _to barred watched Powell, an son was the large number of
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to
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will
program
Sheriff Clyde Steele and Deput. aristoCratic Virginia lawyer, guests.
toward improving the quality of
Police found bombs in banks Broadway in New York.
-and then Rehnquist, a "young
proved by the state before the
Sheriff Maurice Wilson.
education within their %cal
The succession of.Powell and
in New York and Chicago today
Robert Daly, New York's
completed.
are
Niciwater conservative, take
plans
final
•a
was
theliorne
fromStolen
communities.
to the seats once'
Rehnquist
after anonymous warn- deputy police commissioner,
Chief
hours
by
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the
administered
said
Miller
Judge
oaths.
black
portable
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Co-sponsors of the program
late Hugo L. Black
the
by
held
that bombs giid all three bombs found in
media
news
to
ings
take
Burger.
they
E.
that
Warren
has proposed
and white television and an Justicis
are the ACT of NEA and the
black eiectric guitar and amplifier, -They task their places at the and John M. Harlan brings the
had been planted in nine banks that city were active and would
all
of
Over
maintenance
'
,
a
ineyerCompany,
Dr. HaroldEvers
Thom McAn Shoe
court up to full numerical
there and in San Francisco as have killed anybody in the bank
professor of biologkal Murray top roads owned by the county. according to the law officials. 'freshmen'ends of the bench.
iivision of- Melville Shoe Corstrength of nine for the first
free -political vaults.
to
plan
a
of
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,Hall told the officials that
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entry
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stores
study program now
operates 900 shoes
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell
found and clock and battery recharger self
were
Bombs
was
cost
the
but
roads,
open the back door of the home.
progress at the University for
throughout the country, unPowell and Rehnintroduced
in safe-deposit with a half-pound of smokeless
deactivated
James Beane who resides
by the Southern chàred to the county.
derwrites the cost_ of the
in lower black powder wrapped in a thin accreditation
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three
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the
of
meeting
regular
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Pottertown
of
northeast
(Continued on Page Ten)
Association of Colleges- and
program, but does not parManhattan—branches of the Layer of styrofoam.
electric welder was stolen from
the regular Fiscal -Cohr_t will be held
at
Universities
ticipate in the selection ef• the
Marine Midland Trust Co., the
Handprinted special delivery
roeeting of the Kiwanis Cluk+Thorsday, Jandary 13, at six . an old gartge at the rear of his
awards.
Manufacturers Hanover Trust letters received early today by
he Murray p.m. in the judge's'Oftce. This home. This was reported to the
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vim night
last
Co. and the First National City media in Chicago and San
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan
is a change from the. day
office of the Calloway County
Woman's
Bank. Another bomb was found Francisco said bombs Wild been
session.
be the guest speaker at the
will
night
a
to
meeting
Thursday.
on
Sheriff
ten
Dr. Eversnieyer listed
in the First National Bank in planted in the banks.
meeting of the Almo Parentobjectives of the self study
Chicago.
An official of one of the
Teacher Association to be held
program which is required
"It would have made an ef- banks, the Continental Illinois
Monday, January 10, at two
every ten years for acMAYFIELD, Ky. (AP)—
p.m. at the school lunchroom.
Generally fair throughout fective bomb," said Police National Bank of Chicago, said creditation. These included the
after the no bomb was found there. is the Craves County Atty. Banjamin
,ppeaker
guest
The
Kentucky tonight. Partly cloudy Capt. Kenneth O'Neill
information
following: provide
the
Lookofsky said Thursday he is
In New York, police were
librarian for the Calloway
and warmer Saturday. Cold bomb was removed from
on the kind of study programs '
satisfied that the pekscin who
the
entering
froth
Well, the free enterprise system of America has struck
prevented
r
tonight
County Public Library.
again tonight. Lows
available; maintain records of
vault of the Marine Midland'
McGinnis, received a parcel containing a
M.D.
Mrs.
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' again.
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and
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when
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until
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no
are of what was inside"
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in
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On special We're some out-of-style men's suits for only five its massive door to be opened.
academic achievement: assist
against the recipient, who has
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The Murray Fire Department
students with finances: provide
not boerk,- identified "and will
ly in Eastern Kentachy early
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the
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far#
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means
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provide
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r
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bomb.
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to
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athleticg'and assist
something different."
state Sunday night and MonHe decided that-The pants were worth that much to him so .
leased to a
was
box
The
Street.
Sycamore
getting jobs.;
Federal authorities are seekday. Otherwise partly cloucAy..._
he decided to take the entire suit anyway.
Mohr, and
Barry Polston of the Murray
Firemen said paper placed Charles Christopher
Four inembefs• 01 the
Warmer Sunday and Monday,
Another man was standing nearby watching the goings.on
said ing a soldier believed to be on
Department
Recreational
on Page Ten)
against a heater had caught
_Lcontinued
Mayfield Kitt/anis'
purchaser of the suit how much he would take '
his way home from Vietnam
but turning coolet Tuesday
• and asked the
fire. The burning paper was
„. persons desiring to use the who is suspected of sending the
this meeting an Inter-Flub Isle
Highs Sunday and Monday in
coat.
for.
the
De...
were
to
They
requested
groups.
are
two
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Gym
Douglas
Correction
removed from the house and no
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get permission before entering package, which was confiscated
The sale on needlepoint by the Rill Simpson, Howard Worley,
damage was reported to the one
and
40s
here Wednesday
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it'',•the second man decided.
take
Tuesday in the
the
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in
the
adstory brick home. Ten regular Craft House
president of the visiting club;
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Lookofsky said the estimated,
low 50s-. Lows .Sunday from the
original
The
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use
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Persons
firemen and Chief Jackie vertisement in the Ledger and Harold Dillingham and John
mid 20s to low Xs. Low's Mon. received forithe coat and gave it to Ace McReynolds and
call 753- 30 grams of heroin probably
to
asked
are
building
answered the call with Times Thursday and today Hall. Cooper
.
day mostly in upper 30s and
quietly pocketed the five dollars change. '
Sisk_
7640 for permission or reser- would be worth 8300,000 to
the three trucks and they wete should be 81.00 off instead of
President Morgan8400,000 on the streets
lows Tuesday mainly in low
vations
back at the station at one p.m. 11.00 pen piece.
presided at the meeting
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By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANICFORT,Ky.(AP) — A
bill which would make it easier
for independent school districts
to get one of three taxes
allowediMder the 1965 rollback
law has been introduced in the
House.
Rep. Brooks Hinkle, D-Paris
sponsored it Thursday'. It would
allow the call for such taxes to
be made by school boards having 51 per cent of the population of the county, instead of90 per cent as thehne now
quires.
Once directed by the school
board, a fiscal court has to levy
the tax requested, which could
be a utilities tax, an occupation
tax or an income surtax._
Other bills introduced-Th-11raday would:
—License and regulate private employment agencies,
sponsored by Sen. Gibson
Downing 111-, '
--Give members of 'county
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Questions
arid
Answers

Economic
Stabilization

Internal

Revenue
Service

'

This column of questions and submitted? '
answers on the President's
A. The request shoilid cnntain
Economic Stabilization sufficient informatton to
Program Is provided by the establish to the satisfaction of
local office of the U.S. Internal the Price Commission that the
Revenue Service and is applicationnt.asnoidation from
published as a public service. which an 'exception is being
The column answers questions sought would result in a serious
most frequently asked *boot hardship or gross inequity to the
wages and prices..)-person. The request should
Q. Does the Internal Revenue state the person's name and
Service have any publications address, the proposed price
available explaining the increase, the section of the
economic
stabilization regulations from which an
'WitWt•
-exception is requested, and the
A. Answers to many bafic manner in which that section
questions about Philo _ be affects the proposed price Jn
found .111.....flugenbalt_f.S4.-:-erease, The parson
"General
Informations.. specify the extent to which the
Economic Stabilization regulation should not apply to
Program," available free from the increase. No exception will
IRS district offices thraughout be granted in any case unless
the country.
the person establishes to the
This eight-page booklet has satisfaction of the Price
been printed and stocked in commission that the exception
Ihnitld quantity because early, is not part of a plan which has as
revision of the publication will one of its principal purposes the
be made necessary by -Thp-7._-_--_Itiyoidance of the purposes of the
issuarialifkatIon---Econotnic Stabilization Act of
regul
_Once the new 1970 and the Price Regulations.
regulationspublished, the The request should be subIRS. will pr re a revised mitted in writing to the District
booklet and
ke it available to Director of Internal Revenue
the public.
for the district in which the
Q. Are non-depreciable person has his residence or
tapitall improvements of ,a principal place of business.
b-— "allowable costs?"
it. How can a corporation,
A. No. Capital investrteint Iedividrial proprietorship, or
which
not sullect - to. Partnership obtain a ruling that
depreciation is generally not a a newly established or amended
cost of doing business under pension or profit sharing plan
generally accepted titeoutitilltr--Toes not exceed the 1,6 rcent
principles and thus would not be egirepte Waite
an "allnivable-cost.'
'A. Write your
Killer Kite
Q. What reasons should be office. '
given to support a requested
Q. Are the wages and salaries
"Kite weather" tent eightyear-old Jimmy into an open exception from Price Corn- of Federal employees confield to try his, leek. Using a mission guidelines and in what trolled under the Econotnie
form &knead the-request-Iseeritiabilizattou -Program,'
--thin-eoppee
he soon had his box kite scud'
_A-No.-Federal gover
—
-dins ink. the sky,Then, tragedy. Jimmy's kite
crossed a high-tension power
linedownward, killing him instantly.

p
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMWIFILIC

Deaths reportedare Mrs. Willie Falwell, age 75,óf St: Louis,
Mo., formerly of Calloway County, Mrs. Retina Bumphis of
Louisville;formerly of Murrap,and Dr. William Fuller, age 65, of
Mayfield, Aron 'Januar/.5 The City of Hazel has received a grant from the Federal
Housing and Home Commission for they construction of sanitary
sewerage facilities, according to WP.'(Dub) Aussell,mayor of
Hazel.
i-Bilaxi„
Airmen Third-Class Thomas James of Koester ftohl
„Grover
Miss.,speitt4TITOitilidays with*pentnts,Xx 4sea
.litinee:
The Murray High School Tigers beat Mayfield 58 to 42 in a
basketball game. Tommy Wells hit for 19 and John Hatton for •111
points.

—ABINHOur..iimmes
,
•

Latxmokei Tuns Ma
•,
Fred C. Crowley,age 67,died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
Dr. Hal Houston was transferred by ambulance from the:
--1;Wiliirlospital to the Barnes fibs
Mo., today. He
was severely burned when his home burned on January 2. HAL,
wife, Adelaide, died in the fire.
Paul Glasgow Hopkins, Bernice Earl Garland, Henry Junior
Oglesby, John B. Smith, and 0. B. McCuiston were inducted into
the Army ofi January 2and are now stationed at Fort Meade, ni
Chad L. Stewart,seaman USN,son of Mr.and Mrs. Roy Stewart
andhusbandof the formor-Betty.Thuttnan,-da serving aboard the
destrbyer USS Ethan in the Far East.
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Tiagedy knifed
• Natiaml-

- Ring. ring. that Or phone

•

New Retirement
Safety Guide
Is Available

.jingles and won't be still.
-"Gut of the darks-dirreitfid sleep,
daylight floods.-- - --

„.„.11111
)
1
0

Pleading voice from faceless head,
'Emergency,"„needing skilled hands,
quick mind, and pleasant manner.
Tragedy struck, cold or headache

Rateiciag to bepe; patient in tribulabon.-Romans 12:18.
The Christian can4ord to endure trials petlentirin the he of
God's hereafTer..
.
-

,isn't

s

It itmth1

Crowds milling endirected
bent on-mischief's glory
readyin march and conquer
following a tryrant's voice.

•
by Carl Riblet -Jr. Instead of teaching ogr children only one kind of
,One large cell block
arithmetic, the new math, which is founded on the
marked off in neat cells.
idea that figures don't lie, our schools should
Bell warning sounds.
progress and also teach a secobd kind; the arithClose, that door, don't open for an hour.
metic of politicsr a study-that- would show-howfigures do lie when added, subtracted, divided, If one walks in a grave place
he may read the vital statistics
mu1tiplied-1111A covered up by econetnists employed
on the shiny glazed surface's
in the federal government.
marked off in rows, neat rows.
"Poticial Economics -the dismal science."
----Titemas-4trb4e--‘-• How wonderful to watch
the launching oflinighty missil,
-1-fashioned trici Creative braLri,
'launched to hit the target square.

Hospital Report I-

The briefing roam before the attack
is filled with the generals
whose mighty minds and energies
are boiling, turning, and dripping over.

- January 4, 1972
;ADULTS 106
NURSERY 7
ADMISSIONS
Batty
_Harrell-411ra.
Debbie KO Harrell), Fox
Meadow Trailer Ct., Murray,
Baby Girl Wilftems (Mrs.
Angela Williams), FcixMeadow
Trailer Ct., Murray, Baby Girl
Valentine (Mrs. Carolyn
Valentine, Rt. 2, Puryeat.
Tenn. ;
DISMISSALS
'
11,1m Hazel ivleCuiston, Rt. 7,
rrnitage Dr., Murray, Master
Ga
n.Eaker, Rt. 6, Murray
Herman- Roach,Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Mine
gent Steele,
1659 Calloway,
ay, Mrs.
Dorothy Inetta Prl
re, Rt.
8, Murray, Master
Michael Buhleil, 1509 ClayShi
Murray, Master Shane Lynne
Adams, 219 S. 13th St., Murray,
Laginia Miller, Rt. 1,
karmington, Carroll Gordon
4iisenberry, 1300 Payne St:,
Murray, Milton
McNeal
Williains, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Fannie Mae Sledd, 704 Poplar
St., Murray, Mrs. Rebecca
Tishel Graham, Symsonia,
Aubrey McKinnley Asberry, 212
S. llth St., Murray.

121rDitirtr Class
TAHLEQUAH, Okla. ( API Northeastern State College announced Wednesday that 12 studend'are enrolled in a skin diving, class it is offering this
month at Panama City, Fla.
The cdarse, between regular
semesters, will give two hours
college credit En nature study.
The students will spend the
time until Jan. II eeploring underwater caves and collecting
specimens for the college and
Muskogee High School.

Could the power company be

held legally liable by the boy's
family? In a court heating, they
blamed his death on the fact that
the high-tension line had not
Iical insulated.
However, the court held the
cdmpany not responsible. The
judge said Jimmy's use of coppe_L
r wire instead of an ordinary
string was too unusual to have
been foreseen and guarded
against.
Courts generally agree that
power companies cannot be expected to take precautions against
freak accidents. Nevertheless,

In any desert there are
flowers and shurbs ready to burst forth and grow
when the rains come, blessing rains.
In the clear blue heavens
one may look and see,
if the pollution level's not too great,
birds flying, some higher.
The commanding general has called,
"CiVilian;" I need you today.
-There is a vital battle
you can lead, you alone.

-Princess
DANISH H
Margarethe is the 'heir to the
Danish Throne. Her hither, King
rrederik IX, is under intensive
care treatment in a Copenhagen
It& for an acute heart

I'm ready sir, tO serve,
and dash into the thick of battle.
(For you see-)
•
I'm a substitute Thipter, called today.
-Tom Perkins

BUB

(AP Wirephoto )

Railroad Sel
GERLACH,Nev.(AP)Western Pacific Railroad is
selling-Gerlach, a tiny railroad
community 90 miles north ofReno.' --officials_ said
Western
Wednesday the railroad built
and owns the ,town, but now
Wants-to get out of thecotrunnnity business in Gerlach which
has 18 commercial lots with
business establishmenta and Ill
lots of dwellings.

MONDAY MORNING
Again its 1119
y morning
Most people otall you blue
Almost no one likes you
.
onday morning!
I do.
- 4"The God
made the other six
I know He ma
ou too
But almost no One
You
Monday morning!
--But I do.
I like you Monday morning
There's nothing there to make me blue
I don't know why no one likes you
Monday morning!
-But I do.

since electricity is such a dangerous product, they do carry
a higher-than-average burden of
responsibility.
In another case, a boy's kite
snagged on a power pole. When
be climbed the pole to retrieve
his kite, he touched an uninsul_sled line and suffered a bad
burn.
This /rms., three factors
weighed against the company:
1) that the pole was right
'next to a playground;
2) that it had low steps, easy
for children to climb-, and
3) that no DANGER signs
had been posted.
A court duly awarded damages to the injured boy, saying
that the-Lompany Could al
have foreseen this kind of an
accident.
And tree climbing is even
more. foreseeable than pole
climbing. Thus:
A boy got a shock from an
uninsulated wire that passed
through the upper branches of
a tree in front of his house.

Surd later for damages, the
power company pointed out that
there was nothing in the tree-no snagged kite, no frightened
kitten, no tempting fruit-that
would justify the boy's venture
into the treetop.
But the court held the company tiahle anyhow, for misjudging human nature.
'The immemorial habit of
small boys to climb trees," said
the court, Is a habit which corporations stretching their wires
over such trees must take notice
of."
An American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
Bernard.

POST OFFERED
Dan Brown, president of
NF!W YORK (UPI) -Chris
Land Corp. of Nevada, said his
Feasopoulos; a member of the
Elizahe
Reno-based firm is Considering-specialty teams on the New
buying the town, but hasn't
Murray,Ky.
ork Jets, has been offered the
come to any figure with the
of director -of athletic
4.
railroad.
the Paradise Perk, a
eVe
Senior Dam Pflueger of Sa. 25-aec
rnusement center
I Goalie Roger Crozier with
_ Junior Breck Cunningham of the Bilfrato Sabres is the short- - tern. kV's , at .6-foot-8. is one I if
fte,the Grecian city OF
plannitt
Force
State ('ollege. Pa captains the est man on the teary
.) tie is the tallest athletes in Air
Nitrate and sttduled tit open in,
Academy history
Air F:orce_gymnasItcs tTh
,
•
the spring of 1173.

--Most accidents to the elderly
happen at home, but a great
many potential hazards can be
eliminated,through safe design
and furnishings, according to a
new "Retirement Safety
Guide" published by the
National Retired Teachers
Association and American
Association of Retired Persons.
Adequate wiring and elec.trice' systems and flameretardant fabrics in home
furnishings san reduce the
hazard, of fire-the greatest
threat to home Safety, the Guide
The booklet offers a room-byroom analysis dr *Ayr to
prevent other household accidents,including tips on-how to
use color to call attention to
dangerous. areas.
"Painting top and bottom
-stops on stairways a light color
makes them inore visible at
night," the Guide suggests;
"and painting/ medicine containers with bright splashes of
color helps to desioite which
Ones are for external use and
which ones are-to be taken internally."
Prepared as a comprehensive
Safety manual for older persons, the booklet also includes
information about traffic safety
for the elderly„ both as
pedestrians and :drivers,. and
advice on how to prevent
guard agabist
"dear-to-door salesmen" who
misrepresent Products and
prices.
The -"Retirement Safety
Guide" is offered free to all
interested older persons as a
service of the two Associations,
the
largest
nation's
organizations dedicated to
helping older Americans
achieve retirement lives of
independence, dignity and
purpose.
The Associations conduct a
vigorous legislative
representation program and
sponsor many member services
to help older persons stretch
retirement incomes and
maintain active involvement in
community and national affairs.
Association services include
recommended health, life and
automobile insurance
programs, a temporary employment service, a world-wide
travel service, pharmacies
offering prescription medicines
on a mail-order basis, and a
continuing education prograrn.
Free copies of the Safety
Guide-are available by writing.
"Retirement Safety Guide,".
,f4R14A-AARP, 1225-Connecticut
Avenue, N. W., Wailiingtotr, D.
C: 20036.

employees' pay adjustments
are based upon Federal law and
regulations; thus, they will be
subject to comparable controls.
This includes employees of the
Judicial, legislative, and
executive branches of the
government.
n
Tth
he
dayA
Almanac
0
:7
912kh

tp

By United Press International
Today is Friday, Jan. 7, the
follow.

The moon is a-pPittieliing
lest quarter. ,
The. parking_
Mercury and Juipter.
The evening stars
are
Venus, Mars and Saturn:777
- :- •
On this day in history:
In 1789 George Washington
was elected the first president
of the United States.
lit 1918- Nikolai Lenin
established a dictatorship of
_the...proletariat and abolished
tituent assemblY of the
Soviet Union.
In 1917 regular traniantic
telephone service began between New York and Landon.
In 1967 U.S. combat troops in
Vietnam entered the Mekong
River Delta for the first tithe.
A thouitht for the day;French_
novelist Andre Maurois said"Modesty and unselfishness,
these are the virtues men
praise, and pass by."
W USE FOR HOSE
LAKE CHARLES, La. (UPI)
-An armed bandit holding up
the Home Credit Co. Wednesday ordered the woman cashier
to take off lier_panty
need thein• to tie her up and
Usiiiscaped with $1,200,

Tonlfst thru Sbt.
_e runaway bestsellerisordhe-sareen.

SeanConnery
The Anderson Tapeil
op
c
CHILDREN'S MOVIE SAT. 1 tii 3 p.m.

A CHALLENGE FOR ROBIN MOD"
In tolor * All Seats 50t

meleestteftextegawftege
LATE SHOW —
count

mom
LAS VEGAS
STYLE ADULTS

FM. &SAT.
11:30 p.m.

All Seats 11.50

* Sun: - Mon. - Tue. *
Keep your eyes on what she cannot see
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tic), took a trip on
an eNcape machine

Pia$

-. without bmkes!

• .iL0111

•

pins and rib)
the same arm
However, 9
a duck tail
style instead

Executive
Almo PTA

Mrs.
M.
president, p
meeting of th
of the Alma
Association h
January 4, at
in the afternc
The devotio
Psalms 113w
-Turner with 1
Mrs. Howard
! Plans were
Country Musi
• the school on
28.
. Announcen
of the next re
be held Mond;
two p.m. at
-chroom with
Trevathan 'o
t County Publi;
s, guest speaker
": Those
I
Mesdames JIB
Hargis, Terry
Turner, Joe
Bucy, and M.
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tMiss Jenny Carol Giles Becomes Bride
.Of James Lynn Wood in_ Lovely Wedding
speaker on the "
Me
'At The Firsf United Methodist
C*Cit
.
"Children -it

Friday, January 7 The Nellie Outland 'llsitApir.
School Mai- or. &eery *.Hostesses twiny be Mesdames
Corner Baptist OburchTntil
meet at the home ofMrs. Sarah Earl warfart
Brown, and Nat Beal.
Allbritten at seven p.m.

Mrs. J. B. Ruehoon

rime/ 7334911 oe 133-4541

"Th

ome Is
Scene Of Shower :
For Bride-Elect

FBIRT.Haj

•-0-•

SPEARS GIRL
Tuesday, January 11
The Murray-Calloway County
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Spears
Morning circles of the WSCS
Senior Citizens Club will have a
of Benton Route Eight are the
of the First United Methodist
potluck luncheon at the social
parents of a baby girl, Tiffinte
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. as
Mrs.
Paul
entertained
Parrott
hall of the First United
Dawn,
weighing five pounds
follows: A1i4 Waters with Mrs.
Thurso*. evening, December
Methodist Church at noon.
A.M. Alexander, 1707 Wells
30, at the Parrott Home on 113 13,2 ounces, born on Monday,
Bingo will be played and
Extended; Bessie Tucker with
'Pryor Street, Mayfield, with a January 3, at 7:45 p.m. at the
members are to bring white Mrs.
James Diuguid,803 Sharpe
Shower to compliment Miss Murray -Calloway-, County
:. _
elephant gifts for prizes. In
Street; Maryleona Frost at the
Suzie Maddox, whose wedding Hospital.
•
.. ,
.
charge of arrangements will be
The
new father is employed at church parlor.
to
place
Ivy Culver, Mr. and Mrs.
tak,
Buren
Hooper's
Abigail
Van
Feed
Mill,
By
Benton.
. FriSctie
a yveevCe
iin
ailre
iY
g.wil ,
Clarence Horton, Mesdames
staddot
_wow-ot
7146a- - Grandparents are Mr. and•-•--- ----'.HomeakrsWtid
Homemake
Miss
Ruby Harris,' Essie
- Club will meet at the home of
DEAR ABBY:,I recently reeled an apartmest
and navy printed crepe dress, Mrs. J.T. Hooper and Mr. and
Lenore Jones, Hildred
my back yard to a I9-year-old bisy with the tedunXiiiiing
Mrs. Ralph Darnell at 12:30
with navy accessories. The Mrs. Donald Travis, all of
m,
.
,,
and.
e
and Mina Waters.
that he would be living there alone
hostess presented her with a Benton. Great grandparents
• p.m.
corsage of white glarnellis and are Mrs. Mary Helen Edwards -- - ---- Since than I have seen him leave with-his ght-friendlrat7 —
The Senior -High-stildenis-pf-/
can- and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell. 7:45 nearly every morning.
white satin ribbon:1.y.
the First Bapdst Church will -The
New
Providence.
The girl is 16 and a junior in high school, so I assumeili
all of Benton.
have a party at the youth center
Homemakers Club will meet at
An attractive crystal
taking her to school. The girl's parents are divorceddl
is
at seven p.m. For information
the home of Mrs:-Lan:y Curd at
delabra with bud vases filled . Trans'
the
girl is supposed to be living with her father. Sevin*
'
•
GIRL
VALENTINE
call 753-1854.
OM p.m.
with baby's breath and tinted
Miranda Gayle is the name , other people have told me they have seen her coming and:
this
_,.,_
going from my apartment just like she lives there,
saturuy,
_
T he
Progressive
ta
mums
,ble, wherhtered
was cothe
veredserv
witi
fig
a .:chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Rex
upset.
me
has
.
4.
Two,
Larry
Valentine
of
Route
0
'
Homemakers Club will meet at
white linen cloth. Punch was
The Captain Wendell Oury
Should I call her father and tell him what I suppect?
served from the crystal mach Puryear, Tenn., for their baby
Chapter of the Daughters of the the home of Mrs. M.D. Hassell.
the bow I rented the apartment to *that girl leliving
Ask.
girl,
pounds
bowl, and other appointmentset
American Revolution will meet in ease of bed weathet the
weighing seven
him? Ask him for the apartment and give him some
with
thirteen
ounces,
born on
silver completed the WSW&
at the home of Mrs-Doris Nance meeting'vial be at Mrs-1-10are thlt-whakt_ .__.
reason for wanting it? Or sissitL
AAber
-Tiimilify
miaa
-L-7
January
-11151FLincluded
guest
4,
/it
list
The
at elevenium.Ssamernber jji Wihmle IUDs
'
none
Maddox, her mother, Mrs. Jim :11;1t,the
to bring a covered dish.
-: 111166611"4"PletelY as '
of mY: LANDIADY
41MI1
1/41,
. A.
Hospital.
- Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Maddox, Jr., Mrs. Thurston- County "C'Sp.."'..
The
new
father
is
employed
it
Order
of
the
IbilfrilkweifynICARAANDTDY:
Eastern
After
Star
all.
le
will
-the-hey;
Furches of Lynn Grove, mother
Sunday, January 9
•
of the groom, miss Gall Far.
•
e
arts
anu ac urine
you and be did have an imierstanding that he woeld be
The Murray-Calloway County meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
living there alone. And Air.. ages might also be a factor.
ches, Lynn'Grove, Mrs. E. C. CaraPanY'Paris'Tenn'
Shriners and their families will p.m.
. a
a
Pa
Morton, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Jim
have their
first monthly
Groups of the Baptist Women
Scott, Murray, Mrs. Lestel Mrs: Conway Valentine of
. Ido
hotois lid
nuingt3I:is
li:
Eir
dren
ishe
bitAB
wdoorbeiu,
ving
xpecotre me
feomorlirain
ave she
a neeighb
Iring
fellowship breakfast
hand
of the
Eatosmesdames,
Puryl
mrs o-n
,lar
Tenn
prenon
., and oNfIrpa
. !W
iz,
of
the
First
Baptist
Church
are
Murray,345,
new year at the Holiday Inn at_
.,
Murray.
nine
All inaMberd area scheduled to meet as follows:T.
withlirrs. Ogrern SMIngton al1
my.
us - It does noskt-of listening-to het-and 1 have to
urged to attend.
9:30 a.m., IT with Mrs. O.C.
Pryor, Curtis Jones Boyd,..
good. She can't be insulted.
HARRELL GIRL
Wells at ten am., and GI with
Curtis James Boyd, Hal Wright,
Yesterday when she called, I told- her fmas busy and
Open house will be held at the
4_34,._maddos;_sr.., ty,A,idarrtc--&elocia Dawn-Tie-Use-name-4-- had togo,bovse--tept-talktng anyway. I fallnilly Rad bo
Mrs.,111. Linn at two-p-m-.
new Murray High. Selltall On
hang up on her. She called me right back, and twouldn't
Owen Clemmon.s, Robert Mills, chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Doran Road between the hours
Tiptonitoodr_som Boyd Neely.. Harrell of Shady Oaks Trailer
_The
Quota
Club
will
meet
at
answer
the nkooe.._ Next thing, I knew this dingtiar was at
of two and 4:30 .1)-.m. EVerytWitCourt, Murray, for their baby
the Southside Restaurant at 12
my fivoi't door, without a coat in the freezing weather,
In a ceremony of simplicity fitted sleeves, and carried a Walt Apperson, Joe David
is cordially invited to inspect
noon.
yelling and cursing and leaning on my bell. When I saw,
and dignity, Miss Jenny Carol white basket tieftwith holly and Smith, Kathryn Sutherlin, girl, weighing five pounds 8',1
the new facilities.
ounces,
born
on
who it was I didn't pay any attention to her, so she tried ,
Tuesday,
Flavious
Martin,
Bob
SumGiles became the bride of
January 4, at 3:20 p.m.
Wednesday, January 12 ?" Jetties Lynn WOOd on Saturday, red ribbons. Her 'hair was tied inerVille, Tony Thorpe.
the knob [thank God, it was bolted./ Then she went around
N,
Monday, January 10
back
with bows of red velvet..
The _-- South., _341.1yeag December IA, at the First
The new father is_aerviaLwitb, and tried the back dbor. When she found that bolted,. too,
MINalatiles...Weldon Haman,
The Girl Scout Nclishboi hued
WOMemakers Club Will meet at United Methodist Church in - -Master John Christopher- Francis Hopkins, Fred Parrott, the United States Army, now ----ase threw stones at my window!
meeting will be held at the-Girl
Farmer of Murray, also a
home on leave from his base in
the home of Mrs. Bill Britton at Fulton. Rev. William G.
Please tell me how I can get this pest to leave me
Adams cousin of the bride, was ring Bob Moore, Dick, Meador,
Scout cabin at ten a.m. All
Germany.
HARRASSED
alone"'
Mayfield.
Lawrenceburg;
Ind.,
Bob
officiated
double
at
the
ring
leaders are urged to be present.
bearer.
Grandparents
are
Ballard,
Mrs.
Lexington
_
Ky.,
James
ceremony solemnized ei„logr„ .- Attending Mr. Wood as best
_
DEAR HARRASSED: The woman is obviously- mere
The- South' Pleasant -Grove o'clock in the afternoon.
' man was Richard Burke. Pryor -Huntsville, Alabama. Margarefilarrell and
The Almo PTA will meet at
than a "pest"-she is • sick pest_ If she lives alone, let her
Homemakers Club will meet at
Misses Jill Maddox, Amanda Mrs. Richard Whited, all of
The bride is the daughter of Ushers were Kenneth
the school lunchroom at two
family lit she has one know of her irrational behavior. You
the home of Mrs. Kent Simpson Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Giles
of Alexander, David Robey, and Maddox, Sally Clemmons, Murray. Great grandparents
p.m. with Mrs. Margaret
&sal have to tolerate her harrasament, but the peer soul
at one p.m.
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bryan
Angelia
and Debbie Parrott,
South Fulton, Tenn., and the Gale Mendenhall.
Trevathan of the Calloway
needs help. If yew can't locate her family or close Mends,
Patsy Martin, Jayne 111ackford, Overcast of Murray and Mr.
granddaughter of Mrs. Ruth
notify your local Mental Health Society.
Public Library as speaker.
daughter's
For
her
wedding,
The
New
Concord Giles and the late Elvin Giles
Jeanine Quinn, Jeanna Peak. and Mrs. Earl Wheat of
Homemakers Club will meet at and "Mrs. Carter lee Farmer Mrs. Giles chose to wear a„.
Franklin. The maternal great
The Board of Directors of the
DEAR ABBY: The letter in your column' concerning
the home of btrs. Noel Smith at and the late John Farmer, all of turquoise dress of double knit
great grandmother is Mrs.
Quota Club will meet at the
with navy accessories. Her
anonymous phone calls really hit home with me. I have
Anna
Stanley
of
Franklin.
OM
p.m.
Murray.The groom is the son of corsage was of white carSouthside Restaurant at 5:30
been an employe of the telephone company for many years,
Mrs. Mildred Wood and the late naons.
and as such, I've handled numerous complaints involving
J..•
WILLIAMS GIRL
The Arts and Crafts Club will Walter Wood of South Fulton,
the misuse of the phone.
Mrs. Wood, mother of the
meetat the home of Mrs. Aaron Tenn. His grandparents are Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Williarat,
The Sigma Department of the
In most cases [not always] when these anonymous calls
Chapman, 209 Woodlawn, at and Mrs. Milton Davis, and the groom, wore a teal blue double
Fox Meadows Trailer Court,
Murray Woman's Club will
are
traced, they are found to be made by mentally diswith
black
knit
accessories.
She
2:30 p.m.
late Mr. and Mrs. G.L. Wood of also wore a corsage of white
Murray, are the parents of a
meet at the club house at 7:30
turbed and very unhappy people who want to impose unhapSouth Fulton, Tenn.
p.m. with ken Barber as the
piness on others.
carnations.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-It was baby girl, Stacy Renee,
The Mason's Chapel United
The sanctuary of the church
hard 'to put together a list of weighing seven pounds, born on
scheduled speaker on the
For example, one woman who tried to call her husband
Reception
Methodist Church WSCS will was enhanced by candlelight
only 10 because "1971 was a Tuesday, January 4, at 4:10
'theme, "Children in Trouble".
at his place of business and found his line busy, then atFollowing
ceremony,
the
Mrs.
meet at seven p.m.
from myriad ecru tapers in Jane Edwards entertained with year of total fashion garbsige," a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
tempted to call a lady she knew, and when HER line was
Hostesses will be Mesdames
spiral and arched brass holders, a reception in the fellowship according to Mr. Blackwell, the County Hospital,
also busy, this wife assumed that her husband and this lady
George E. Overbey, Jr.,
- Evening circles of the WSCS providing the background
Don Ricldes of haute couture.
The new father is employed at
were talking to each other! She then began to call this lady
William Smith, Donald Keller,
hall
of
the
church.
of the First United Methodist before which the vows were
Traditionally, the California the General Tire and Rubber
on the phone and harries her with all sorts of vile accusaJoe Ryan Cooper, and Joe.Hal
Church will meetat 7:30p.m. as said.The holder'were entwined . The bride's table was overlaid designer imam a list about this Company,
tions
Spann.
14
.11
11
1
.44
_
with
a
white
lace
linaand
cloth
follows: Hannerwith /dm. Joe -with
-Wnetea year-when others
-Magnolia and holly and the
Grandparents are Vernon • .
YOu gave very sound advice to the woman who wanted
Keeslar, Highway 641 North;- chancel rail held a profusion of and centered by a large silver are making. up best dressed Willie= of
Murray, Mrs. Eula. _ to know what to do about a persistent anonymous caller
The Theta Department of the
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. John magnolia and holly tied with filigree epergne filled with
roateraf the worst dressed Mae Jones of Oklahoma,
who would phone and say, "Your husband wants a
Murray Woman's Club will
and
Fortin, 1514 Glendale Road; velvet bows of holly with holly and reflecting a mirrbred women of the previous year. As Mr. and Mrs.
divorce," and then hang up: "Get an unpublished number!"
Hafford Beane of
meet at the club house at 7:30
tray,
bordered
with
holly.
It
was
often as not, certain fashionable
Wesleyan with Dr. Alice streamers of Christmas red.
STEADY READER
p.m. with County Juvenile
flanked with silver
five- women make both Mr. Black. Murray. Great grandparents
Koenecke, 1701 Hamilton.
are Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rose
Bouquets
of
velvet
the
red
Judge Robert 0. Miller as the
branched candelabra holding
well's list and the more
Whore your problem? You'll feel better if you gee 11-1112„,_ •
of New Concord, Mr. and Mrs.
marked the pews.
ecru candles.
favorable lists of other designyear chest. Write te ABBY, BO/ 115709, Lus Amide&
Porter
Mrs. LC. Logan, organist,
Hutchens
of
Murray,
and
A crystal punch bowl and the ers: •
MM. Per a personal reply melees steamed. aidealse
presented a program of nuptial three-tiered colonnade wedding
1. Ali McGraw, actress- Dempsey Beane of Lynn Grove.
music. Among her selections cake were trimmed with holly. "Pochantas wearing
remnants
were --"C'Because", Miss Brenda Wood,the groom's from Custer's Last Stand."
Genus Allium
- • AP Fashion Writer
Far Abby's booklet, "How to Have a lardy Weading,”
Chinese With a fuli length "Liebesdraum", GOUIKKI'S "Ave sister, presided at the guest
2. Jacqueline Onassis-"Kitty
Dry onions. indispensable to
NEW YORK ( AP)- Spring qua*from Stan Hagleser.
seed $I Is Abby, Box WM& Leo Andlniml• C111- 11115,
Maria" "Clair DeLune", awl book, and Miss Susan Holt and of the cat pack-in Tom pants."
dozens of dishes as the essential
hair styles start with a simple
Styli* from across the coun- the traditional wedding mar- Miss Ann Fen/rick served at the
3. Princess Anne of Great flavoring
ingredient, belong to
pageboy, but they end at a con- try gathered at a beauty ches.
Britain-"The DDT Award- the
reception.
Genus Anion, which has
voluted upsweep.
Bride's Dress
dull,
brunch Wednesday at the New
dowdy
and
tacky."
Following the reception, the
over 500 species, most of them
After Inventent,Sale
That "Don't touch me, I've York Couture Council's press
Entering the church escorted bridal couple left for an
4. Dinah Shore, singer and TV
with the characteristic onion
-past been-to the beauty parlor" week, and they see these by her father, the bride was
unannounced wedding trip. For personality-"Belle of the quilt- odor. Onions are as ancient as
look, is back again. It includes trends:
lovely in her gown of can- traveling, the bride chose to ing party looking like Mary.
human history, according-to the
such marvels as clots of hair
The Afro Is -outpaced by the dlelight peau de soie and wear a blue crushed velvet Mary on a teeter-totter."
United Fresh Fruit and Vegebunched in back, twisted smaller, softer head.
I.
Jacqueline
Susann, novelist
reemboidered lace. The gown, pants outfit with navy, ac.braids, buns, curls, ponytails.
-“Writes love, speaks love, table Association. They were a
Long, straight hair of the designed and made by her cessories.
staple food of workers who built
looks like a divorce."
pins and ribbons-often all on 1960s is still being chopped off. mother arid- maternal grandWorsted Wool-20 percent off, originally $1.69 NOW i1.31 , 40?
The newly married couple is
the Egyptian pyramids,
6.
Carol
Burnett,
the same arrangement.
TV
personaskein. All Christmas Kits-L2 price. All perma-press cross
The best solution is a neat mother, Mrs. Carter Lee now residing at 218 Second'
lity-"Maas confusion purch• However, women can choose angled cut. Sides are shorter, Farmer of Murray, was of
stitch table cloths-40 percent off. Anything In decoupage
Street, Fulton.
ased from a Park Avenue
a duck tail cut or a tapered swooping down to a longer empire style featuring a chapel
room-10 percent off. Pearls to crochet-$8.00 a dozen or $.70 a
Meaty
Chip
Dip
included
Out
guests
of
town
garage sale."
style instead. Or she can go back. This is often worn with train. The bodice and full
string. Rug Yarn, Coats & Clarks4.30 skein. On sale
For a tasty chip or cracker
Mrs. Carter Lee Farmer, Mrs.
7. Brigitte Bardot-Prench
needlepolot41.00 piece, 11" X II" & 13" X 13" Ring kits-10
sleeves
were
overlaid
bangs.
-with lace Ruth Giles, Mr. and Mrs. Paul actress,"The
dip,
combine
finely
diced
readyBetty Boop of the
percent off.
to-serve meat, ham or dried beef
Many stylists are tired of the encrusted with tiny pearls, Buchanan, Mr. and Mrs. bosom (kills."
layered look.-It's become an or- falling into a slender skirt Charles
NONE SECONDS-ALL FIRST QUALITY!
Costello,
Vince
I. Martha Mitchell, wife of with sour cream and chipped
,
dinary street fashion and must banded by the same pearl Costello, Mr. and Mrs Man- US. attorney general-"Sun- chives.
trimmed lace. The veil, a cloud sfield Farmer, Mr. and Mrs. bonnetSue on a rainy afternoon
McGinnis, be replaced.
M.D.
Mrs.
Short cuts are off the neck, of misty illusion banded by wide Bob Farmer, Mr. and Mrs. wearing chiffon and old lace 20
president, presided at the
meeting of the executive board partly to clear the way for imported lace fell to overlay the Raymond Hewitt and Lynn and years too late."
train of the gown,and was held Miss Elizabeth Jackson,.all of
9. Shelley Winters, actressof the Almo Parent-Teacher backless dresses.
Upswept styles are coming In place by a pearl embroidered Murray;
"A stuffed frog in a teat."
Association held on Tuesday,
lace flower and petal band with
10. Twiggy, beanpole British
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Smith,
January 4, at one-thirty o'clock back.
So is the ducktail. Remember loops of pearl bordering the Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mathis, actress-"In a strapless gown
in the afternoon at the school.
front.
Mr.and Mrs-. Marshall Steno:ins, she could sue her bust for nonThe devotional reading from that in the 1950s?
Her only jewelry was a gold Mr. and Mrs, Horace Overby, support."
"More complicated,that's the
Psalms 113 was by Mrs. Wayne
Turner with the prayer led by word," says Pierre Hambur of locket, a gift of the groom. She Mrs. Charles Murphy, Mr. and
New York City. "Hair styles carried a bouquet of 'white Mrs. W. E. Byars and Susann Easy Chafing
Mrs. Howard Bucy.
Plans were discussed for the will be more worked out, with- carnations forming a cross_ -ail of Mayfield, Mrs. Sandra Dish Deseert
nested against a background of Stokes of Memphis and Mr. and
Country Musical to be held at out being jazzed up."
In chafing dish, hr:;:trastole
The new lodge for Senior Citizens at 1505 Stadium View Drive in Murray, Ky.,,Is now
Complicated is not the word holly.
Mrs. Raymond McClain of spiced peaches,
the school on Friday, January
ino
ready for occupancy.
Miss
Ginger
Edwards
for
arrangements.
some
atThe
Martin, and Mrs. Novella cherries and canned pear
28.
Our goal late provide this area with the best possible care for ambulatory senior citizens.
. Announcement was made word is confused. Styles range tended the' bride as maid of Harris, Miss Annie Bell Wood, halves. Blend the pear and
Our rates are less than $7.00 a day for semi-private accomodations.
(of the -next regular meeting to from a three-clump number of honor. She was gowned in velvet and Mrs. Donna Wilson, all of peach syrups with cornstarch,
This price includes; three balanced meals a day, maid service, clean linens, comfortable
be held Monday, January 10, at "teensy teensy" curls to three of Christmas red designed in the Union City.
1 tablespoon to a cup of syrup
living quarters, color TV.,social activities and religious services.
same style as that of the bride.
$ two p.m. at the school tun- fat high-rise, buns in a row.
Stir into hot fruit and heat until
We take care of the ordering and dispensing of the medicines, call your personal physician
However, there is hope. It She carried a nosegay of holly
::zhroom with Mrs. Margaret
thickened. Add a jigger of
or drug store when needed.
with
red
velvet
ribbon
starts
tied
with
in
the
pageboy,
from
brandy or rum if so inclined.
Trevathan -or the Calloway
'
Since we are just open, a choke of rooms and accomodstious is now available. Please
Serve in Individual compotes
County Public Library as the Mr. Andre of New York, or the French- knots. Her heidpiece
contact me at the Fern Terrace Lodge 753-7109.
for
For
seasonedflour
was
a
how
of,
red
matvelvet
bowl
cut
page
boy,
Betty
from
or
sprinkled
diced
with roasted
guest speaker.
chicken or meats, combine
ching her gown.
•
Omni almonds.
Those
present
were Bagwell of Columbia,S.C.
one
teaspoon
gemmed
salt,
These arestylists who give a' Little Miss Buff Ellen Stokes
Mesdames Junior Cleaver, Budl
one 'Teaspoon seasoned pet):
of Memphis, Tenn., cousin of
!. Hargis, Terry Walters, Wayne no-teased look-just lots
per . and one-fourth sup
MON,i PURDOM R.N. ADMINLSTR4TOR
Chill pastry after placing it in
the
bride, served as flower girl.
. Turner, Joe Walker, Howard shiny loose clean hair, but well
flour. Makes great fried . a pie pan and -before biking. It
• shaped and never far below the • Sne wore a floor length goentlif
• Bucy, and M.D. McGinnis.
•
chicker.
Insure:I a tasty, tender crust.
red velvet in empire style slth
shoulders.
7
1.

upset about
..
unexpected
tenant -

7iow---ill-

•

Stit.

screen.

Famous WomenMake Worst
Dressed list

p. .

OD"

COLOR

IS
ADULT

ONLY

Ducktail Of The 1950's Shown As One Of
Hair Styles For Season At Press Show

I01 See

CRAFT HOUSE

Executive Board Of
Almo PTA Has Meet

:30
& Sun,

Ends
TUE.

1.

_MESSAGE
TO
SENIOR CITIZENS

1

Easy seasoning

•
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College Cage Roundup
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s Marshall

Tgiindering Herd briefly held
By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer the No. 18 spot. The following
It's not often that any basket- weelt they were knocked off.lay
ball team outruns-or out- Morehead State, and the school
guns-Marshall's Thundering had not held a national ranking
Herd,but it happened ThUisday again until this season.
rtow It's'happened again.
night.
After Morehead took an early
Morehead State,
_ .hitting 68.4
per 'cent of its shots from the 24-14 lead, Mar-Shall caught up
_ held m the,firathalf, raced to a and passed the Eagles at 34-33.
61-53 lead at intermission and A jumper by Lyons put Morewent on to score a 103-98 upset head on top 46-45 and the
victory over the 13th-ranked Eagles stayed on top till Randy
Thundering Herd-at Marshall, Noll put Marshall ahead 80-79
-with-e-feal-eltet--vetth 7.06 rc
no -less.
Morehead Coach Bill Harrell maining.used -a startinglime
61-flot
--ffilr Morehead responded la
sophomore, and one of them,. the challenge, outscoring Marforward Eugene Lyons, re- shall 19-8 for a 98-87 lead and
sponded by scoring a career- the game.
Lyons' running-mate at forhigh 27 points, 25 of them in the
ward, Len Coulter, scored 26
first half explosion.
There was nit element of deja for. Morehead'and guard Bill
vu to the game, and it wasn't a Dotson added 20. For Marshall,
C.-pleasant one for Marshall fans. guard Mike D'Antoni netted 28,
The last time Marshall was center Russell Lee tallied 23
ranked if
20 was during and forward Randy Noll scored
the 1955-56 season, when the 21 points and pulled down a

uperlowl-Wife -Already
Spending- Money from Gam

game-high 11 rebounds
No. 15 Southwestern LouiSiena, 7-1, avenged its only loss -

T.

°
efritiheKseenas°
tucil4bY87410
hIPPThe
ln ELI--._
'dogs had dropped a 185-99 deci:PhiladelPhio.,
.
Julie,
a
native
of
" stun St Easwn Ice-tautly "Dee.
'
SUBERT- 14171."
Associated Press Sports Writer "I was at Mount Holyoke Col1.
Dwight Lamar, the nation's
MIAMI (AP) - Julie Swift lege in South Hadley, Mass,
curled
her bare feet under a about 20 minutes from Amleading scorer, pumped in 34
Points to pace the Bulldogs, maxi and studied sketches for herst." They were married last
March.
who took the lead for good mid- her new kitchen.
Sinks, cabinets ... the works.
Swift, a 228-pounder, traveled
way through the first half and
-I'm spending. our Super the most unlikely of routes to
led by as much as 18 in the Sec..11300er.."
National Football League.
thy the west coast .1010); "After all, we've got $16,000 as- dom. He played at Amherst,
"ridiked Long- - Beach Stete 'lured and there
'
's'
'
1 41 17,500 where the notable pones
opened defense of its Pacific 'when'-not 'if'-we beat the academic. When Doug
in 1970, the NFL never noticed
Coast Athletic Association Dallas Cowboys."
Julie's 23-year-old husband, and he wasn't drafted.
crown with an 89-75 triumph
Montreal of the Canadian
over San Diego State. Lamont Doug,-plays outside linebacker
King topped the 49ers, now 11-1, for the' Miami Dolphins. If Football League agreed to give
-_
with 21 points 'while Jimmy Miami wins the Jan. 16 Super Swift a look.
"Doug lasted less than a
Wilkins was high for the Aztecs Bowl at New Orleans, Swift will
collect more in playoff mOney month," said Julie, "but lootwith 20.
than
he makeS in regular sala- ball ability had nothing to do
Senior guard Sam Simmons
"th the failure. The coach in
PoPPed in 24 Points hr lead
• —
3.
'
Bradley to a 95-79 Mis,souri Vala 316
7
'
0
7ge
"ja
freinds"
w viaal
ida. -Canada thought Doug was a
au
r

I

-

The Eagles_ smoked
at a 68.4- per cent clip in the
first half and held on to upset
:14
Marshall 103-98.
Eastern Kentucky dirt not do
as well against rated team,
sing to Fifteenth-ranked-Southwestern Louisiana 87-80.
In other games. Bellarrnine
lost. to Houston Baptist 77-76,
_Union bested Berea 87-78 and
More went down to an
80-70 defeat to Xavier.
-MOrehead's Eugene Lyons,
who carried a 13.3 scoring average into the contest, collected
25 of his career-high 27 points
"kin the run-and-shoot initial half
.
the Eagles took a 61-53 ad•
---44-vantSge.
•
1,
Leonard- Coulter netted 26
i.points for Morehead and Bill
Dotson contributed, 20. Lyons,
lItC Coulter and Dotson all are
sophomores. The win evened
Morehead's record at 4-4 and
made up for a 105-82 drubbing
the Eagles took from Marshall
Dec. 13.
• :Eaatern trailed practically
the entire night as South-

SAN ANTONIO, Tex.(AP)Some predict the Super Bowl
• wilt'be a quarterback dual, tint
Roger Staubach of the Dallas
Cowboys says football "Is
much greater than any two individuals."
•
-I'm more worried about
Miami's defense than two individuals," Staubach told a news
conference here Thursday, re!erring to himself and Miami
Dolphin quarterback Bob
Griese.
He-saitHie-expects to
determined, hard-hitting,
-gressiii-anit In lirteMPs
tense when the Cowboys meet
the Dolphins Jan. 16.
The Dallas signal caller was
here to address a city-wide appreciation banquet saluting the
-San Antonio Lee High School
nntball team, as the Class
AAAA state champions.
"As long as you have the
George Andries intercepting
passes and the Mel Renfros

m.ii.„,,
°
"
"
/ "he," said the petite, blond
- DolphitOqineTh-thindiwill not be -deckled by one indiDon cirY
Mehtt)W.Sta•
vidual, Staubach said:
scored 24 and Larry Finch' Vi Julie. 'Ilia mostly we'll invest plained.
R. Heal estate is a good deal,
"They looked -mita funny at
Andrie, a Dallas defensive
for the losers.
-but sorts pins you down. Let'
with his pink sunglasses MIL-intercepted a John Brodie
Sonny
western Louisiana won its sevWillis sank
---lite
it,
Doug could be traded and long hair, Perhaps we also pass to set up the first Cowboy
throws in the final 20 seconds
enth straight game. Southto give Houston a 70-66.victory tomorrow. We'll probably slick looked at him out of the corner .touchdown in Dallas' 14-3 title
western's biggest lead came at
stew ksto and bonds."
of our eye ... until we saw him- victory over San Francisco.
over Colorado. Houston, 7-4, got,
65-47 with 11:38 left In the.,
huge
animal:
In
romps
Isha
hitting people= the foot;
-start
had _praise
,26 points and 13 rebounds from mei.
weintaran
100-pound
field."
Renfro- and Mianii
I ••
I •
George Bryant paced Eastern
who shares the house with
As Julie discussed per plans Paul Warfield.
In other major games, de dog
Dougwith 23 points. The Colonels
a
'cat
named
,
Julie
and
to
attend Miami Law School, a
"Wm-field
incredible,'
fending Missouri Valley cham- Ramos..
had beaten the Louisiana team
red Olds Cutlass rumbled up Staubach said. But he deDral_je_ooentd,_
early in the season:
tIl
wu,
e,
the-line
scribed Renfro, who is expected
ence schedule with a 61-58 vic- who
Bellarmine lost leads of-up,to
barely outWeighs the sit- husband.
to he covering, Warfield, as
tory over Wichita State; LAO20 points in losing to Houston
erupted with a
"just tremendous." :‘
Adana State ended a sixInme ,'`‘,17
0̀
13_7
7
t07
2
7
ptist. -still
still led by
igM even scare
not just giving-out
losing streak by - trieoina
18 midway in the second half.
- room and ahnosi seems to fade_ Butkus.
Ms," he added. "'Renfro is
Georgetown, D.C. 90-71, and
The Knights had a final chance
Weber State launched the de- away, blending into theingiltilt •-"Doug has a way to quiet hard to pass against. I'd sure
to win when George Duncan tense
of its Big Sky Conference shag
" carpet.
dating Ishmael down," revealed Julie. hate to have to pass against
missed a free throw in a one- crown by
"He flings the 'dog around his
trouncing Gonzalo 84- , Doug and I began'
and-one-situation .with- seven
when- we were Tnn1ore;"7-11111ya beclt"-411te • a -Minir-Stolend-,
- He also ha irrraise for
seconds left. Duncan led his
Ishie soon simmers down."
Thomas,star running back who
te4111 With 22 Points.
didn't -play -for- Dallas
thin
streaksUnion had to come from befor the patio to install a boilit this season in a dispute with
hind to top Berea. Union trailed
speed bag. Being in Super Bowl the Cowboy front office.
throughout the first half and
"I don't understand a lot of
VI isn't enough for Swift. He
was down byeight points at inwants to improve his timing things he has done, but I know
termission. Bill Swafford paced
and stamina and be there for he probably works AS hard as
Union with 21 points while Denanyone in practice," -Stalibach
VII, VIII, IX et al. •
nis Miller led Berea with 15.
said.
—
Thomas
More
trailed.
throughout, but came within six
points of Xavier in the final
minute at 76-70. The Cincinnati
"There are people with someNEW YORK (AP) - Alan
team then scored the last two
baskets of the game. Tod Vol- Page of the Minnesota Vikins thing extra. They have the fapehin led the Rebels with 16 became the first defensive cility for turning a game
player ever to be named the around, even on one play. And
points and 10 rebounds.
By BOB GREEN
ing, keep playing, and get
Two games involving Ken- Most Valuable Player in the if they don't-if they never get
Associated Press Gill Writer
lucky,"
the big blond said after
tucky' teams are scheduled National Football League when that one play-that threat is
WS ANGELES (AP)- Big shooting a sterling six-underhave
to
reand
you
still
there
he
was
accorded
that
honor
totonight. Kentucky Wesleyan is
Fred Marti, the first-round par 65 for a one stroke lead in
spect them for that threat.
at Chicago I'itsic;
isee
Park and day by The Associated Press.
leader in the $125,000 Glen this kickoff event of the long
"These kind of People come Campbell-Los Angeles
Page, the Vikings' 6-foot-4,
Centre is at Terme
Temple.
Open 1972 pro tour.
245-pound defensive tackle, around most infrequently and golf tournament, has yet to win
The Texan led the field denever."
sometimes
grabbed the award with 16
a major tournament in six spite continued weakness from
votes of the special panel of 60
Page was credited with 109 years in the pro tour-but feels a bout with pnuemonia
that
"its writers and broadcasters solo tackles and 18 quarter- his time may be coming.
knocked
him
out
of
the
last
few
this
league-eity---aut---backing
sacks
CD2
s14)
Be._
eiry
--You've Jug got to lec$ try- tournaments of the 1971 season.
distancing.,quarterback Roger " also assile.4. on 35 tackles and
He held a one-stroke margin
Sfauhach of 13allasand wide re- two sacks, scared two safeties._
Mier
- Georg
-e- Archer, Bob
was
responsible for a third,
ceiver Otis Ta
of Kansas
Smith, Hale Irwin, Curtis &fblocked a punt and was creditCity.
ford and young John Mahaffey,
ed with 42 "hurrys".
Taylor,--the top vo
a 23-year-old tour rookie and
"Hurrys' are a category inamong American Confere
former
national collegiate
-Nine(UPI)
CLEVELAND
tuted by Grant as a further
players, and Staubach,each rechampion.
quarterback
Bill
year
veteran
of
a
-defensive
-stick
ceived 10 votes. Miami quarterGeroge I3outell was alone at
ability, and he is Nelsen of the Cleveland Browns
bask Bob Griese collected nine
one each time he said Thursday his knees "ache 67, with four others tied at 68 in
and Washington quarterback credited
ck to throw all the-time" now and he will the bright warm sunshine that
Bill Kilmer was nail* on four forces the quer
tikeigjettre after the 1972 bathed the 6,823-yard, per 71
ts
ballots. No other player- re- the ball before he
Rancho Park Golf Course. They
The \Mans never ha
Ste- season.
ceived more than.two.
are Gene Littler, Tom Weisseason
is
"This
likely
coming
Netifled,oLthe_sisard,..Page tiStic .until Rage_ camg_
new methods to be the end Of it .for' me," kopf, Jim Wiechers and Larry
said: "I am surprised. It's a Then they needed
, Who has undergone Wood. •
to measure proflncy.
great honor_"
Arnold Palmer had a 69, Billy
operations
He found himself at a loss to
"I don't think I. 'Casper took all and.Lee Treknees,
explain just how he accomch more than vino struggled home with a fat
could take
.
plishes what he does.
or the 1972 .74, far back in the field and in
I'm
that:
"I never paid much attention
danger of missing the cut for
season, that's all."
to What the other tackles did," 4
to ..tbe final two rounds Saturday
He said fluid contin
said Page. !II-don't exactly-do-and Säly unless he kn.
form • in the knee join
a-whatever I'm supposed to
ete
requiring them to be drained
do-picture perfect. I play it by
think it's mostly exsensor
&week.
during
the
once
OAKL.ANT5
(*AP)
-Nate
*
ear and go from there."
per
"Marti said of the imAnd now listen to Coach Bud ' Thurmond, the Golden State and every few weeks in the off- proved
pley'tha.t put him on top
Warriors' 6-foot-11 center, has season.
(
C,empouading the problemare of this •tournanleat and staked
passed the 10,000-point total for
his career and says he hopes to dalnaged ligaments in his right him to his best se. .1. of his,
the
play three more National Etas-- _knee. -The left knee is, 'tareer last year. He
satellite Ontario Open; f'
ketball Association seasons and reasonably strong.
"Pm thankful_the knee brace second in the Kaiser and won.
_make it 15,000.
I wore last season held the leg almost $60,000.
Thunnond,30, is in his ninth together," Nelson
or Seventh season
He spiced his round_ with a
said.
but has mlised a lot of
PITTSBURGH, Pa. (AP) - action with injuries and. had "Protection-wise it helPed a let, live-under-par 30 on his,front
The Kentucky Colonels go for knee surgery in 1968 and 197e.
but it did hinder my move- nine, including a 20-foot birdie
putt on his first hole. He also
their seventh straight win
He was recovering from a ment."
tonight in a road game against hand injury Thursday. night
The suffering has been worth -arreached a par five in two, twice
hit irons inside live feet and
the Pittsburgh Condors.
when he led the Warriors to a it at times, he said.
;'When you get to the point made another froth-10 feet. He
The Condors own one of the 119-115 victory Over the Portnine victories over the Colonels land Trail Blaiers in the only where you're with a winning had two birdies earning home,
this season and Kentucky wen NBA game scheduled.• His 37 team and the type of organiza- but faltered with a bogey when
the only other meeting of the points raised his career total to tion the Browns have, you he was short of a green and,
-agony. I tiring, failed to birdie either of
two teams.
10,005 and he became the 45th forget some
With the--"Aftierican Basket- player to pass the 10,000 Mark.
waited so hardto reach this the per five finishing holes.
ball Association season half
Jeff Mullins scored 34 for .point, I can't say otherwise."
Nelsen took. more of _a
over, the Colonels have won 32 Golden (State in its fourth
of their 41 games and lead the straight victory-all four over physical beating in 1971 than he
Eastern Diviltdit:`-•
has in any other season since
last-place teams. Rookie Sidney Wicks paced joining.the Browns in 1968. The
HOLLYWOOD,Fla. (API Portland with*foufabove his inexperience of 'young Bob Tommy Chesbro of
Oalahoma
_•_elub-leaditig average.
' McKay and Doug Dieken at State University was named
responsible
partially
' When Thurmond netted his tackle was
Coach of the Year Thursday by
the National Wrestling Coaches
UPI)-Defense- 92od point early in the fourth for this.
ST. LOUI
"They !All improve, too, and Association.
man John Arbo was recalled ptiriod to reach the 10,000 total,
,
asset
to
tremendous
At -the same time, the
es of the officials halted the game and become a
by the St. Louis
howev- coaches group
f-) tirinP 753 3414
National Hockey Leag Thurs- Warrior presidentthe,:Franklin the team," Nelsen said.
awarded its 1972
ball to In. "The -future is bright East-West meet-to
Mieuli presented
da from their Denver
Cleveland,
season."
''this past
X
Nate.
Tern.,•
on March 18.
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Staubach Views Wooden Gives Formula
SuperlimyliAs
For
leafing His Team
Team- Effort
IgLA?

Eagles Upset No. 5_ Marshall
By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
. The
sophomore-dominated
M):,rehead State basketball
team has Tun.hat and.
this
/ season
and 'Thursday was defi.
rutely a hot night
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IS ANGELES(AP) How Hornyak put up near the hasdo you beet
ket, swept the 7400t Witte off
The prescription comes from the boards and got the UCLA
none other than Bruins Coach fast break winging as the
John Wooden.
Bruins jumped in front 30-8 and
"We could be overpowered," coasted in.
he sayS. "Our .forwartis„ at 6-5 _ -"This should have been Atest
and 64and 170-Ulikpoun4
far us.""Ms Woodin with atsmaller and lighter than most most a note of disappornfrnent
forwards we'll face in the- in his voice. "One of our weakference. We're more apt to suf.- nesses might be how we will do
fer in a rough game, especially when we get under pressure."
if officiating gets loose and
If they should get under presmost likely on the road."
sure-and it could happen
But eight opponents have against Oregon State tonight-been nail* to find the formula _chances are the Bruins will
thus-07M the Bruins open look to Henry Bibby, the only
their conference season at Ore-----sinAik- In to---garung lineup.
gon State tonight, they are top- He's -I- eia, sharpshooting
ranked nationally, leading the guard who seems to have benation in scoring, and lopsided come even' more effective with
favorites to win the Pacific-8 the advent of Walton.
once again and enter the NCAA
In the UCLA set offenaer_Sibt
playoffs in pursuit of theft' sixth by plays-timp-Wt wing, whirestraight national title.
•
Keith Erickson and John ValleThis is Wooden's kind - of .b. used to play, and Walton
team-quick, agile, pressing, takes the low , post, posing a
fast-tweaking, disciplined, neat dilemma for opponent.:_
deep. There is no Lew Alcindor who want to concentrate on one
Or Sidney Wicks to pass the ball
of the two.
and then get out of the way.
"If Bibby's man-Trims beck;
But there is plenty of talent to he can shoot," Wooden says.
be molded by the decade's most "If he moves up Bibby can
successful college basketball chive around him or take the
coach, and Wooden says, "I'm ball in to Walton."
enjoying it very much."
But this weekend, when the
It takes much longer for the Bruins open their conference
to describe his team's season-at Oregon State and
Oregon, they • might not have
strength than its Weaknesses.
"We have good balance, their big man at full strength.
Walton came down witft strm
speed, quickness, and the good
big man," he says. "We have a throat after the Ohio State
blend of good outside shooting game last Thursday and hasn't
and the good inside game. Our practiced since.
rfk-was oonsAiUsted doubtful
strength Is ln running_ and
pressing-F.444-6*k
can for the Oregon tifil earlier this
play most any type of game week but called Wooden
Wednesday night and told him
and have a good-chance."
To add to the nightmares of he "definitely felt able to go,
frustrated opposing coaches, though he's not -eery- strong,"
of "UCLA's Mailers -ire the-Mach says.Walton's backuP man is Swen
sophomores-Keith Wilkes, a
catlike 6-6 forward who Wooden Neter, 6-11 and a good shooter- ,
but "not in Walton's class," jS might have started on last
year's team if freshmen were Wooden say-'
But barring crippling injuries
eligible; Greg Lee, a strong,
clever 6-4 guard; and Bill Wal- to Walton and Bibby, UCLA fig"Riff.
ures to have too many guns,
••
"If we build 'around anyone even irf a conference that conit's Walton," says Woode of the tains two good, big teams from
redhaired 641 center with the - the Northwest, Oregon State
weak knees and the quick and _Washington, and a powhands who has overmatched ev- erful neighbor in Southern Cal
The Trejans, Wooden says,
eryone he's faced in his first
eight varsity games.
are "the team to beat." When
USCs lack of depth, brought on
Last week, when the Bruins by three
preseason injuries, is
faced Ohio State in what was
mentioned, he replies, "Depth
supposed to be their first real really
isn't that important in
,test, Walton personally took basketball."
'
care of the Buckeyes' two
It's an easy statement to
stars, guard Allan Hornyak and
make when you're holding all
center Luke Witte.
the cards. And this year, once
He swatted down everything again, John Wooden has them.
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roof

1969 Oh

"Can You
May!
Read these requirements:

1965 Old

RESIDENCE:
Must-five in rural area, own land in rural area or be employed in rural area.

APPLICANT & INCOME— MUST:

Nage

1965 Oh
1964 Oh

1970 Cac
deal
1970 Cac
shar

1963 Ca.
1969 Poi
slick
to

HOUSE RESTRICTIONS:
(itNot exceed 1400 sq. ft. finished living space
.• unless more than five in family.
(2) One bath only for family of less than five
members.
'(3) Not more than three bedrooms if family is
not more than five in number.
(4) No den, Tv, or rumpus room but may
include extra space for shop if needed for earning living.
- -(14-No elaborate, luxurious. expensive, doors,
s, built-in cabinets, bars, paneling, etc.
, (6)se may not cost more than $16,000.00
uloes'not illlude cost ()Not and water systems
conventional design.
(7) House mil.*
(8) Must not ha
tile carport or garage.

SITE REQUIREMENTS:
Where loan funds are involved in site purchase not more than
one acre may be purchased. State Health Dept. requires
minimum of 10,000 square feet if septic tank installed,
otherwise these are tweet requirements as to size of lot. "

For More Information ...
•
,
Catl..or See

De
DE
EA
FL
ix
HA
HO
H0

1969 Oh
and

_ROME- LOANS

or older.
(1)Be a citizen 18 years
(2) Not own an adequate home.
131 Have good credit and character rating.
(4) Have income to pay living expenses and
scheduled loan payments and other
indebtedness.
( St Have income of less than $8,000.00 per year.
Large income may qualify if family is exceptionally large.
If family owns an inadequate home a loan" may be made
_ bring it up to acceptable standards or family may sell it.

•••••

1967 Poi
with
1965 Poi
1965 Poi
1970 Foi
ovine
MI For
;she's
1968
1967 Thu
1968 Bak
whist
1967 Buie
roof,

1968 Che.
vinyl
1961 Che.

GENE STEELY

1058 PI yn
she's

901 Story Avenue •
Office - South .9th street_

Sai

753-7850 - Afterb40 Call 753-6392
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!vision of
ommittee Meeting

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)
News commentator Paul

vey will be the

Association was set today to
discuss separating the big-time
schools from the smaller ones

showed 90 per cent against the

Eddie

Crowder

"almost

that

startling clarity will ensue as
wder, football coach and
athletic director at the

Uniyer-

sity of Colorado, was a Consultant to a special NCAA committee

that

made

the

Edwards cited a poll of more

Division (major) schools which

con-

troversial recommendations to

among the 60 players and most

Jan. 28.

show

called

radio

daily

"Paul

black tie affair honoring the 24

selected

for

annual

the

All-Star

Game Jan. 29.
The

proposals

under

will

'
Awe

up for a vote during this con-

scheduled for Saturday-but the
delegates will be asked to vote
on whether to convene an unprecedented special convention

An interesting ciaelight in the
clash will be a abet between

Marcol, a soccer-style kicker
for the North, has a 62-yard
record.
his
field. -goal - to

Bobby

Oregon's
_ •

Hillsdale
Marco! -of
College in Michigan and Mary
Bateman of Utah.

Tom

choice

•

_

Moore--;44,_ fik has Plard a
..
but
lot of positions at Oregon 7
- will be used Primarily as a.
wide receiver for the North in
the Hula Bowl.

dis-

cussion Thursday will not come

answer

Harvey

Comments," will address the
players

one draft

., number
the

who does a

league's fifth

need formula.

vention-the business session is

soon as division occurs."

Harvey, a newspaper coltimnist

than 100 coaches at University

in the wake of a prediction by

s animal Hula
for Satiirdai'
Bowl football game who will be

here

HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (AP) The National Collegiate Athietie

-

Har- - HONOLULU( UPI)-Ask any
'of the-pro football scouts here

banquet

All-Star

Association

ic scholarships on need.

Mixe Expecte
ale First Pick

featured speak-

-er-at-the American Basketball

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer

-Batsman,- -froal-tlia- traditional— .school of kickAmerican-style'
trig, will be handling the Maid—
goals, extra points and punting for the South. The two hooked

The scouts also think Notre

Webster Reported
In Good Condition
TORONTO

(AP) -

Tom

Webster,24-year-old right_ winger

of

the

California

Dame's Walt Patulski will be

ParnPreeviously in the East-West
Game.
pr

l t,,a
oa
rco
ts
Mua
sco
and fNiresbtrlians;amanquatorterbebadrckafjeder-

the first signal-caller
to bi-Pilked from am

7 Tagge
'

Golden

are more accurate. "Soccer ..
y1e ki&Errartrirbie to
better beenuse.
have learned by pataing the

in the late spring to consider

Seals of the National Hockey

Both teams were given a tour
of Pearl Harbor Thursday and

the recommendations.

League, was _reported in good

ball with their feet in soccer

condition in Wellesley Hospital'

after lunch, they visited Tripler

games," he said.

But Bateman _wwbeout te_
Army Medical Center to call on
todv.after a spinal operation.
wounded Vietnam veterans, prove that the traditional style--David E. Hastings, the
thing will have to be done to
solely on financial need.
Toronto Mapk Leafs' club phy- Then they went back to 'the of kicking is not on its way out,curtail the rising costa of interHe Said Thursday during a
'
as some pro scouts believe.
sician who performed the oper- practice field.
dis- collegiate athletics, the deleCornell's Ed Marinate, UPra
round-table
.three-bOur
ation Wednesday,says Webster
---rcusaion on the opening day of gates differed on whether a
will be hospitalized for aboir ,401ege _player of the Year sad
theNCAA's annual convention special convention would be
three Weeks but will not play runnerup in ttlle Weisman
OVO
1,0•
necessary.
,-9r111-1NTrophy -balloting-that it--is- A"impossible to come
.
.
hockey again this season.
up with a Solution to govern in
fullback alOng with Nebrailluei
Saturday, the powerful NCAA
• . and are now
4
the neighborhood of 650 schools. Council will introduce a resoluJeff Kinney, for the North. It's
for busiriss at our n
-a new position-for both.
"The solution," he added, "is
tion to consider. both separate'
"We have six tailbacks,"
division of the NCAA into sepa- divisions as well as the finanlocation
North Coach Bo6 Devaney of
rate groups with each voting on
cial aid proposals at any sOeNebraska said in explaining_ the
proposals related to their par- cial convention. If that fails,
7th & Maple
ticular problems."
the Council said it would push
gr. PAUL-MINNKAPOLIS move."Marinaro and Kinney
for a special convention to con(AP) —Ker F
.
biggest
Crowder made his rernar
(Next to Parkes Ford
Mariner° attributed his poor
er septettedrvis only. If
the Clevebind Inmanagerafter Earle Edwards of North
East-West
the
in
"
showing
that also fails, it will propose
'
dians, has been named manCarolina State, president of the
considering financial aid only.
ager of the Lynchburg, Va., Shrine Game to play.ing fullAmerican Football Coaches AsLeague team,the Min- back. He carried six time and
Carolina
The NCAA's more than 650
sociation, and Bill Wall of Macannounced Thurs- fumbled twice. But when told
Twins
nesota
ath-__
member, institutions have
Murray College, head of the
B
p ys.
1
day.
a
biitigett ranging -hem the
ationatAliaoClitien of BasketClass A Club. Goryl call for the fullbacks to run
the
with
more
to
$20,000
groupsof
neighborhead
Coaches, said their
wide, he (.seemed somewhat
has moved up to Charlotte.
strongly opposed basing athlet- -than - Vitiation.
heartened.
limit the

number

scholarships

and

of

athletic

Although the general feeling

them

is that sooner os later - some-

base

•rrell Named To
nagementPost

MurrayMuffier
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USED CARS

to

• lding all
i ear, once

1971 Oldsmobile 98 Holiday

- them.

Power and air, vinyl

roof, slick as a mole.

1969 Oldsmobile 96 huxury-Sedan-;-4deoriiiittlW, power
and air, vinylroof,Murrarmic,Sha'astinkin new.

Squires
Outlast
Condors_

•

PRFSS
1969 Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser Station
•A

Wagon, power and

air, luggage rack, Murray car, slick as a hounds tooth.

felt

Bianchi

Al

Coach

Squires

Virginia

Taylor

Fatty

Wasn't earning his pay against
1965 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door hard top, power and air.

the Pittsburgh Condors so he
stuck the backcourt defensive

1965 Oldsmobile 88, 4
be

door, power and air.

specialist on the bench for al-

em-

most one quarter.
1964 Oldsmobile FM.

Then

Taylor

back

went

1970 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof,

"We

in-

year.
ex-

1970 Cadillac Coupe Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof,
sharp.
1963 Cadillac Sedan Deville, ruff and ready.
1969 Nudism Catalina, 4 door hard top, power and air,
slick as a mole.

made to

'lit.

ir, nice
Wagon, power and a,
p
i
1967 Pontiac Sta
with a low
tag.

space

n five

'ly is

May
ear-

oors,
, etc.

old car

- 1916 Pontiac, 4 door, ruff and ready.
19116 Poetise, 4--door, power

and air-

1970 Ford Custom, 4 door, double Power and air, one
owner, Murray car.
1969 Ford LTD,4 door hard top, power and air, vinyl roof,
:she's a ...
little doolde.
i- •
1960 V.W., red as a for.

000.00
stem)

rage.

'sr Thunderbird, 4 door, power and air.
1966 Buick Electra,4 door hard top,low mileage,slick as a
whistle.

•

than

requires

1947 Buick Wild Cat,2 door hard top, power and
roof, she's a young man's dreart-

air, vinyl

installed,
lot.

1918 Chevrolet Impala, 4 door herd top; power
vinyl roof, vinyl trim, she's ready,

and air,

1961 Chevroietimpaitt44-oor, power and air.

felt
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to your Blue Chip -Savings Account

ICE TEA SPOONS Only $199
go out

we could

with a 125.00 deposit to your

there and relax, play anyway
" and

beat them,'

Taylor said

after the Squires overcame a

first-tudf deficit for a 137-130
American Basketball Association victory over Pittsburgh
Thursday night.
Virginia trailed by 15 points
early in the contest against a
team they had defeated 'Sit:
times In six meetings thli season.
Bianchi was so miffed he
benched all his starters. With
three minutes to go in the first
half and the Condors on top by
13 points, Taylor re-entered the
game, made a steal and
pwnped,#in seven quick points- to give Virginia.86645 halftime
edge.
In Thursday's other ABA
game, the Dallas Chaparrals
nipped the Memphis Pros 104103.
VI was embarrassed by the
-wily I played and I couldn't
wait to go back there and show
I could get the job done." Taylor said. Charley Scott then

emordsol&

third

stanza

and

Blue Chip Saving Account

aminftmlb
BUTTER KNIFE and
SUGAR SPOON

STitt.

FREE!!

With 125.00 deposit
to your Blue Clip 5vings
(after you have received

-When you open a New Blue
.
Chip Savings for '25.00 or
or add- 12.00 or more to your existing
Blue Chip Savings Account.

-- 4 pike settings-) -
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Pittsburgh

never threatened again despite
' Bob Verga's 43 points.
Jones

hit

two

MURRAY

free

KY.

Member F.D.I.C.

throws with 39 seconds left as
Dallas survived a late _rally by
Memphis as the Pros overcame
an 89-78, disadvantage and tied
the game 65-all with 2:26 left.
.Donnie Feeentan of the chaps
Paced all scorers with 25 points
and teammate Rich Jones
•
added 23.

ERING ..

6-PIECE PJjCEHSETTING

FREE!!

added 15 of his 28 points in the

Steve

-111ripl:yinoth, 2 door,6 cylinder automatic, 52,000 miles,
's ruff and ready.

•
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With a 825.00 deposit
_

then some.
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and earned his salary
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Three Convenient Locations
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12th & Story‘
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terested" in the joint operation.
The idea of playing major
league baseliall in New Orleans
- which now -does not have a
professional stadiiiM Alf any
kind for the spel -came into
being when plans first were
drawn up for the domed
,
stadium and exposition center
TAbtaharn Lincoln once said, the site of the remaining 3.
severar•years ago: They were
gamer—
RCA -clvestetTliaelf" g' the today,-We can use eiectronks—"rAY°4e.tirvItted ageing itself- -10111We WOUldbetiore
By jOHN PINKERMAN
..
in e ear y nurtured by Connick and a
.
in New Or e
general use business type to do things that were im- cannot stand.
Eapley News Service
wisdom
in
what
was
he
----:
fall,
when the baseball committee of 300
*rim;
,
and
There
computer venture. .'There is a possible a very-few years ago."
weather keeps the crowds down members established as an
the
North
and
South
about
Said
MOOFtESTOWN, N. J. - A very large market for the data
Kessler has a deep conviction
36-week work year made up of communications type corn- concerning the responsibility of and the almost catastrophic in Cleveland," he said in adjunct of the stadium
_ describing the proposal. But authority,
are,specializing
seven-hour four-day weeks is paters we still
governmenrand big business to - divaiwn 4 the Union. AVe_hase _been talkingosith
fans.would get a.
-notlar-awayrarat-fauelit-of---W-isk"be said.,
make a better life postale .----gw.44,94_440..-"akte.iiiktb_ ....„.91ew Orleans
Smith and one in the North - • chance to see all major league various club owners to see how
, --will be made possible by new •"We're not out of the com- all Agnericans. *
throughout the season. they feltabout having a team in
developments in and Uses of puter business. But, IBM
"The real problem.!1•tie saicl, are contemplating a union teams American
League New Orleans," he explained.
The
unparalleled
in
the
history
of
(International
Business "is not in creating new and
coMputers.
owners must modify the league "The stadium is so designed
This is the prediction of It- Machines) is strongly en- better things.katin demoping - professional baseball.
But it certainly was not what structure to permit the two-city that baseball can be played
ving K. Kessler, a "tiger" of trenched in general-type' a ..
rnofe equitable means of
Mr. Lincoln had in mind more team plan which in effect there, and we have always
the industrial world with computers (With about 70 per distribution-to Make possible
means adding a franchise. thought of a baseball team as a
significant responsibilities and cent of the business). This a more human life for than a century ago.
The idea would be to share Minor leagues, especially in likely tenant.
99
_achievements- in ecieace, _imposed a tremendous cash,
We lend money to farmers end ranchers
engineering and business. - drain and capital outlay on us. • He sees several undertakings the Indian baseball team of the lower classifications, have ,"Several months ago, New
Nobody also. And the people who borrow
Kessler is RCA executive _However._ in data cub- - al RCAland of other firms) as American League between adopted the multicity plan. But Orleans made an overture to
buy stock in PCA. That Way, they tell us
.44and-ahatit the Indians,
- thle-eittie_a-74:41
vice pie
-Rderfor-government'inunleattongenta- die helping in din ni
-haa-"tok-Infoh--'inotanee-tr.44".elendi--wheee-d•
'
—o-veTowtii=r1—
tj
negotiation/3' began: The
what to do.,They decide who is really going_
and commercial systems, a job_ situatim is not thesame. The better life. RCA is developing-,--- had its home,and New Orleans, have been geographically
Indians are suffering from a
to run our operation.
city which has never had close.
a
Ry.,..
that puts tiiirrin-dieeet-contr-ol,entrenciiinent is not so great with
Teledyne
It's a great arrangement. We end up
new-T. • Dallas-Fort lack- of attendance, but they
The
_malty league ball, but which
d-I5 ofAeranautical a remotely-. being owned and operated by tho people
on
domed
Worth
Utlim,
aTas
-tW-Washing- were committed to renntorin
divisions. Neither Ii his
eat. This is a very promising
.,i_sktne Plane
ten sentri-,--iith-fropyrraw,
_ maxi Mier-,and.use.-our
_a3eseiane----esAvez:-anesedwihr--111-Cbienie 'figer a meréaV."Mr dr'
illidillB
"
"
4 994--pable of bombing, fighting
-know all abourtheir-special monerneedr.
•
- tadittion_af A spilt season, gad
_Connick,
gle
stadium.
exercise is hunor. one wall of---- Kessler maintains that and other combat actions
4 Supplies, equipment, maintenance,-,'extra
The' difference in lacation then prepared to submit it to'
hiaice-isdacoratrated by a business people Must think in controlled by a pilot on the .,,,aecretary of the Louisiana
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
Stadium and Exposition --between Cleveland and New the league owners, which we
painting of a tiger. On his"desk terms beyond the definition Of a ground). "We can't afford to
And we know how to tailor repayment pronew
have
done."
heads
a
Distriat,
special Orleans would have presented
is a tiger -statpette. More in). single product or service. "The lose any more of our young men
4., grams to their production and income.
A
waiting,
periad
seems
.__portant, he _bestow& the_titse_a_ probleni with the railroad
comMittee whose purpose it is--insurmountable obstaclesTalk over your money needs—any seaaS pilots." he said,-"and We're
to convince the American the prejet era, but Connick inevitable before a final
son of the year —with a seasoned money
tiger on subordinates -who people has been that they have going ahead with this."
League owners that the plan '_believes an organizational plan decn on whether the plan*, ,
two: the man'at PCA.
produce or achieve somethisar-been thinkiatio,07 of railroads:, would7wiir4.".1renitide a formal_
developed that will -T-Matet-tr_teieeted. But thai
special for RCA. Aieeeeneass-i-while in reali_disi-are in the
-He also-pointed-to SECANT
New Orleans boosters are
with presentation: of._•.._11tiger"--, transportation business. Just ( separation tonta-of aircraft presentation at the recent succeed. .
going to do everything they can
major
league
meeting
in
And,
the
CleVeland
club
cuff links or some other as the oil companies are in the - by
non-synchronous
in
the interim to assure there
Phoenix,
suggesting
Cleveland
•
which
has
had
its
trouties
memento, puts the recipient in energy business in all its.
techniques), being . developed
host 48 of thg..81 home games :attendance in the log.1evero will be major league baseball
.
;
plications.
-a somewhat special class.
..by-RCA
as a system to prevent
each seascui,withliew Orleant__ years - "is seriously tn int* new stadium:Imam or
"oor business is to'
This symbol of drive toward
miclair collisions of airplanes.
Tint- success personifies Kessler's .electronics to solve the probfar
lems
of
activities and ph'
hies
mankind and to
_heyandThe single
'ction of' amelorete some of the un- the 36-Week work year.
•
fortunate- conditions existing
"My philosophy," he said in
•
an interview, "is to look to
tomorrow, -not yesterday. In
this basincss-we've -gatio-gawhere the dollars grow - and
grow where the dollars
are going."
• -As an example of this type of
Mr. Bung_er explains that
approach, Kessler discussed
(Editor's Note: This is the
freely the recent move wherein third of a series of articles most of an indlyiduilli
prepared by...The Keatecky.,.._ properties (other .than the
_
Society of Certified -Public • voetaRride--brm-biww'
FOR CORRECT Accountants offering advice on are capital assets. When these
filing 1371 Federal Income Tax ace sold_for- more- than their
711.40ind
cost, the profit is a capital gain.
Returns.)
TEMPER4TURE
Capital gains or losses, and Any loss on the sale is a capital
DAY OR NIGH the tax results they bring, are loss, but losses are not
Tst A I
lint solely Ihe_roncern of those deductible unless the property
who invest in securitieic Anyone was held for the purpose of
who sells or exchanges property producing:income.
A capital gain on an asset that
mayincuracapitalgam or loss.
-Aar Clearance Prices have been marked down again, we must make room for new Spring
.- eist_lield_zoore:than. six
according to Kenneth Burtger,
.
_ -Fabrics now hrtiansit
flelliere _when the door opens Monday for the fabric Savings of the Year!
et
president of The Kentucky months is "Iong-tertn"-; on
property
owned
for
six
months
Satiety of Certified Public
Itientu('ke
or less, -short-term."
AqCofflittitits.
The tak on short-term gains is
the same as on ordinary income. On long-term gains it is
substantially less-one half the
rate on ordinary income,up to
COME TO
maximum rate of 3242 percent
for 1971 and 35 percent in 1972
Regular 9811 to $1.49 yd.
Regular $1.29-to $2.49 yd. *Fall and Winter
and thereafter.
Any kind of capital losses
A' Group of Fall & Winter Cottons, Dacron &
Thousends of yards of Fall & Winter Fashion
may be used to offset any kind
Cottons, Cotton & Avrils in prints arid solids
Fabrics now at one unbelievable low, ow prsce.
and Try Our
45-,wide. first quality. Hurry for this sensational
Such fine fabrics as Arnel Jersey, Polyester Prints,
of capital gains, Mr. ,Bunger
fabric buy,
Sportswear Denims are included in this group
points out. Thus stock market
-Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
losses,for example,can be used
-Country Hams and Steaks
to .reduce the _taxes on gains
-All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
Irran-the-saleoLreal estate or
6a.m.to 'Opal.,7 daysa week
other types or property.
- J.C. GALLIMORE Capital losses can also be
used to offset ordinary income,
with short-term losses matched
against ordinary income on a
dollar-for-dollar basis, but with
long-term losses being matchable only on the basis of two
dollars of loss for one dollar of
income.
In both cases, Mr. Ettinger
Says, the maximum amount of
ordinary income that may be
offset in any one year issi,000--;500 each
_ for Married couples
filing separately.
If losses,either long or shortterm,exceedthe maximum,the
excess may be carried forward
Regular $6.99 to $9.99 yd. Fail & Winter
and applied to capital gains Or
ordinary income in subsequent
Lowest prsce ever, anywhere on these fine quality Fall &
years.
Winter multicolor Jacquard Double Knits
Hurry, selection
is
limited, f,st come, first served'
Similarly, if capital gains
have bawlimusnally large in
1971 it is possible, Mr. Bunger
says, to average them out over
previous' years:
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exciting gifts frorn

1105 Pogui

The Carriage House

Coloni.

start converation

British Soldier Killed
lb North Ireland Clash

Curious? Visit our Gift I3outique today.
r
Some have that certain look, others, you went
touch ...but ell boast a uniqueness that only Ethan
Allen can offer. They say something!
So come see Our entire collection. And 'If you- need
advice, just tell us your problem, we'll show you
Ideal We've made gift giving that easy.
For instance: Our Winthrop Cabinet in Old Tavern
finish with drop leaf shelf perforate as a versatile
multi-purpose iR-.cent piece. Use it as a kitchen work
center, collector's cabinet, spice cabinet or banging
wall bar. re wide by 34Y" big
'UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS CO.

Carriage House
114

Piteous 443-6257
North • hire St.
Coeveeient Credit Terms
Mai Ask for your erkesk-Allen Treasury,
page decorating Idyl book

-ELF•AST, Northern Ireland
(AP.) - Guerrilla snipers
Wednesday killed a British soldier, the first victim of Northern Irelajeolence in 1972,
and wminCed another. Two
teenage girls and 'two men
were injured by the blast of a
bomb thrown at an army jeep.
Two othgr civilians were shot
in the _legs in Belfast in what
appeared to be an act of reprisal
against them by guerilla forces.
A British army-spokesnian said
none of its men were involVed in
the incident, which occurred in
the provincial capital's central
market district.
•
-The dead man was the 44th
Etritherbaidier killed'inNorth-"-ern Ireland since British troops
moved into the province to
keep order in 1969. The total
death toll since August 1969
now stands at 207.

FAKE
- -FURS
-Our Entire Stock!
Reg. S5.99 i0110.00-0.
no exceptions our entire stock
Of Fake -FurS -Rw at this low,
low igive.awav price.
Hurry
rot best cifect on.

BONDED
TURBO
ACRYLICS
Our Entire'Stock!
-Keg-S399 to 55.99,yd. Fall & Winter
no exceptions our entire stock
now.at one unbelievable low
price. Full bolts, First Quality,
54"
60"'Ade.

A Choice
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BOWLI

14115 Main

'-Free4
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Church Of Christ

An investment ta,Your future

- Stotts Or is
1100 40.m
Worship Service
• "7:sis p.m .
EvenTrtil Worship

'
New Previdenee‘"
Morning Warship .•
I CM.
...E.1440104.-1044019919*
U—
Morning Worship
'0:30 asm
Evening Worship
6:80Pitt
Great Plain
Morning Worship
10:4541.m.
Evening WOrship.
7P,01W•st Moms
iWorning-Parship
10:50a.fr_1-.
Evening.Worship
6p.m.

-Inintanuet Missionary
Ha.PR
Morning laforship-'7:30p m
Evening Worship
West Fedi.
• 11 am.
Morning Warship
630p.m.
Evening Worship
First Baptist
10-.46 ems.
_Morning ShOrShiP-- —
Evening Worship
5:00 p.m.

Union Greve
Morning worship
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.-%
.
Seventh II Pentair
Worship Service
10:40a.M.
Evening Service
.
6p.m.
New Concord
Service
Morning
7p.m.
Plosont Valley
a.m.
Morning Worship
-6p
Evening Woeittip

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Woiship
Nertleild•
'Morning ~Ship
Evening WOrshiC•

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 'a.m.
iunday, 10 am. 3rd Sunday
•

Murray C1Wistian
WorshipServiCei10:45 a m.,7 p.m

11 a.m..
7p.m.

unclay School
Worship Service

SWIM,SerillIIS
11 a.m.
PAorning Worship
7:30 pin. - Evalning WOrShip

- --.: .
Murray Church
•.
10 a.m•
Sunday School
11 am.
Worship Service,
Locust Grove Church
'
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
'Evenirv_Worship . ________ILdi,r,_

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
730 p.m
Evening Worship
Poplar Springs
Whin51900114110
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

-F01-fit-este!

---

' Brookihapel United
.•
30 amt. tat
worsA10 Wvicbc.af f:.
1. 2nd Sundays, 11 am. 3rd
Sunday,- & 6 P.M. 41
1 Sunday.
,

United, 310 Irvaft Ave.
10 a.m
Sunday School
7p.m
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple

-.
Blood River
11 a.T.
Morning Worship
'6:30p.m
Evening Worship

seii0,_

United
WorShie Service"- at 11 a-.m. 1S1
2nd
and Arti -twoollitYll, 4:318 p.m.

Worship Services
pm

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship , .10:50 a.m..
6:3013,m
Evening WorshIP -

First Assertibly Of God
Church School
10:00.
Worship SertijCe
11:00

i ..
I
4

Denominat
.. ions

'
Flint Baptist
11 a m.
Morning Worship
7.30p m
Evening Worship
.

Cherry Corner
7.4.1oratrmiLWOrshil)
.-1T
7p.m.
Evening Worship

Salem Baptist
Morning WOrship
Evening Worship.

11 a.m.

'

familiar
I? Where em I going? What is the meaning of life?" These are
diverse
as
is
answers
for
search
their
And
questions uttered by the youth of today
non-Christian
as it is intense. They delve into philosophy, poetry, and
religions. They follow eastern mysticism and westerrrscience. They experiment
with black magic, drugs, and the cult of the supernatural. And yet, after the
experiments are concluded and the final observations rnade, the only
information that is remembered and usable is the information
that directly relates to Christianity.
AU the rest is discarded as waste.
?..ilf.o..0 8M

-

Sugar. Creek
11 a.m.
7.15 p.m.

Morning sworshin
Evening worship

Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:0C1AM
„Evening...Akaroisits

No matter how long or how hard we look, there is no acceptable
substitute for God, His Son and His VVord. They answer all
questions and enable us to solve all problems. They give the
needed guidelines Nothing else makes it
because, in the final analysis,_nothing else is real. •
There is no substitute.

Oak
erffitit
k:30 A.M.
"
lO
2:.00

1st. Sunday
3rd. Sunday.

•

...
.
P.irat-Menteeist-Worship
8:15 a. 10- SO a.m.•
•
---- .1“98841111 Chapel United

Charch of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School

-

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mas5 8A.m.;1 La4ri,,4:30 ,
10 a.m 'r)'
Sunday School
la '
6:30 p.m.
Saturdat Mass
. 11 a.m
Morning Worship .
Chrislian-ScienCe
.
Service
Worship
11 am '
Goshen Methodist
4 Jehovah's Witnesses
Worsh.O.Services ai. 11 a.m, 1st a.
019I9'
' 1O313_limustis,-7- p.m. 2496-6.--ittr. • -Whechlower----Bibietecture
..
.
Lynn Grove
Wayman Chapel A.M,E.
Worship Service at 9:45 a m 1st
Worship
Services 11 a.m , 7p m. .
& 3rd Sundays, it a.m 2nd 8. 4th
)---''..J:
Sunday
.,
St. John's Episcopal '
Colet's Camp Ground Sunday School
10:30 6.111!Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Morning Worship
9:30 asrn.
Sunday, 10745 a m . 4th Sunday
------.'
-'17exter4lardtri CUOMO-------fmnitenorttutherefr---. ' •
.
9 15a m
Sunday School
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
p
Morning Worship
10 30 a m
1st 6. 2nd Sundays, 11.00 a.m. 3rd & IM Sunday, 6:30 p.m. '
Seventh Day Adventist
'1st & 3rd & -4th Sunday
aY
-Sabbath School - . 10:00 a.m.
9:30,a.m
. Worship Service
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THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Grecian Steak House
RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

teel
O
SIT
621 So. 4th

Phone 753-1675

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeire Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Calf In Orders to 753:4419

This Page Sponsored
-Through The Courtesy
of the Following Businesses:

Southside Restaurant
Fresh-Ky Lake Cat4teh -- Fri. am& Spf.• Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities to
Cheeebra, Clubs and Alt Social Meetinos

Ambassador-Hornet.Matador-oremlin•Jeep
_Top Quality Used Cars Phone 753-6448
Five Points

1105 Pogue -

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

7534892

Lots and
Residential • Commercial - Farm — Building
Lake Property—Buying • Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7774
518 W. Main

Block E. of S. 12111- Phone 753-1489

Central Shopping Center -- 753-6061

Bears
Tune-Up & Carburetor &thrice
MINOR REPAIR IL WELDING
Ph. 753-5119

North 4th St.

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Accessories
Ph. 753.1100
N. 12th Extended

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads- Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700

Hwy. 641 North

"IT'S PtitGE-W-LOCKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Rudy Lovett
Distributina Co.
Distributing Gulf Products

Hwy 121 W (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753-3164

-ioning-HeaTing-Commercial Refrigeration
Air 'Cohdit

Highest cash prices tor cern and soybeans.
SHEET METAL

E. W. Outland, Supt.
HolmesEllis, Mgr.
'
Phone 753-8220

Itth at Chesithut.

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Phone 753-2t2

802 Chestnut

Phone 753-8181

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
insurance claim Work Free estimate!.
Ph. 753.7150
Hazel Hw
641 S
•
Long John Si/VCtS
FISH n(- HIPS
Chicken Peglegs - Fish & ChipsTreasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th . Murray Ph. 75i-5247

SPAGHETTI
HENNY PENNY CHIeKEN - PIZZA
OR MOPE
52.00
OF
ON
ORDERS
DELIVERY
FREE

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Supplies
Sales, Parts, Service Compete Boating

Industrial Road

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

urray Warehouse Corp. , Inc,
GRAIN DIVISION

• Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE I•36

RECAPPING

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky -753.3571

HEATING

-

Mount
---,
Independence UMW
11 asm
Morning Worship
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
7p.m. .
Evening Worship
h'd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
First Presbyter's*
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Church School
Kinsey United
• Worship Service__
Ilaparn.
Morning Worship
7,(10 p.m.
Evening Worship
COldwater United
Church Schwa
10:00
-^r T T.-00
Warship Service

11 am.,730

_ Now Mt.Car &y
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6. 30 p

11 a m.
.m.
7p

Liberty Cumberland
TO
&Aida y-Schtiol
11 e.m.
Worship Service
-•
North Plesant Greve
—teem.
Schtioi
_Sunday
11 a.m.
Worship Serviie

Oak Greve
_
.48.440akt-Schoote.011."
-suressv, a 9:30-a.mr.--rersund5ly -wersrne-servreesPlasasft•

-

Xitlisoylibetist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30Pin•
Evening Worship

•
.
Morning Worship,
Evening Worship

'—

Phone 753-3734

94 E at Murray Bait Co

Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERVICF
WHIRLPOOL
ADMIRAL TAPPAN
Phone 753 3037

118•South 12111

641 Super Shelf
MR. a MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753-7464
604 S 4t1,

Plumbing. Heating an Air Conditiohing
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation — Gas a. Sewer
1 N 4th

REBUILT ENGINES -RADIATORS REPAIRED

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Phone 753 6161

Bob $ TV Service
SALES

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE —MEMBER FDI

Typewriters
Calculators
115 So Oh

Phone 7S3.3231
Branch Office So 12th & Story 753:6653
SOC Main

-

P.m

Hogs bought daily

PH
•

Adding Machines and

Sholar's Auto Repair

_Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1

SERVICE & RENTALS -

MEMBER F T
507 4_ 41h St

753 3251

The Businessmans Choice TOI Fine P,i,nt rt)

4,3 Maple St

•:• Murray, Kentucky

PRAT END ALIGNMENT
MOTOR TUNE UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
299 So 7th

•

753 1751

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY
SINCE 19S0
—2-way Business Radio insfailation & Service
& Service
Sales
—Aerotron
Dixieland Center Chestnut St ph. 753.5I91,

Lynhurst Resort
and Mrs Thomas Brown

Owners
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then doesn't use it for months,
When he returns to it, he
doesn't bother- to re-read The
label, even though he may have
read dozens of other labels in
the meantime As a result, he
Phone 153-127a
forgets some basic fact that, on I' * PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
the first occasion, helped to
We Have It-We Will Get It -Or It Can't Se ILO
produce a satisfactory finish.
-With a product of that sort,
where the directions on the latrt
bel may be obscured by a
spilled liquid, it's a good idea to
pour from the side opposite the
label,
•

WALLIS DRUG

*MI5

Lesson
By Dr.1. C. Chiles

necessary. Yet if you follow it, pened. Because, in the case of
By. ANDY LANG
you will ilY0id at least half of separate in,strucuon booklets or
AP-Newifeatures
Year-end resolutions, like the 'trouble you ordinarily printed sheets, they throw away
-sports records, apparently, are would encounter in carrying out or mislay the directions before
future_ projects_ Arpund the they.use the appliance, unit or
made to be broken
OUR COMPASSIONATE CHRIST
While it is impossible to de- house. 1.t goes like this:
whatever.
compassionate conceriiLuke's geepermalta ditith-Of
Or- fehniiife What -pereentage-SOrnetimei" even A. person
7:treac-Unc-111/-..b
istrPrOft
(Solving the problem of
who is conscientious abourfolChrist Jesus-for all persons in need and distress. He demon- persons who make such resolu- until I
sweating windows and walls is
strated His compassion
ill victims of injustice By'doing- lions keep them for even short-` t10115 and unlesol-inteatihrfok--towing the instructions on a among the
35 household subperiods of time. it is reasonably low them."
container the first time he uses
something to alleviate their distress.
jects discussed in Andy Lang's
apparent
thatshose
to
stick
who
Oh.
to
is
that
neglect
torefresh
all?--Neti
will
product
a
lli;g
it.
Christ's Compassion for the Sinful-Luke 5:2I-22
sWrrrre v
Niooth
their I-wills ...nd I-will-nots are riffht? Wrong.
er
w
t
ie
sing
sw:
le his memory at a later time. He handbook. "Practical Home
Christ called Levi the publican to intimate friendship, to holy
vital
a very small minority, almost factor is
gets good results from. 101:13e:.. Repairs.- available by sendin
fellowship, and to sacred employment Willa He _said,."Follow
11 to this newspaper in care o
an Invisible one.
-Fessful use of an item, whether thing like a paint or varnish, Box 5, Teaneck.
me". Instantly, unhositatingly, and resolutely Levi forsook all
N J. 07666.)
One way to have at least a it be a can of paint or a power
and followed Quist. Of him Christ made a clean, Self-respecting, fighting -chance of keeping a tool, than
a strict adherence to
happy, and God-honoring man. So great was Levi's joy and so
resolution is to make it a -kin- the-manufacturer's directions.
real was his sense of appreciation and obligation that he sought tary goal. Concentrating your
Why don't people follow inoccasion to make Christ knowreto his friends. Levi was anxious , se-called will power on single structions? Because they have
for them to know the One who could give them power to hate what_ tartet prevents it from being used a similar prixtuet_in_the_
diem/fed on numerous lesser
__they once loverLatnlave_what they ence_hated._____
objectives.
to use
e
ati"I"M
this one, iegn
thell
Instead of a feeling of great regret upon leaving his paying
orinkna
g the baw
I'm that the ingredients may have
business, and acting as if he were making a great sacrifice for
. h
"c to discard the annual cus7
going
been changed and require a
Christ, Levi celebrated the event by giving a great feast in honor
resolutions(sugikerstinit-avesuersn:isfeorsf
nen
B
se
kciau;
sne they
of his Lord. To this great feast in his house Levi invited many of
can save time by
his friends, who were publicans and sinners. One .reason for this
year
new
during the
and. in- or two of the recommended proIT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
remarkable display of hospitality was to express his joy, love, and
stead, recommend only_one res- cedures. Because they never
gratitude to Christ for what He had done for him. He also wanted- -,71fiTfifitailirciasitiige,so funda-. previously followed the safety
NEW OR USED CAR
to introduce all of his friends to the Saviour, hoping that they toot mental, that it hardly seems precaul
nas and nothing hap
.
-might-put their trust in Him and live for Him. One of the best
-"eviidenceiliT die 1Es-received iaMiUls Tljjdealre to see
others saved.
The compassionate Christ did not look down on His host or on
the other guests, even though some of them were notorious sinners. The Saviour never did that sort of thing. He ate with the
i" • I :1
: •
11
'
use
rs,
ppr ' 5 '
of living, but because He wanted to change it. Christ made
salvation available to the sinful people who were entirely unacceptable to the religious leaders of Israel, even though He incurred much criticism for doing so.
Christ's Compassion for the Sorrowful-Lake 7:11-17
With exquisite literary skill and without any elaboration of
details, Luke recorded an interesting description of a remarkable
Incident which took place at the beautiful village or little city of
Nein in central Palestine. Writing as the Holy Spirit directed,
Luke enumerated enough of the particular to give us a vivid
picture of what Wok place there. This story clearly portrays three
things.
1: A sad procession.
His disciples and multitudes at
ty
kithe Savior, attended
others-, approached Nain, they came upon a scene of gloom and
sadness. A funeral procession emerged from the gate on the way
to the cemetery. A dead body was being carried out for burial.
It is well to remember that the mode of burial among the Jews
was not the same as it is with us. With them the corpse was
-wrapped carefully In linen and then laid on an open bier within
-piainview-te all wbo-ubservettthe procession, after which It iTa
s
.carried to the tomb.-The bier, which had narrow sides, was biirne
by friendswho relieved each other atfrequent intervals.
- Those in tie procession were on their way to bury a young man,
-WhO bad been taken in qlelprime of life. His departure was a
_reminder that nti -age is exempt from
rwre
-fif, death
.11• never seems so cruel as when it cuts off one in the bloom of life.
And he was the only son his mother, who was widow, ever had.
None but a mother knows the agony of burying a dear son; it
must be experienced in order to be understood. She might have
borne her loss some better if she could have been soothed and
loved by otherchildren. Instead, she was left childless, which, to
the Jews, was an almost intolerable affliction. This brokenhearted mother wept because the center of her affections and the
11116. PRICE
SALE PRICE
comfort and support of her advancing years had been taken away
from her. 19iany sympathetic citizens of Nain accompanied the
widowed mother in the sad funeral procession. - • .(
2. A sympathetic person.
REG. PRICE
When Christ saw the procession and the extreme grief of the
poor mother on account of the death of her bread-winner-,7Hepitied her with an over-mastering compassion. Her great used'
simply caused His heart to be filled with- compassion toward her.
The only appeal that was made to Hini was that•of the sorrow of
mother's heart. Human tears touched His tender heart. While
the entire circumstances pleaded silently, but eloquently, on her
behalf, the interposition of the Lord was unsolicited.
3. A supernatural performance.
Our Lord's compassion immediately went- forth in action. No
sooner had the feeling of pity arisen within Him than He initiated
that the bereaved mother not weep because He was about to
remove the cause of her sorrow.
Without any ceremony or display Christ ve"ry courageously
walked over and touched the bier. Awed by His touching the bier,
those who bare it stood still, filled with wonder, amazement,
suspense, and expectation. They realized that they were in the
presence of One Who had the right to stop them,even on their way
to the tomb. Silently and reverently they waited to hear what He
had to say and to see what He might do. Of course, it was though
that He had defiled Himself, inasmuch as touching a bier was
equivalent to contact with a leper. That quiet voice of pity and
power said, "Young man, I say unto thee, Arise,". To the
'tat all who heard Him command death to release the
y
man to life to take possession of him, he sat up and began
ing. When Christ gave the young man back to his mother, that
-terribly
dark day became the most blessed in her experience.
.
_
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YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

-

1972 CALENDARS NOW AVAILABLE
Welkoralltiortgirs

753-5273
Mimi, Ky.
LARGE VOLLIME*--LOW PROFIT
"Service Built-Ourdusiness"

IUVdII

SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

The J..H. Chuithill-tioneng-Hent•_
3rd & Maple

_
Murray. 4. Phons..7.53-2411

Clark Furniture

to,

CO'S GIGANTIC
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
SAVINGS OF 20%to 400
/
0Beauaiil new

furniture to bring a hippy new look to your home at savings that will warm
cockles of your heart You will find deep cushioned sofas and
chairi...handsomely styled bedroom
and dining room groups...bright new lii_m_mancLiables„space-sav
ing-bunk--beariaid-iniias.
Deluxe mattresses and box springs.
Listed below are just a few of the hundreds of birgaing-yOu will find _on_sale..-at-tremendous- -discounis during our store twide clearance sale. Be here early for choice selections
. Free Delivery
and bank financing available

Bedroom Suites

429.00-4 pc. Spanish Pecan
$349°°
329.00-4 pc. Pecan
:27900
499.00-4 pc. Pecan
-111129.°°569.00-4 pc. Oak
1479"
429.00-4 pc. Oak
:35900
599.00-4 pc. Solid Birch
$51900
399.-00-4 pc. Hard Rock Maple
a3490°
299.00- 4 pc. Oak
*249"
449.00-4 pc. Pecan
579:00v--, 4 pc. Pecan
4179°°
*359oo
489.00 ---4 pc. Pecan
169.00 -'3 pc. Walnut Finitilt
q3900
299.00 -4 pc. Pecan

. Sentences Suspended

11:lany others at Big Discounts.

Lake Lou isvilla
Residents Vote
TolAissolvtiown

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) The books_have been closed
with a suspeitiea'atkntenee for
the last of five defendants in a
rock-throwing-ine4dent-ia-1970
LAKE LOUISVILLA, Ky.
when President Nixon was
(AP')-Residents of this former
campaigning here.
resort center voted Wednesday
Four others were sentenced
to dissolve the sixth-class city,
earlier on
misdemeanor
ending a dream that began 56
charges.
pn Wednesday Municipal years ago.
The vote was 48-16.
Court Judge William J. Harris
The city on the.Oldham-Jefsuspended sentence for Ronald
ferson County line now has
J. Cosetti, 30, of Santa Clara,
about 225 residents. A half cenwho had pleaded no contest to
tury ago it was conceived as a
a charge of failing to obey a
recreation center with summer
police order. He also was accottages surrounding the lake.
cused of jumpirig on the roof of
Several older residents exa police car as a chanting
pressed sorrow at Wednesday's
•crowd threw rocks and bottles
vote. Said James • Carman,
at the Nixon Motorcade leaving
"You should take a look at the
Spire-election Republican rally
maps of siiow this place was
with Gov. Ronald Reagan and
,laid out. It was really going to
then-Sen.. George Murphy. No
be something."
one was injured.
But the -inaiority felt the
Charges of malicious miscity's taxes were not justified
chief and disturbing the Peace
by it§ services. "The town
were dropped.
doesn't do me any good,'-' said
Though mainland China cov- Mrs. Caroline Frey, who has
ers 3691.506 square miles only lived in Lake Louisville for 34
l2 percent of Hit 1410 I culti- yeats. "I don't get anything for
vated
Tfly't5 money."

It

$229.00 Lazy-Boy Recliner only
1199.00 Lazy-Boy Recliner only

$249°°

$169"
$149"

20% Discount
On allpictureil, lam,rirrors,
'hassocks
and smoking stands.
Big'Mail Size Recliners at Savings you
cannot afford- to miss.
Solid Hard Rock Maple Dining tables,
chairs, chinas and hutches at Big Savings.
Everything for the home'at Fabulous Savings.,

Livingroom Suites
and Sofas
SALE PRICE

239.00-2Fc-VinyLlipholstereid
Hide-a-bed.suitea„.1
269.00 -2 pc. Traditional orange
& gold upholstery
329.00 -2 pc. Green Velvet

$19900
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*279°0
$23900
$149°°
s169°°
$189°°
$29900

199.00-'Gold Velvet L-Cnre Seat
249.00- Traditional Sofa
269.00- Floral Sofa
389.00- 2 pc. Queen Size
Hide-a-bed suite.

;

Beautiful Velvet Sofas at

$5000 t

$.100°° Discounts.

Early American Suites in all colors and fabrics

at.bigiliScOtAtIL
50 Beautiful Chairs at Huge Discounts..

End -Tables, Lamp Tables,iCommock tabIeAdlt

Cherry, Pecan, Oak and Hanl.R4 Maple at
prices to surprise you. .

s.1.20" Discount on these Sofas.
_ I only 3 cushion,)ooee pillow back sofa, upholstered in a good quality.
Green. a Gold Fabric, regular price. 025900
Now only
I only 3 cushion sofa upholstered in an
attractive print regular price
Now only

4AL

9139"

•2690.9

$14999.

I only 3 cushion Sofa upholstered in
a very attractive light green
fabric
regular pK('.e 126900 Ntzw
only

*149".

BAXTER CLARK FURNITURE COMPANY

W. Washington St.

Gri

:
21900

299.00 -2pc. Traditional

IIIP`
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on •mits
• nes
e remain
mystery to physicians
stating that in 1931, there were
36 deaths among 300,000 football players, with 90 per cent of
The roil dilemma posed bL the fatalities attributed to head
the incriasIng number df in- 115faries. Rust- cited figures
juries in football is that solittle showing 3 million played footaganderstood about the,puniah-, ball in 1969, with 26 deaths inSAW& human body cgs take cluded. ( There is a dispute
without surrendering .vitality between Rust's total and the 1.1
and, finally, yielding to million cited in another survey.(
physical punishment. The fact that football is a vio"The only reason. Modern
lent game has been spelled out American football can be
time and again. Its most ardent played is because of the
modern American football helfans revel in it.
The
National Football met. One must also recognize
League is under fire now for that modern football is a truly
to eooPerattli- the American sport. it is so
'anal Football-teagne it issorugged,itis-satliutatifPalyers Association (NFLPA) you will, that it is totally not exin a survey of synthetic turf to plorable."
The most modern of football
determine if more harm than
good comes from the eco- helmets, worn by many profes-- nomically favorable, and sional and some college teams,
--Visually desirable, artificial isingenious-in its design to pro.
tact the "meet. The helinef,
--itrtace.
la there is much at stake about a pound heavier than the
---that enters into the legal model previously used, has air-sphere, and which transcends and water Cells that- at in=
,emotional reaction, for those flated before the game to con%
held responsible for the. men form to the head size, while at
and teams playing football the same time cushioning the
from high school and the Pop blow on impact.
What the helmet does not do,
Warner League to the
'ofcoutle, is provide protection
profesinal
An example of this is a re- kir the opposing player who
markable speech delivered in may be butted or "speared" in
St. Louis by David Rust, an at- head-on contact. The helmet is
torney for the Rawlings Sport- plastic, a weapon far more deing Goods Co., which won a suit vastating than the leather helwhich charged a crippling in- meW.of old.
jury to a Sacramento, Calif., --National Collegiate Athletic
high school boy was due to a Adboeistion ( NCAA) rules prohelmet. The jury found instead hibit spearing, _but_coaches
that the injury had nothing to contend officials either fail to
do with the helmet, but was the call the infraction or do not see
result of damage to the neck. it. There is nothing in the pro
-want-to start with-a
_premlae,
"
- said Rust, "that_l_ Rick Redman, chairrnaIrbr
am an extremely fair-minded the NFL players association
person in the sense that I am safety specifications committotally biased in favor of com- tee, and Edward Garvey, a forpetitive spoils, particularly mer Minneapolis attorney who
football. ...
is executive director of the
---Thereason-thattouttudt-and group,say they.believe_t0Q
the football helmet became the tie effort has been given to asfirst challenge is that from the -sessin' g the problem of injuries,
- igmedical standpoint it is the whether on artificial turf or na._leasiest challenge because man tural surface. They accuse the
as yet tofind out what makes -NFLowners, who appear to be
the most influential persons in
-Arian tick upstairs.
"Man has yet to find out what football ,because of the poputhe mechanisms are that cause laity of the sport:tot paying
'bad injuries. Man has yet to only lip service to studies to
out what the tolerances evaluated,the hazards of synare.... As a result, one doesn't thetic surfaces and actually
ignoring an appeal for cooperave nice, simple tests for performance of the football hel- tion in a survey conducted by
Dr. James G. Garrick, head of
met, because we have yet to
the division of sports medicine
have volunteers who are willat the University of Washinging to subject themselves to beton.
ing beaten with baseball bats
"We learned that Dr. Garrick
till they are rendered unconhad asked theleague office to
scious developing something
underwrite the cost of a study
like a subdural hemotoma."
of football injuries in the NFL,"
Defending equipment, which
Garvey testified before the
has found Rawlings a pioneer
developer, Rust cited statistics House subcommittee on corn-By PAULCORCORAN
Copley News Service
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saving level -

'wing taval

.

a

I

tIPPte • 'ovals 'plan
Designed
a level site this bone
LEVEL'SPI,IT:
for
FOUR
covers 1,7111f sedate tellflias three of four bedrooms sad three
bathe. The levels are coeinicted with 'half flights of stairs.
ming the !senores_ are * cotaer living room firephiee mad
blIctiiiis at the *Mier lvel bedrooms. Plia TIA7W1P was
desiped by architect Samuel Paul, 117-46 Queens Blvd., Forest
HUH, N.Y...11316..a4ormation se obtaining blueprints is avail,
able by writing to the architect.
•
•
.

Space creatures
may resemble man

allin 'roar

•

merce and finance. "The National Football League refused
to undertake the cost of the
study of artificial turf as it affects NFL players, and suggested that Dr. Garrick ask the
turf manufacturers to.. pay for
the study."
• • .
The players group wrote all
NFL general managers and
trainers requesting cooperation, in that the trainers fill out a form after each football injury and return the form to
Garrick. Only Dan Devine,
coach and general manager of
Green Bay,responded affirmatively, said Garvey, although
"Iwo -or three trainers who
asked that they not be named"
JUST BOWLING ALONG-This Japanese tanker's deck is long
are cooperating anonymously.
enough for a bowling alley-and that's just what was installed on
"The rest of the information is
the second deck of-the Ohstdma-Maru. Diversion for the crew of
being gathered by player rep222 on the 401-dead weight tonnage tanker will be limited to calm
resentatives on each squad,
with re-ports being made about_
every lliiiee weeks,
'
f -he said.
Some statistics are expected
ID be made public at the time of:'
the players association meeting when the Super Bowl is held
in New Orleans in January.
Rednian, linebacker for the
San Diego Chargers, speaks
Laken-intofrom the player standpoint but-'*
he also believes what is good
for the athletes is good for the
plaining. Even Chamberlain,
frgintaverege is p pidPling
By BOB ORMAN
owners.
but het--WA
.••the league in who usually has a cat-dog
Service
Copley
News
"A player has just so many
rebeinxisWIth 713.7 a game,imd • relationship with his coach,
•
good years," he said, "and his
he is awesome on defense. claims he's never been hapdoni
LOS ANGELES - I
career can be halted at any
Getting a shot past him is Pier. Out,then,who ever heard
time by injury. When someone know about old dogs, but Bill "almost as difficult as slipping-IT-a-a wifattag team that
was
• hurt and
play, Sharman has proved you can fast ball past Hoilegto__I unhappy? Tears are for losers.
it causes problem
the teach old basketball centers..a Clemente.
- --I'M at least two or three
team, especially if he is out- new tricks. The first-year Los
The 33-year-old Jerry West, occasions we have won games
Angeles Laker mentor has Wilt
standing."
who confesses that he con- on our conditioning," Sharman
like
35,
acting
Chamberlain,
at
t
a
i
e
r
s
_
l
t
r
e
4
n
i
t
C
h
a
m
Commissioner Pete Roselle
the sidered retirement last spring fudged.'
young Bill Russell,
says there is genuine concern
after mng the play-aft
.0reof those was victory No.
abitIre-fiumber--orifiriBits-.
because Of knee Surgery,
112-105 (ritanoll
Still, nothing has been done by
has changed his style _fog Milwaukee, the team that
so.
the NFL independently to
Sharman."I don't look to shoot -eliminated the Lakers in five
After _two years of playing
probe the good, or the bad,
the ball so much anymore," games on their way to the NBA
ball
for
pattern
gelibtrate
Joe
about artificial turf. Garvey re-osaid
Jerry, whose average_ of title last season.
g,ards the league and owner at. Mullaney, the Lakers are 24.7 is his lowest since his
Now there is a feeling that
through
opposition
the
racing
titude as bizarre, if not toorookie season 11 years ago. "I the Lakers, who have played
most
devastating
the
with
last
afinsaily callous.
Ihe'role-vf -brklearnatd-. more!reek this side of a board- NI& my job is to -pass'mute
Rust, in his defense of foot- inghouse chow call. They and be more of a defensive often than Lana Turner's beat
frieqd could pass the Bucks
ball equipment and the sport it- demolished the Milwaukee PlaYer'
"
self, repeatedly emphasizes -Bucks' consecutive-gam-e-i- 1-• %-1-11X Or'
gunning to Gail "and nip their dynasty right in
much more has.fo be known be- winning mark of 20 alorlgethe Goodrich, whose 26.8 averate the bud,--the--shame of which
-could-cause Karem Abdulthird -beArTri-ilie Nit'
fore there are built-in safety way.
- techarkge his name
Basketball
Association,
W
conditions.
The key to their success is
To Lew Aleindo0.*
"Man has yet tefind out all held by Chamberlain, if you're ,ontents himself with leading
the things that make man talking to Sharman, or by the 'league in assists (nine a
tick," he said in his St. Louis Sharman, if you're talking to game) and Steals. if heisting
the ball from an opposing
7f.
speech before equipment • Wilt.
"Let me inform you," player were a criminal offense,
manufacturers. "What forces
for example are generated on declared Chamberlain, "that Jerry would be facing life
the football field that actually Sharman has done a fantastic iingeisonment.
Experiments with a "morncause the injury to a shoulder? job. It's all happened because _ The intense, 45-year-old
we're playing great team ball. Sharman, who was named to ing after" birth control pill
What forces are generated to
the NBA Silver Anniversary
have shown it could be 100 per
cause injury to the knee, or That's Sharman's game."
"We developed a running team as a star of the Celtics cent successful, according to
ankle? Nobody knows."
game much quicker than I and who coached the Utah
the American Medical AssociaOne thing is apparent from
American
thought
we could," remarked Stars to the
tion.
comments by the majority of
Basketball - Association
None of the 1,000 young womNFL players. They want to Sharman. "The key has been cluirripionsWatt season,
has en treated with-the drug has be
Wilt Chamberlain. Ws getting
play, understand the basic
driven the Leiters relentlessly
come pregnant. At most they
risks a football player has to the rebounds, and he's getting ever since training
camp
that
had suffered only . mild and
first
peso
out.
•
.
•take,and show surprisingly lit"When I told him my ideas onened. Bin"flume- IS
temporary side 'effects.
tle animosity toward owners
about whatl wanted him to do
and coaches.
start the fast break, rebound
But when they get hurt, the
pinch comes in the pocket book, both boards and plaitleferieeI knew he realized it's best for
as well as the emotional
the team," the coach contrauma.
tinued. -The -older you get, the
smarter you get."
The controversial ChamCHURCH HAS A WINNER
berlain, who was-considered at
RATON. N. M.'(AP) - This the -end of the trail two years
church had a winning horse
ago when an operation on his
When Rev, Augustine Moore knee sidelined him for most of
of the St. Joseph Catholic the season, has never been the
Church emptied the collection dominant force he is today, not
-basket following services he even when he was averaging 50
found a pari-mutuel ticket from points a game or when he
La Mesa horse race track.
tallied 100 in a single evening.
The priest checked the track
The bearded behemoth is
and learned the win ticket was
scoring less, btit the Laker* are
worth $4,
enjoying it • much more. His

--va.wireph;to

atman transforms
.1,1per
. team

'Morning after pill'
proven successful

ECOLOGIcAL mum
ST. LOUIS (API- - An Ecological Concert, consisting of
"Music influenced by the earth's
enYironment, will be presented
next May 14 by the St Louis
Symphony Oreliestra.
The program will be Vivaldi's "Tempest° del. Mare
Concerto." Rerun's '!Eagles.•'
Holst't Suite from -The Planets," Debussy's "Prelude to the
Afternoon of a Faun.'Schickeles -A Zoo Called Earth"
and Respighi's -The Pines of
Rome.
Peter Schickeles
Zoo
Called Earth" was commissioned and premiered at a St
Louis Zoo concert in June 1970
• •
,
SNOW AND MUSIC
ASPEN. Colo. (AP) -Founded in 1879 by prospectors
hunting for silver in the 'Roaring
Eork Valley, this city of 3.000
today is a combination winter
Playground and summer cultural
center.
From Ochiberio Mky, thou.sands of skiers- pt -the slopes at
. four major shi areas that ring the
town, and during the spring,
'summer and autumn attention
turns to the musicians end scholars at die Aspen Music Festival
and the.institute for Humanistic
Studies.

WORTH REPEATING
No one can ask honestly or
hopefully to be delivered from
temptation unless he has himself honestly and firmly determined to do the best he can to
keep it out.
-John Ruskin

r

Jan. 8th at 4:00 p.m., Jan. 9th at 3:30 p.m.
Channel 5

Several hundred nostalgic
Spanish villagers went back to
their old homes after a fiveyear absence. Their village,
Vegamian, in northwest Spain,
has beeiesubnierged in a reservoir sinee 1966.
' Engineers had emptied the
Lake to make repairs and hundreds of people went back to
the village to walk through the
streets, visit their old homes
and say prayers in. the local
church before the reservoir
was refilled
MAItINEiR,MUSINGS , _
.
The Mariner 9 spacecraftearries a wee-angle lens .150
aim) television oamer-a for
maximum coverage of the surface and a camera with.a tele- photo lens (500 min) for morevtrtures.k.

world "f°r
Out-.theLigtelenriklitrwn
o einthe
there."
-;-aPIrlitrnfl
tellec
tual fun," ha
°bSer"ilifilThi
e.--1,
Who can forget in the film said. "But at the same time I
version of "The War Between cannot escape a visceral
the Worlds," that sinuous pink feeling that it Contains
'
more
tentacle with suction-cupped than a grain of truth."
,
fingertips slithering out of the
There's no
to egcape, Dr.
Martian spacecraft with its last Kraut. You "will
will no doubt go
-groping for life?
down in history as -The Mari 43ct
Or Robert Heinlein's two- Who Killed the BEM.- • headed Venusian who plays
They'll probably make a me
chess with himself?
picture about it. Let's hope the
Or all those silicon-based life BEMs win.
forms (even talking crystabfr-r------ that have populated so mach of
HELLO AND GOODBYE
science fictiml?
And what about the lateF- FREEK4.1
"
ril-AP models - the humanoids run Gus Gavalas. 34. a former sea
rptain.
says
lie
was
talked into
by computers established.
billions of years ago by long- buying some harness horses live veers ago.
_
since
defunt
first purchase
ifvutzaucD§? Or the invisible a t-year,old-costing Was Eras:- $6.000:
pure-thought life forms that
••He never got to the races
inhabit strange Planets light and five years later I sold him
years away?
to an Amish farmer.for 310$."
But ,now comes Dr.- Joseph says GaValas. 'Wh'en he left the
Kraut, a chemistry professor at on ly.thing I said to Hello was
li-ealyaweraity of Colittroia A t VIllethyp
San Diego.
Gavalas and his son John.-2.. q An .authority:. on....earries, traiAnd drive at Freehold.
•
Kraut says his studies indiCatZ that if living creatures exist
MARTITO RELIEVE elsewhere trrthe universe, they
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
probably look very much like automatic
pneumatic trash col- ,
us. Ugh! How dull'
lection-system that eliminates
Really, doctor, this is no way odors, dust, noise and over-,
to get more money out of the flowing trash Cana will be #17
federal government. Who Stalled in a new houSingsite in 7,
wants to travel millions of Jersey 'City.- N.J. The Departmiles out into space just to run ment of Housing and Urbin Deacross the same old thing?
veloprnent says the system.
Kraut told a recent meeting first of its kind in the United
of the National Academy of States, will service about 600
Sciences that his studies in- dwelling units, A 40,000 square
volve two enzymes - one foot commercial building, a
calleciaublilisin which is made pre-school, elementary school
by- ;,bacteria, and the other ,and an indoor swimming pool.
called chymotripsin, produced
in the pancreas of-vertebrates
A.nIghway was -originally--a
't um! that stuck to high ground,
Although their origin and well back from the shore, riv-,
structures - are entifItly'-dif- ers..7Strsabliarsiid-Vowliands-.7-F7ferent, he said, they seem to

The Glen Campbell L.A.Open

Spanish villagers
return to lost homes

.

protess,onal ot tom is the Cii(?ri (
hole as the t.yr) money ,winners and their oh
how 7i,olt season. It's -bro:i .ftit to yot-i F5y
:• r,•';
1-1r.•7
Tee ofethe 1972 golf season with Datsun

D,.R ANJANSWARN,„,
Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
* Open Evenings Til 8:00 ,*

• 4i
SO. 12th Street

4-

perform-the sarnefbnction .By B°8C°RBET1
Knot* tentative-onclu.sion
Copley News Service
these
thesi
two
enzymes
the
for
lament
s is a
-,
"
represent
a ease where nature-, - •
I bug-eyed monster for —
has invented the same piece ofscience fiction fans.
molecular machinery in two
For years now, the BEMs in
separate and independent j
Jnstances IQ dQ. tbe
particular job."
From this he theorizes:
- "We can suppose that
nature
'
r
does these things the same way ir
because there is only one way
to do them efficiently. By '
Id
genirous extrapolation, we can_
then hypothesize that there is
only one way in which living
things can be assembled, here
nr elgeorhere.in the universe____.
Our studies indicate clearly
that there is nothing haphazard
about the way in which the
--FulliW-brocks - of Lae are
assembleC!_
We suspect that Kraut knows
.
full well the implications of his d
all their glorious, fascinating statement, because he also
and sometimes frightening tries to duck them by admitting l„
_ versions have spurred our: -,-.4bax._ are based Hi_'!wild
_
imaginations, titillated our speculation and one heck of an
senses and -whetted----eue-ap- extrapolation."

1:tioni 753-7114,

-
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odd News In Brief ...

eA(4. If N

Kentucky...News Briefs

•. _ _
FRANKFORT, Ky.'(AF)-A_
- -resolution introdactid Thursday
_ --In the Kentucky General Assembly calls for the Legislative
Research Commission to study
what implications three recent
court decisions might have on
public school finance in Kentucky.
The decisions in Texas, California and Minnesota have held
that financing public education
through local property taxes
discriminates against poorer
school "districts. The- resolution
was introduced by State Sen.
Walter Baker, R-Glasgow.
. FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Five House members were chosen by lot Thursday to hear a
complaint conteWg the-et-1G
come of the 89th bistrict election last Nov. 2.
Inu
Omar Osrish7E;13--MatriSeili;
Ale; Bert Pollittee;-D-Itarlart:John Mershon, 1)-Ludlow and
T. C. Simmons, R-Scottsville,
will meet Friday to set a date
- for a hearing on the dispute
filed by Warren Spicer of Beattyville, the defeated Republicaa
candidate inthe electiOh;
IDIHSVILLE, Ky. .(AP
District Judges James

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS can vote on whether to grant
pending apAnonymous letters today review to scores of
_
peals.
warned that unusual delayedaction bombs had been planted LOS AN-G-11.F-S ( AP) - A
in safe deposit boxes of banks young man holding a shotgun
In New York, Chicago and San- against the back of an airline
Francisco in an apparent atstewardess and a woman with
tempt to demonstrate what the a pistol and a baby hijacked a
writer or writers called a plan
jet airliner today on a commutto free political prisoners.
er flight from San Francisco to
Special delivery letters, with
Lo's Angeles.
rewere
postmarks,
Chicago
The' hijackers allowed 138
ceived Thursday night at
and a steward to
passengers
newspapers and a radio station
leave the Pacific Southwest
and
area
in the San Francisco
Airlines Boeing 727 as the craft
at two newspapers in Chicago.
refueled in Los Angeles. The piThey gave the bank addresses
lot then took off with the hiand in most cases a safety dejackers and nine other airline
posit box number where the
personnel. In Washington, the
located
be
to
said
were
-bombs
Federal Aviation AdminisIn the three cities.
said the plane was
tration
The letter suggested that in
for Tampa, Fla., for reheaded
in
Movement
the future "the
fueling.
Amerika" might plant such
bombs in buildings to "kidnap"
NEW DELHI (AP) - India
the propetty "and offer it in exto_i,_
vietniacmrelitdiplomat
North
with full
ons
-established
iti
:
-_--4
0
of
in
fr:eedo
i
-*
chantflx.

Gordon and Rhodes Bratcher
teetaathony Celebrezze of the
Kb- U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals have been named to hear _
a suit involving reapportion- .
ment of the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
The suit, filed last October by
three Louisville attoeneys, contends the court should be reapportioned along the lines.ofiie
.U.S. Supreme Court's one-man,
one-vote doctrine.
WASHINGTON (AP)-A 32year-old Danville, Ky., woman
a
whose quick,thinking saved
bottle
family
month has
early la
awarded a certificate of commendation by President Nixon.
-"Your splendid action undoubtedly saved several lives.
As a token of my admiration
tor your humanitarian__
you to have the_encertificate,"read the letter from Nixon to Amite Gooch
this week.

People."

day, abandoning its official potof treating Hanoi and
SAN CLEMENTE, -Calif7-4cY
as equals.
Ph
and
Nixon
(AP) - President
has resisted this move
India
PrimeMinister Eisaku Sato of
in the Past, despite demands
Japan have agreed to announce
it
a irigand
from leftist political parties
w ntivtodaucrof_Amemtne:, communis
a filial settlement
nations,
'Would jeopardize its status as
can officials were also optimischairman of the Intereational
lower
tic the Japanese would
Control Commission which is
their trade barriers.
charged with supervising the
twoa
of
conclusion
the
As
re in Vietnam.
day summit conference ap- 1954,cease4i
-pmoached, the Nixon-Sato talks
and separate cabinet-level con•
frences seemed headed for
trade-off with the United Stites
on political questions
The funeral for Cord-Us
.and Japan gieing ground in the
McKinney of 740 Nash Drive
-economic realm._ _
Saturday at 2:30-;
WASHINGTON (AP) - p.m. at the chapel of the J. II.
Home with - •
Lewis F. Powell Jr. and Wil- Churchill Funeral
Rev. Roy ,
and
Chiles
C.
H.
Dr.
their
liam H. Rehnquist take
on the Supreme Coert to- Gibson officiating.
day in the first double swear- .--Pallbeareis will be Herttan.:
ing_-in _ ceremony in 60 years. Ralph, Donnie Edwards; David
They bring the court upto Tull WalseoP, Gary O'f4e.lt
numerical strength for the first GrOgan, and Fred McKinney. --Interment will be in- the 4;16-tline sihee last summer.
After the brief ceremony the Grove Cemetery with /the
two new men will joie their arrangements by the./J. H.
seven colleagues at the regular Churchill Funeral Home where
iday closed conference. They friends may call.,7
atett
McKlnney, ste
cannot vote as the justices
- reach decisions on cases al- Thursday 1,A435 ant-at- the
- ready heard this term. But they Westview Nursing Home.. His
wife, Mrs. Mae McKinney,ditsl-

police said the same name- had been used in Chicago. No further identification was made
immediately. New York .poliee Said they had been alerted by. tan_,Fraticisco police at,midmght.

Average •Lower
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) •Prices averaged-dightly-lowerThursday on Kentocky's burley
tobacco markets for the second
straight day.
The average was $83.53 per
hundred pounds with sales totaling-10106;056- pounds, the
Kentucky Agriculture-- Department reported. The average,
was 13 cents lower than
Wednesday's . figure and 18
centa-belaiii-Tuesday's record
price:
Gross sales Thursday totaled
$8,942,479 as volume continued
to decline.
Lexington again sold more
than three million pounds and
. Carrollton and Shelbyville geld
more than one million pounds
each, but four of the markets
still open for business sold less
than 10,000 pounds.
Averages ranged from $80.84
at Hopkinsville to $84.65 at
Greensburg.
There were no sales Thursday at Bloomfield, Franklin,
Henderson, Mayfield or Russellville, and it was the last day
of the season at Greensburg.
The Federal-State Market
News Service said most grade
prices on the eight-state belt remained- steady, but offerings
contained at higher amount .of
lower imie tobacco- .--_Beltfride_. voliMie7Wairiglier
as 17 more markets closed for
the season.

"We are taking this thing
very seriously. We are not regarding it as a hoax," said
Howard Pierson, a deputy' su-perintendent_oethe, Chica • nele
lice. Polite in each city made
plans to be at the banks when
the time vaults opened this

Cordus-McKinney--Rites On -Sat-aft--

yielding

- ---WO delivery letters, with
4
Chicago -'0.triarks, were reniAlit_at Jag
Thursday
.
.
.
newspapers and a r--*tiosi
in the San Francisco airetimd
at two newspapers in Chicago.
'Ilientave the bank addresses
and in most cases a safety deposit box number where the
bomha_were said lo be located
in-the three cities.
by themselves between the third and
The letter suggested that in
11110 is picture-11- Aura pictured In a row
OAK GROVE Scheel Oldest bedy In
was located in the northern part of
school
The
the future' "the Movement in
rows.
fourth
k ibe top photograph. The teacher was Bernice Willis pictured
Marshall County line near the Oak
the
on
Amerark-aght pT1ièh
County
Calloway
sitting on the front row with smaller children. In the bottom
n Church. The pictures are the
Presbyteria
bombs in buildings to "kidnap"-1
Grove Cumberland
He Baptist
was a
'-11711'
°ct°bet.
the First
of
member 29
picture is the student body of the same school in 1921. Gus Lamb, property of Gus Lamb of 805 Coldwater Road, Marra),
the property and offer it in exThey
principal.
late
assistant
the
of
as
son
the
Dunn
011ie
and
'Church
and
*
principal,
y
- Awa
served as
change for the freedom of our
McKinney and
Harrison
James
people."
Sonora Hill hfcleinney.
According to the letter, the
. Mrs. Violet Huffmap1 of
Survivors are five daughters,
unusual feature of the bombs is
1)
Pose
from
(Condoned
passed away' Wed- Mesdames Orvill Moffitt of
Benton
,
1)
clock
Page
calendar
from
The
From
long-range
(Continued
a
framedet- tiliodaY at 7:15 P--en• at the Rock Falls, Ill., Milburn
Prennted
°Ind
timer with a cycle of seven
oecommission from Presi- Oxivalescent Division of the Outland, Judy Adams, Trellis
might be
ters
bills
bad
some
months or 217 days.
dent Nixon. They were read. Murray-Calloway County McCuiston,and Earl Tucker,all
"slipped through" on it, some"Prototype timers were made inWthe
LSen. Walter
ts-smm
ThiN
follyGoi
ASHIN
said
aloud by E. Robert-Seaver, the Hospital. She was 76 years of of Murray; five sons, Leon,
backersits
which
thing
zing
of low quality cordless electric Monde
DsMinn.,
e
);
court clerk.
everyone
if
happen
not
would
A .
James, Lloyd, and Jesse
age.
docks," the letter said. "In fu- President Nixon's decision to
, The
- McKinney, all of Murray, and
No other court business mai*
homework.
ton
his
is
did
sue
women
be
will
they
ture bombings
give the go-ahead to the $5-.5
conducted at the session.
one son,Fred _Huffman Carlos McKinney of Detroit,
highly reliable, nearly silent billion space shuttle project:
The seven Democrats voting
Afterward, the two new men of arier,Jenn., two Sisters, Mich.; one brother,- Owen
IBIZA, Balearic Islands(AP)
electronic watches.
cost,
is
favor
in
of
"In the magnitude
with _the_ Republicans
- A Spanish jet airliner carry- Joined their seven colleagues at
s. Rena-Smith of Counts, McKinney of Murray; 28
"Similarly, the slow-bnrning
were
closed c
today
Friday
crashed
regular
persons
98
the
and Mrsciyde-Thorrip- grandchildren; -311- great
Tenn.,
powder plaCeel in these safety thus in its damage to the Peter Cain, Louisville; Dr.
flight from Madrid and Va- ference.
son of Humbolt,'Tenn.; one grandchildren; one_ great
_ siintry,,---the space shuttle is Nicholas KaftNits, Bowling
depositIvies. would -instead
The two pew
to Oils Balearic island:- grindehild
donla_Et plane explosives:*tI
garisark, Trio*
man
Officials of the Air Ministry vote as the justices reach deci- Osceola, Ark.
letter said.
LexingKenton,
William
vine; •
in Madrid said the wreckage of sions on cases already heard'
Funeral services are being
A detective with the New
ton; Victor Hellard Jr., Vet= the twin-jet Caravelle had been this term. But they can vote on
today at two
held
dewho
York City bomb squad,
WASHINGTON The Federal sallies, and Forest Aggie Sale, located near the village of San whether to grant review to
pm' at
chapel of the Filbeck-Cann
clined to be named,said he had Trade Commission, in urging Harrodsburg. The only Republiappeals.
OffiIbiza.
pending
of
of
scores
southivest
Benton,
Jose,
Chapel,,
FuneFiT Home
not heard of utilizing such a the Federal Communications can voting with the Democratic
earlier had
airport
Young
on
the
at
be
will
cials
they
Monday
On
he
added
but
timer in a bomb
Commission to require broad- majority against it was Levey
the airliner fellrikbe in the
Rev"--f-a
Burial will
with
AM-bench as the court begins a officiating..
would not rule out the pessi- casters to providefree time for Floyd- of Pointer In Pules-el reported
With Burley
the Mediterranean.
two-week round of hearings Marshall County Memory
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API- bility,
the presentation of replies to County.
no clue to that includes several major dis- Gardens.
gave
reports
First
the
of
Expiaining the purpose
Here are Thursday's burley tocommercials which raise conputes deferred when Black and
'Except fer Kafoglis, who ab- the fate of those abroad.
bacco sales figures from the bombs, the letter noted: "Kid- troversial issues:
crash occurred as the Harlan fell ill. The most imporThe
Democrats
same
the
stained,
demanding
and
people
Agriof
largely
naping
Kentucky Departrnent
"Advertising today is
voted for Schmidt's proposed airliner was beginning its ap- tant, to be argued Jan. 17, is
property or money in exchange a one-way street."
Culture :
Nuel Kemp of 211 North 5th
amendment to include Republi- proach to thelbiza iOrt. It the legality of the death penalMarkets Lbs Sold Average for their lives exemplifies the
'a former policeman for
Street.
flying
minutes'
five
about
ty.
cans on the Committee on Corn- was
FINED IN MAYFIELD
No Sale anti-life property value? of a
Bloomfield
of Murray, succumbed
city
the
-time away. The flight had beWord has been received of the Thursday at 11:30 a.m. at the
Charles Housden of Cold- mittees.
A court Spokesman said Pow24,615 82.29 sick and , brutal society. The
Bowling Green
a
stopover
with
Madrid
in
gun
ell and Rehnquist have been death of Miss Linda Johnson
1,342,298 84.24 Movement in Amerika would do water was fined a total of
Carrollton
Hospital,
The other Democrats voting
State
Western
Valencia.
insetves on new' who died this morning in
briefingtbe
216,642 82.25 better to kidnap property and $406.50 in the Mayfield City for that proposal were: Donald at
Covington
His death
Hopkinsville.
not
was
crash
the
of
Cause
the
Berkley,_ California.
Court on. three separate
600,114 83.40 offer It in exchange for
tames. They _e_a_be helped
Cynthiana
Blandford,--Philpot in
followed an extended illness,
y known, officials ofMiss Johnson is the aunt of
charges. He was fined $260.50 County; William Donnenneyer, inuneletel
catching up by their clerks.
340,456 83.85 freedom of our. people."
Danville
but he had only been at the
the
of
owner
Iberia Airlines,
larceny, $33.50 for
Powell, 64 and a former pres- Capt. Gaylord Forrest - of
No Sale
Franklin
Bellevue; Philip King, Cov- jet, reported.
hospital for a few months.
The letter postulated planting for petty
ident of the American Bar As- Murray and had.visited here in
9,720 84.65 a seven-month bomb "in the disorderly conduct, and $110.50 ington; Terry McBrayer,
Greensburg
Mr. Kemp was 74 years of age
sociation, was confirmed by the Murray io the Forrest home and
126,06 83.88 structure of a building under for reckless driving, according
Harrodsburg
Greeetip; Ray Maynard, Louisand was a member of the
Senate Dec. 6 by a vote of 89 to the former Mason home mat)), -Goshen Unitea Methodist
No Sale construction (e.g. the new FBI to the court report published in
Henderson
ville:' Bart- Peak, Lexington;
1. The ease with which he won times.
269,138 83.48 building in Washington) or un- the,Mayfield Messenger.
in'
Mayking
Hopkinsville
Rudolph Williams,
Church. He and his wife, the
She was a retired employee of
approval contrasted With the
29,758 82.99 der the roadway Of a highway
Horse Cave
fetcher County, and Kenneth
(Continued from Page 1)
Ola_ ,Robinson, 'who
former
bitter struggles that led to the the California state insuratfte survives,bad been married for
7,652 82.99 not yet paved over."
-- Lebanon
ary convict, was shpt to death Wood, Frankfort. Two Republiand his office are
governor
A
long
a
office. Her death followed
3,274,387 83.66
Lexington
last Aug. 21 during what cans abstained -- Floyd and fairly predictable. There is a defeat .of President • flixon's
55 years with their marriage
•
Later, the letter said, when
tulmes, illness.
6,964 81.13
London
prison officials said Randolph Smith of Monticello. cohesive strand that is woven first- two Southerir heCalifornia
date tieing December 23,1916.
hidden
left
to
well
has
had
Forrest
Capt.
construction
Clement F. Haynsworth Jr. and
193,574 82.78
Louisville
an attempted break at San
was
The deceased was horn
personality
governor's
after
issued
t
a
a-statemen
In
around
officials
attend the funeral and burial
G. Harrold Carswell.
No Sale_ the device, public
Mayfield
_
Prison.
Quentin
19, 1897, in Calloway
March
•
the- session, Hopkins'declared and goals.
Rehnquist, 4'i:was confirmed services to be held on Berkley, County and was the son of the
846,852 82.81 would be "told who is to be
Maysville
Melville was killed when New that "what we saw this afterwhat can be said of 138. Dec. 10 by a vote of 68 to 28. California, on Monday.
But
exact
the
for
exchange
in
freed
121,666 84.16
Morehead
York state troopers stormed At- noon was the dead hand of par- legislators from both parties?
late'Stonewall Kemp and Lola
fis.
Senate liberals had fought the
635,939 83.84 location of the device."
tica State Prison to put down tisanship stifle any attempt to
Mt. Sterling
Swann Kemp.
have no collective per- nomination for more than two
They
280,906 83.37
Owensboro
"They would also be told how the uprising at that institution continue upgrading the legisla- sonality, and they inevitably
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
months,attacking bis record.on
278,014 82.26 much time remained on the last,September. He was serving
Padtitah •
Robinson Kenip of 211 North
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directions.
numerous
legislative
promoting
and
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tug
.
civil rightseand civil liberties.
640,972 83.68 timer. In case the authorities a 13-year sentence for his part
Pars
5th Streete; two uncles, Claude
goals usually are more Their failure to attrier modere..
independenc
Their
115,696 84.07 should claim not to believe that in a series of bombings in New
Rithmond
provincial, often more petty, ates to their'Side led to Rehn- Federal State Market News Kemp oT Murray Route Seven
No Sale the Uvetit is real, then planting York City.
"Why must we subject the
Ilville
and Paul Kemp of Detroit ,
than that of the executive quist's success.
Serviee January 7, 1972
;
1,230127 83.76 two devices and telling the
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people of Kentucky to the ineviMich.; three aunts, Mrs. Ruth
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Hee; the second former Su53,120 83.26 media Where one of them is lotable legislative logjam that
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of Fulton, Mrs. Lee
Crittendon
of
people
the
all
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preme 'Court law clerk to re- Market Report Includes 9
7,924 81.86 cated would cure that miscon- bombs" were placed
/ Springfield,
has rendered this body helpless
Byasee of Delight, Ark., and
one district, one county, turn as a justice. The other is Buying Stations
telt
say
not
did
It
July.
last
-tanks
83.78
53,448
,,,
,
Winchester'
in the past?" he asked. "Why
ception," the letter said.
devices do we refuse to end once and oee part of a county.
Receipts: Act. 1143 Est. 2500 Mrs. Ethel Millet of Peoria, Ill.;
le,706,956 83.53
Total
If the authorities refused to when Or. if the alleged
may Justice Byron R. White.
all
after
scoffers
The
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows one niece, Levinia Jones of
for all the disgraceful last daymeet the radical's demands, were set to'go off.
MEET CANCELLED
something to scoff about.
have
to 50 cents higher.US 1-3 Florida; one nephew, Max
steadg
which in the past have
they would have to--wwit-rattil
Now You Know
The meeting of the , Western. 200-246 lbs., 22..75-23.00
Moore of California; several
FBI officials in New York sessions,
By United Press InteridgiOnal the devices went off-perhaps a said they were elrying to find resembled a roman orgy rather
MAKES DEAN'S LIST
Kentuary Council for Ex- US,1-2 200-230 lbs., 23.00-23.25 cousins.
matter of montha, the letter out if the threat is legitimate." than ,a meeting of a legislativl
'Ite word posh, whil
Funeral services Will be held
Kathy Rowlett, daughter of ceptional Chlldten, Chapter No.'
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TELEVISION
By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
first month --of the new year
brings a number of changes in
television schedules of the three
networks, especially at ABC.
This network, now that its
-football schedule has ehded, will
fill Monday night with one-hour
specials at 8 P.m., followed by
movies. "The ABC Comedy
Hour" is a newcomer at 8:30
Wednesdays.'The Sixth Sense"
is'a new one - hour Saturday
night-program. Some standard
series are relocated.
CBS introduces two new
series,"Me and the Chimp" for
Thursday nights and a Friday
situation cotnedy skein starring
Don Rickles.
--"Sanford and-Son" or a new
--COmedy thowbowingozsNBCaT
8 Friday.
.4iighhglit details -Jan:-445:.
SUNIAY
' CBS has the prnier of "National Hockey League Game
at, the Week _with Athaireid
- - --plityhig Chicago. -NBA 'Citine
-ifilie
Week" has its seasonal premier
on AC,with Los Angeles play-ing Milwaukee in a National
Basketball Association contest.
"Projection '72," on NBC,has
the network's
-ntaluating iint events of
1971 and forecasting their influence in 1972.
NBC's Disney Hour at 7:30 of-
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fees "Mountain Born," film - Charles_Nelsoa..Reilly, Mona a talent for trouble. Anita
Gil
, male,. American style-4Io with her creation of dolls.,
about an apprentice sheepherd- Tera arid Henny Youngman as lette, Broadway musical- star,. •ABC...offeas -Love and the on
...2:rity- sem tumgrarF - -seemingly impractical and cerThe- 4Mission: Impossible'
er trying to bring his . flock guests.
tainly lonely dissent to the
AP Business Analyst
plays the wife. In the first epi- curity Building," "Love and the episode on CBS involves getting
down a mountain against obNEW YORK (AP)- A final overwhelming majority of sosode, Buttons, the chimp, is Happy Unhappy Couple,'Imliove a defecting crime . syndicate
stades...
TUESDAY
taken to the dentist's office and the Big Surprise," "Love leader to reveal his secret list review of the independent eco- phisticated financial opinion
ABC's "Movie of the Week" where he gets involved with an and the
Joan Hackett guest - stars in
Topless Polk?' and of government officials On the nomic forecasts that have pro- ..." he is.aware too that a lone"Second Sight" on "Bonanza" screens "The Night Stalker" emergency patient.
liferated since fall shows a con- ly position draws the spotlight.
"Love and the Ski -Lodge." jake,
for NBC. The aid of a woman with Darren McGavin, Carol
Based largely on the outlook -sensus for _ tremendous gains
Marshall,Counselor at..
..
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lost in the mountains.
From reading the words you that a folly invested position is
"Suffer the Little Children" man aecused of killing his wife fanie Powers,Dwayne Hickman pa ny has announced plans for
"The ABC, Sunday Night on ?Jim is a one . hour news wants to plead guilty although
Dave Madden, Ron Harper and what it calls a new concept in might not guess that this is the the smart one.
Movie" screens "The Bravos," special depicting the effect on he has suffered a traumatic loss
outlook. Economic forecasting
Why should we be interested
Beth Brickell.
planned community hying
starring George Peppard as children of Catholic - protestant of memory.
The 3-year. $25 million is to some extent a game of in what these men say?
SATURDAY
commander of a beleaguered ammoaiiyinAgerthern Ireland,
Haven't they been wrong beFRIDAY
ABC's "Movie of the Week- project will convert 300 acres in chance.
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Forecasters are hedging their fore?
replaces the cancelled end" offers "Madame Sin," South Fort-Worth into a site of
NBC
--- .- •
ducted by Indians.
Of course they have, although
WEDNESDAY
. "Me D. A." series, with a new starring Bette Davis as a pow- racidellaliTy priced family words if not the figures. PolitiThe "Cade's County" episode
cal or monetary problems some of them have areas of exCBS preempts Carol Burnett's program, "Sanford and Son." erful woman of mystery who di- homes and apartments.
on CBS has Cade masquerading show for a
Homes will be priced in the might-confuse everything. Con- pertise in which they are often
National Geographic Comedy about the problems of rects sinister global operations
as a arooked insurance adjuster Society special,
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3:20 SeiMunt
11:10 Film
3p:00
Ga.rn
CheampiOrishi
11-00 Lamp Vino 3:30 Victory Al Sea
1.2430 Star Trek - 11:00 Fatih
12:00 Directions
4:00 High IL Wild
Life
4:30
The
11
30
Movie
Award
12:30 Iss. & Ans. 1:30 Projection'72
300 NFL. Game 4:00 Outdoors
4:10 Untamed ._
17.60 Film
3:00 Basketball 12f0014 eP4's
1:00 Basketball'
53211:3003°60:Movie . 5-30
:3000,A
j.. sytewort 48710i0000
W
FTBoohlvidiejeKingdom 12.30 Stanley Cup World
7.30.News
3:30 AM: Sdort• S:00 Gidget
5:00 Saint
Hockey
NHL
1:00
5:30 Nevis
sman
L.A.
5:57 News
3:30 L A. Open
6:00 New
Wrestling
Minutes
66-'003° NDel:Is•si 4:30
W. C. Fields
6:00
Minutes
.5:00 60
via Disne:
6
8:00
30 son.
3:30 Edo. Filen
8:00. Bonanzh
7:27 News
11 :00 News
6:00 LaSsie
' 6:00 Wild Kingdom 7:30 J. Stewart 6:30 Movie
Bold
iYi01).
, Ones it -30 Movie
7:30 cinema. • • '
6:30 Movie
6:30 Your Life
6
0:70 Cafit'A.
Plews_CO
Mews
-9:40 Newt
0:30 Cade's Co
9:00 Bold Ones 1:30 Big Valley• • 10.00
. 7:00 FBI
1
Cl.30.M0
'
vie
Sports
9:50
Forum
9:30
'10:00
News •
1:00 Movie
10:30 News . ' ' •
'
10:00 News
10:00 Showcase
10:30 Tonight
14:066.Jilews
10:41 Movie
.-,...
10:30 Griffin ,
lIa37- SpOtTS ,
Us0 Movie
IllenIMS,
ANEW
:.n.

7

%-

',=7*

ea.
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NOTICE

164

NOTICE

,-- T44:- COMMONWEAL,TH• OF
_liENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
Circuit Court
GORDON W. BANKS, VELMA
• BANKS AND SUAI'•1 BANKS
Plaintiff,

FOR SALE

BAsigs_DeiPrtrinnt

THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

•4191P0400••••••••••

1- PET-.SHOP Fish. _birda..
puppies, hamsters, guinea pigs
and supplies. Phone 753-1862 or
753,9457.
.- lentil/012W

BALDWIN_PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co.,
'
versus
from Post Office, Paris,
across
JUNE BANKS AND BETH Tennessee.
J7C
NOTICE OF SALE

FOR SALE

Due to our_many recent Sales we need new
•
on all types of property.
listings
•
•
•

CLEARANCE
Great Selection of -Latest Styles

edis:teolny
ts
EER hou
VENcres
available
n extralgç
Plenty of built-ins,2car garage,2baths.-$25,000.

• A THRE
lotE
dnBE
s R006wMGBRICKA

•SUITS& SPORTCOATS__

•Corduroy •Wools

•

1
2
ROV ceflInGtrrhAeaYt.just /
roo
G
OtsF.
c city
miCHIO0ICE LOCATION
Stock
mz
Eleven
west
Some. You must see
barns and 3car garage. This is alovely
this.
see
to
Call
x373'.
200'
is
appreciate.
IAA
•
to
IN KINGSWOOD. A NICE 3 BEDROOM brick home with
central heat and air. Lots of built-ins. Fine location. A really •
BOO buy it$25.00.

ID

NICE FOR A COUPLE. A1'naySOUTH 7th. Street is a newly
*
T- By virtue of a „judgment and
painted and fully carpeted home:.Gas heat and air conP,
ltintiff
BANK
,
OF
MURRAY,
etder of sale of the Calloway
II
I E.:,
W sell - $8,500
lirr_cuif Court rendered at tlie---".""-- _
1971,
ecerriber 30 firm Thereof
Great Selection
• NEW-BRICK DUPLEX 2-BEDROOMS EACH SIDE, 1
the PALACE MANNING, JAMES
LOVELY 3 BEDROOM BRICK VI MEADOW Green Acres7.theabove cause f
earpeted,..central heat and air. Showers and washer-dryer
MANNING,
DANNY
.
MAN..":
:
:,
:
:i
-.
•
,
-$2006
1;
,
2 baths and cirpeted tiwoughta‘
ENT OF ESTATE arid
.,Itripes-Soficfshook up.One apartment rented. You Can move right in to the
CAROLYN MANNING, :',,,i.:;:i.: All - Sizes
,cost therein I shall proceed to NING,
-uther• Only
JOE MANNING and TF,RRy
CEDAR POINT ROAD NEAR AURORA.. 4 bedrodin brick ah
- ..*fer /or sale at the Court House
1
.:
Defendant.
'
MANNING
Murray
of
City
the
WithI-Ots Oebuilt-ins:On 3 acres about 300 feet from year `
tioor in
DEEP WOOEIED LOT AND A 3 BEDROOM brick home at
baths, carpet and draperies. You IP
has
2
House
water.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder;
NOTICE OF SALE
around
air. Two fireplaces. Newly
15011SygiunoreSentral heat and
,$24,600.
-.-:T..-2"---1K/111=--auctitti-Orl-ttar424thAlay-7- --------' - - - -•- - ---„
"
36
Must see to appreciate.Y.rided et only- $
decorated and new\cacet
judgMerit
Selection
.
of
a
virtue
By
o'clock
at
100
January 1972,
'
' pp.; or thereabout, upon credit.order of Safe.iittlie.CALLOW
ON 121 SOUTH.-8 MILES FROM Murr0.10 acres andnico
Wast and Wear
, * six months, the following Circuit Court rendered at the
brick home. Call for appointment to see. Priced to sell.
CORNER
LOT.
Plenty
of
BRICK
ON
LOVELY
2
BEDROOM
December 30 Term thereof 1971,
•
iteseribed property, to-wit:
,
Located
at
1399
Johnson
to
shopping.
built-ins.
Convenient
i‘Beginning,st an iron bar which in the above cause,for the sum of
GIRL Scout ••
WEST
OF
THE
LOT
WOODED
BEVTIFUL
All Sizes
Blvd:- $25,500.
Two Thousand Five Hundred
Cabin on Sharpe St. One of the few wooded lots available in
is located at a point on the we_st
'•
-Eighty 'and no-100 ($2,580.00)
I
1
•• • .
•
city limits. 100'i 200'and only $11,950:
the
3
BEDROOM
Farm
BRICK AT 1711 _COLLEGE
Road
.
w South 15th St.)705feet south ' ,W11 In
• f.• •
f ^I.. f t
211•••tl Or with c*f..Mg.kktr.,Pificectto
I.
' ...: I I I IWO go
I'll • P 1 P
ndrilMrettlfer-Or ttiVelsevaa.araiat-Par
, '41:P. I
Pi• V
-sell.02-so.
0e fith day of March 1974
kind deschbed in Deed Book-48,4
.Plenty of black top frontage. Fishsponds, tobacco, and corn
•
Page 533, for a beginning point; paid and its cost therein I shall
bases. About 8 miles N.E.of Murray. Owner retiring and has
th proceed to offer -for sale at the
• f tf••• "
'
I . 4"-f.
• NEW BRICK -3-BEDROOM-NOME'-ON HWY. 893. two and
priced t41 sell. MUM.
•ouse door in thelaty ol
95 feet; thence east 150 feet;
Immediate
'
•
Lot
120
x
250.
of
Lynn
Grove.
one
half
South
miles
.
the
highest
Kentucky,
to
of
Murray
the
west
side
north
with
thence
North
possession. $21,000.
storm
South 15th Street 75 feet to bidder, at public "OuRion on the
BRICK,
draperies,
• 'Ai'304 WOODLAWN.3 BEDROOM
15th St
24th day of Janwar;1972, at 100
beginning.
Living
room
size
80'
x
160'.
doors,
carport.
Lot
windows
and
IN LYNN GROVE ON 120 x 322 WT.Brick veneer 3 bedroom
I,
For the purchase price, the o'clock p.m., or thereabout,
carpeted. $19,000.
o
Across from MSU tibrary.
back-of-lot.
A
lovely
building
in
.'Large
storage
Modern
home
purchlser mast execute band, a credit of six months, the
home. $20,500.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
with approved securities, bearing following described property, toTWO AND ONE HALF MILES N.W. OF KIMSEY. 84 acres
•
_
use,several__ IP
Same
with 70 acres tendable. 3 bedroom framehouse,
legaLiatel_ Zest- Irin4-the•
128,500.
sale, until paid, and having the Forty acres of larnore or
really
good
buy
at
outbuildings.
A
Weeki41
800
Olive
CORNER
lot
at
to pm
'
IN(X)ME PROPERTY ON LARGE
.
force and effect of a judgment. less in Calloway County,. Ken84m. 5 p.m. satord
St. Four-bedroom and 2 bfitth„frame ,hoine. 4 completely
Bidders iriff '6e pfeiiiii-Cd to- tucky,-in the- northeast corner of
'LARGE 'COMMERCIAL urr ON 641 Sonth across froiri
with bathand carpet.
furnished apartments
_
comply - promptly- with these the S.W. Quarter .of Section. 19,
Holiday Inn. 150 feet street frontage and very deep. Ideal for
terms. Purchaser being given the Township 3, Range 4 East.
most any business. Call about this.
121.
3
MILES
So.
of
JUST
11
/
2
GROVE
ROAD
LOCUST
•
.Regirwing
at
the
southright and privilege to pay cash
0-POINTER
BIRD
Nig.
MALAMUTE
pupALASKAN
heat,
Has
electric
nearly
new.
brick
home
that
is
bedroom
and accrued interest at any time west corner of the N.W. Quarter pies_ Make nice pets,guard dogs. fifteen months old. Has been
TEN ACRES ON 641 SOUTH. ADJOINS city limits just South •
draperies, carport, and 7 closets. On a lot 125 x 429. Only
R.
4,
e:
,
section
19,1.
3,
of
before the six 'months expire. ,
of Uncle Jeff's.
hunted. Gdzu-anteeeinotto be gun
Alain& country Plea-1W
east 80todpie-theace
rranis Try-lo
shy. ea
ler
horse,
trainedigentle.
Phone
753-Master ' Commissioner. 20 rods;.theriee- *Mt 80 rocW, 1348. •
EXTRA- FINE HOME IN KINGSWOOD •ON lot lie- x 150.
J8C have the time to comple
INVESTMENT PROPERTY: THE CLAUDE ROWLAND
thence_ south. 20 rods to the
Calloway Circuit Court
Large 3bedroom brick centralheatand air. Pella Windows
train.
Phone
753-6030
after
5:00
1
641
No.
About
just
west
of
Utterback
Road.
on
farm
beginning, containing 10 acres.
2baths,all built-ins, garage. Large redwood deck. Has many
TFNC
p.m.
box
house.
MAPLE
BUNK
beds
with
3
bedroom
frame
limits.
28
acres
and
miles
from
city
1TC AISO: 30 acres off of the springs and mattress, $50.01i.
extras. Built by a contractor for his home. You must see to
Fine to develop. $32,000*.
of
the
tad
south
appreciate. $37,500.
Brown
Early
American
couch,
tract
BRACE yourself for a thrill the
deacribed
following
Frigidaire
car
shop,
well
$35.00.
Full
size
SHOP.
A
2
CLEAN
UP
EXTRA GOOD
first time you use Blue Lustre to
of land,
: 88 acres
HELP WANTED
POTTERTOWN ROAD. ABOUT vz MILE OFF OF 94 East.
equipped on lot 100x 250 on S. 4th St. Priced to sell.
more or less out of the N.W. electric range, $45.00. Phone 436- clean rugs. Rent electric
Frame house with basement.t3 bedrooms on 3 acres. City
5560.
J8C
shampooer $1. Begley Drug
Quarter of Section 19, T.3, R.4,
water. A bargain at $14,000.
BRICK
in,,
ENSISItANCE INSPECTOR,part- East and more accuratel
FAMILY
ROOM
BEDROOM
ANI)
VERY NICE 3
Stare. Central Shopping CenOLDER
mode ter.
time,must-havecor and Polaroid described as the remainhig part GOOD
Meadow Green_Acres. Utility roan), carport. Has carpet
J8C
camera. Write: Box 18226, of said quarter section township refrigerator, $25.00. Silvertone
built-ins. Electric heat, air conditioner. Immediate
GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Ftobersons Hill-Burger
1TC and range after taking off the stereo record player, $15.00.
Louisville, Ky.40218.
possession. Only $20,000.
HAY, RED Clover and Orchard
on S. 4th St. Good terms to right perty. Good yearly business.
J8C Grass. Phone 753-7550.
part heretofore sold and deeded Phone 753-7414.
JIOC
Terms to right party. Bar-B-.Q pit.Serving all types of meals.
/
2miles East oiltwy.---94
'20 ACRES ON BLACK TOP ROAD. 11
----4411.1.1711110111111111111111111Mak
Call
for details.
Real
nice.,
girl
fall
for
brick
and
frame.
on Faxon Road. Has 3 bedroom
PLANNED
said Quarter, the part here HUMAN HAIR Dutch
CHROME TABLE and 4 chairs;
sale
or
will
trade
for
blonde
wig.
$21,000.
amplifier.
and
priced
at
Baldwin.
•PROMMILONA_L
organ;
ox
-conveyed-being 30acres-off-of•the
ROOM- BRICK AT 1702 COLLEGE FARM ROAD.
4
OPPORTIMIn ----aouth-end-of-the-above-described .Ph_oM•4124400 after 3;p,niJ8C Phone 753-4902-or 753-9844.._
MARTIN
inv
Y
•
LOCATED
ON
CHAPEL
ROAD.
Good
WELL
86 acres.
MALE PREFERRED
,
Aluminum siding Abeam= house on Ile, Aar.) .Riv•Ificert
CARPET
-EEP-TbWposThon -Offers a -V"' "
s ree 14- title -see-43.3n
"
TZITTAGE AT PRIDRAMA SHORES,'1 bedeboli,large
$19,950.
missioner's Deed Book 6, page FIVE PIECE ConteMporary problems small-use Blue Lustre
- career opportunity through
family room. Real harp. 815,000.
_ walr to wan. Rent electric•
bedroom suite.Phone 751
,advancement -*- Ha,in the office of the Clark of 6889.
garage,
J8C
BRICK
WITH
11
/
2
BATHS,
BEDROOM
NICE
4
the
Calloway_
County Court.
shampooer $1. Murray Home &,
management levels and
OTHER LAKE PROPERTY ALL.IiLONG THE Lake. Lots
range, refrigerator, washer, di-yet and drapes. Also 2 Or
ALSO: Beginning at the S.W.
J8C
Auto Store.
higher earnings. Apand houses in a wide price range. ----..
wr conditioners. Reduced to W.,000.
TWO G70x15 Tires on Pontiac
corner
of
the
tract
of,
land
plicants should have somerims;
inatehing
couch
and
chair;
described in Deed Book 54, page
college training or a high
546 thence north 56 poles to a two end tables and coffee table;
8-TRACK TAPES
school diploma
with
..stake;
thence east 28-4-7 poles to Brown reclining chair; office
business experience.
2.95 up *
desk; bar and stools; Phone 753Applicants must have good. a stake; thence south 56 poles to a 4140.
J8C
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
stake; thence west 28-4-7 poles to
driving record.
the beginning corner and. con;
•
We offer a good starting
- Dixieland Center
taining 10acresand being a part GOOD, USED
Frigidaire
salary, plus liberal emof the S.E. qr. of Section IL 1.3, refrigerator. Phone 753-Z81'. J10C
ployee benefits.
JANUARY SPECIAL; Big 3
R.4, East.
For an interview apbedroom double wide. Everyone
see
Deed
Book
For source of title
ADMIRAL 23" Black and white
•
pointment, cab or *rite to:
54, page 547, in the office of the television, eiCerfent working can purchase one in January for
C. P. WILLIAMS
Clerk of the Calloway County condition: Table model on own only $6595.00, completely furnished. Delivered and set up
C.I.T. FINANCIAL
Court.
swivel base. Terrific buy, will
•
SERVICES
ALSO: 20 acres of land in the sacrifice. Also 220v Tropic-Aire within 100 miles. Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 South Seine High-Section 18, T.3, R.4, East, said electric heater. Phone 753Southside Shopping
way, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
from
land having been purchased
4344.
•JUIP 443-6150.
•
Ctr. 753-6702
37C
Willis D. Manning by Hardin

% OFF

priced

-

_

OFF

--

Or

FLAIR LEG PANTS

NwE

1/
2 PRICE

0,

-

e Calle
"

p Mray,

O

mri• 'Ent t°8

di

and

•:".•-•=7:t

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Guy Spann Realty

Member of
e Listings
901 'Sycamore St.
Ph04-153-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 7532587
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Prentice Dunnr - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn Wilcox --753-2761

•*MR.

•

An Equal OpPortunity
• Employer

•
•
•
•
•

Manning November 8, 1920, and EVELLENT G. E. Black and
deedof record in Deed Book 52, white 237-television in very at- CARPET SALE: New 1972 stock
Jut retetved three truck loads
\ page 434,in the office of the Clerk tractive Early American cabinet,
While it lasts. Heavy shag, H.D
of the Calloway County Court. $95.00.-Phone 753-7933.
J1OP rubber back. Heavy shag, jute
•
For the purchase price, the
HIGH SCHOOL graduates, 18nd
12x
back.
15
ft.
with
commercial
over. Due to expansion, large purchaser must execute bond,
type tweeds, H.D. back in stock ipmplpo811PIPIIPWIIPMPIPWIS•••••••••••••••••00000010000.0
. .
established firm has openings for with approved securities, bearing 359 MAGNUM, HUGER single assorted colors. Also see our new
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
FOR
SALE
:111(._ SALE
AUTeiS
FOR RENT
AUTOS
5-men and women from this area legal interest from the day of action Western. Phone 753,
.
line of print patterns, H.D. back.
to join our unique tour group, sale,,until paid, and having the 4011.
J10C Our prices start at-11.99 sq. yd.
power
19/.
,
1
DODGE
DEMON,
pickup,
power
BEDROOM
trailer,
1969
DODGE
Mustang
COBRA
THREE
1968
SHELBY
judgment.
of,
a
and
effect
.travel 19 states and return, force
up to 83.95. "None higher." three miles from Murray on East steering, brakes, automatic steering, brakes and air con- Automatic transihission,--;- lout
vacation in _Canada or Mexico. Bidders will be prepared to REGISTERED FEMALE Pug, 7 Paschall Discount House, Hazel,
transmission, air conditioner, ciitioning. . Excellent condition. new tires, engine has only Ile
side. Phone-753-7856 or 753with
these
promptly
comply
Average earnings;$100 per week
months old. Needs home with Ky. 492-9733.
J7P
J13C
factory
made cattle racks. Phone Phone 753-4547 after 6:30 p.m.
miles. Has tape player and is on.
6231.
given
the
being
during 2-week training program, terms. Purchaser
children,$50.00 Phone /53753-2350. ' J8C J1OP
of only 125 cars. like it made il
expenses paid while you train, right and privilege to pay cash 4470.
SIOC HONDA MINI Trail 50. Excellent
NICE LARGE furnished new
•
1968. Can be seen at Gary's Food
average $125 per week, plus and accrued interest at any time
condition.
Phone
753-8216
after
carpeted, air con- 1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA SS 1964 BUICK SPECIAL station Market, 16th and Main or phon4
apartment,
WURIJTZER UPRIGHT piano. 500p.m.
bonus after training, higher, before the six months expire.
J71 ditioned,-electric heat. Married 327, bucket seats, nice car. Must wagon, V8, factory air, 753-3523 or after 7:00 p.m., 753
Frank L. Ryan
Excellent condition. , Owner
earnings possible for . qualified
Jac automatic, good iound body, 7736. TFC
couple or sifigle only. May be sell. Phone 753-3000.
Commissioner
Master
•
moving. Quick sale. Phone 753persons. New car transportation
Control,
Pest
trailer hitch. $375.00. Phone 753Kelly's
10'x55'
MOBILE
at
HOME,
ft
II\
seen
8493.
furnished at no charge. Must be Calloway Circuit Court
J8C,
7414:
furnished, air conditioned, located 100 South 13th Street.J1OC
LOST & FOUND
J8C 1969 BUICK SKYLARK, 29,000
able to leave for training
..
ITC CHROME DINETTE set with six electric heat. Extra nice. Phone
'les air conditioned power
Saturday if accepted. For •in753-3000.
• .18( ' ONE 2 BEDROOM furnished LOST: BLACK and white Pointer 1970 DATSUN, red with air, local s
Ini ''.'
•
'
'
mte2e1ring, vinyl
top. Phone
terview apply in person to Mr.
753chairs. Excellent condition.
,1 bruise, __gas heat. Also one 2 wearing collar with buy truck, $1595.00. 1967 GMC pickup,
Phone 492-8668.
TFC
Harbour, Saturday only, from
.110NC
1
6 *cylinder, automatic, $750.00.
FIREWOOD, DELIVEREI) bedroom mobile home. See Sullivan's name. Phone 7531:00 p.m.-5:00 p.na. at the Holiday
' no 3213:
jac 1959 Chevrolet pickup, .$325.t4i.
J81' 1 Brandon Dill after-CQO p.m.,
WARM MORNING Heater, 75 Phone 436-2263.
'1969 PLYMOUTH Road Runner
Inn. Parents welcome at inPhone 474-2379.
, phone calls Please. Located at
pound. Excellent condition.
_ __
JeC blue with black vinyl tap, 38:
.
terview. No telephone calls
.
Murray Drive In TheaCer-aBOYS TO COOK
Laundry stove and round Jacket
motor, automatic, factory Map
please. .
J8P
.
J10C
-e-.
SAIL BOAT and trailer - le trance.
coal stove. Call 753-2189.
.110C
Phone
• *s
435-5405.
..
Day or night shift.
CHEVROLET Biscayne,
ei....•
BpchoniNenydraneexr:
Larrson sloop rigged ,fiberglas,
.
s
1b9
tlr6
ua3
TEXAS OIL Company needs good
eig
,h
SFIIVICIES OF1FERED
scow, dacron sails and-new fly le:, '
_Apply in person.
N
41'
.
REAL SHARP 1971 Datsun 1200
man Over 40 for 'short trips
'
.
sheets. Excellent condition an.: '
jec Fastback coupe. AM-FM radio,
LONG JOHN SILVER
surrounding Murray. Contact
7795,day ormight.
,,ready-, to go. Can be seen at HOUSE PAINTING,exterior and
n. great gas mileage. Owner must
customers. We train. Air mail -B.
Xeniana Shores Subdivision, ea,! interior. Can furnish refeeences.
Will train, no
S.
Sacrifice. Take over payments di
H. Dickerson, Pres., South1959
FORD
six
of New Concord- or phone 43C- Free estimates. Phone 753-4131 Or
cylinder seda.
• ...of....
! '.r
•,,
'
,
western Petroleum Corp,, Ft.
4
-..,.
Perfect condition. A bargain."
experience necessary
5582.
16
.1111' 753-9382 after 5:00 p.m.
Perrnmth
J1OC
'
P11°.-135J1OF
Worth,Tex.
Phase 436-2142.
J8C
JSC 4842.
1
,

Help Wanted

•

•

POR

FARM 1
miles- ei
_tacky,
Hopkins,
acres ir
berick ho
corn ba
school
Conta CI
Princetc

BY -OW
brick, lai
baths,
patio, c
fireplace

SMALL
business
One mil
proximal
Hog wire
Cozy ol
rrioderrt.
436-2173.
ne
fully

Cant

all uti

110
Ph
_
FIVER(
five root
corner I
could be
merit. Le
7511607.

WA?

WANT
houses;
Philadel
comitry h
1365430.

WANT
standing
sale lu
_Idurray
Phone 75
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000000000

7E FOR SALE

0•••••..
new •
•
•
•
•
'AY just vs •
heat. Stock •
itt must see •
•

REAL ESTA

000000000 0000000000 000000000

0000000000000004100000 *00000000

84LE

MAT* FOR SALE

-SALE

4

FOR -RENT

......

NICE 3 bedroom House, Ming
rdom, Den, Garage;
location„ $140.00 par swath.
Available eaTly January, Cali
7534917after Spin.

Town4 ountry Real Estate
will have

-FOR -RENT

-F011 REM"-

UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom IN GREEN Acres Trailer Court, THREE- - --RtX;fit -2-turnishe*-- - - duplez,4601 College Farm Read, 10' and 12' wide trailers. For apartthent, prhate.-entrinme,_-__ 575.00 per month with $400 married couples only. Also heat, water furnished. Extrie
deposit.Phone 753-5792 after 5;00 trailer spaces, $22.50 petinonth,..nice, quiet.. For teacher, touple;
Clean and quiet. Available, adults only. $90.00. Near hosPitaL
-telephones, natural- gas and 753-1299.
cablevision. 1.3 miles on North
16th Street extended. Phone 7534539.
MSC
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in. A really •

•
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from year 11.,
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AN Brick
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
'Ceramic Tile Bath
Electric Ranges
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available in
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___,Ciast/etaXerearoreies .
owl Haul

753
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Garbage Disposal
Concrete Driveway
Large Bedrooms
Electric Baseboard Heat

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
located adjoining college on
Chestnut. Three bedrooms,
,butItlri kitchen, hall,
In bath, plenty of closet and
sterage space. Private entrance.
Phone 753-8848.
J1
E BEDROOM furnished
apartment, located next to White
Hall, adjoining _University
Dago; OnlY, Ili -pets.
$85.00 per month. Water furnished.Phone 753-3805,
J8C

75- 19-16
Before 7
00 P:fic
or -

753-7278--pmersttrit.
7.00 p.m. In The.
Evening

If you know your route
SIX BEDROOM house, partly
boy's number, please eall
furnished, one room can be
him first. If you get no
EXTRA NICE one bedroom HOUSE OR trailer for rent. For rented out. Phone 753-4140. J8C
r9ults then call John
furnished apartment, Yy block information phone 753-7320 or 753Pasco , Jr. at the above
from college. Couples
. -N
:-ntimiei _aut.-4
•
the
Osets.'Electric- heat and air
listed
ditioner. Phone 753-9135 or 753- Hou,sg FOR Rent, $75.00 per with shower and bath. One or two
4478.
TFC month.Phone 753-5087.
J1OP bedrooms.-Zimmerman ApartStreet,..phone_
E.SWI8A1k.m
JSC
TWO TRAILERS,one apartment 753-6609.
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
close to campus Phone 753and onebouse. All modern and on
'6561.
APARTMENT NEAR University
TFC Kentucky Lake.Phone 4362421.
J7C and other schools, either fur- GARAGE SALE; clothing, all
nished or unfurnished. Four shies; household items. Saturday,
available. For informatio g.URNSIHED TWO bedroom rooms,closets, two baths, can be January 8,9:00 niti. to 8:00 Pin.;
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal apartment, central air and heat, two efficiency private apart- Sunday January 9, 1:00 p.m. to .
Savings and Loan, Main Street in wall to wall carpeting. Good ments. Fleas-finable -for righ
.110-07ni. HeatecT garage,8201Iiir'
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC location. Rhone 753-4331.
ADC
J7C persons. Give references. Phone Wit Circle.
753-2800.
J7C
LARGE ROOM with private, OTrInprr
a1k-1967 Mobile
ELEXTROLUX SALES &__ Set!
walk
entrance,' Within
home. You can on this mobile TWO BEDROOM trailer, all vices,Box 213,Murray, Ky.,C.M.
distance of campus Phone 753- home as easy as you Can rent it. elec-Uic, 4,71. I I I' Ill
, phone 38W2488, ar1387.
J7 489-2595.
• J8C mington,Kentucky.
Phone 753-7410.
TFC

tiEwl_BEDRoow
b
flows_ Good Locations To Pick From
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ibry OCCOS/01.
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$200-DOWN - 165-1100 lloritily Payments (Based on Income)

tries, storm
lying room

-ftse

by

Sat. 11-Sumlian. 8 & •2:06-61Oe_pan.
atBelmont,COM rtJi Be1mant_prhreY
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOMES

reef; Acres7.

• 00

ltlITIVItffirrapartment,

'1,000 Down Payment - '115.78 Per Month

rIMIRMIIMIMMITikee

Y. 84 acres
sewerat

.cr,Otts from
9.Ideal for

LARGE CLEAN-UP SHOP

.

_anik

at gteRa

(Next to Feed Mill)

...

500 Down - Payment As Low As sts.so Per Month

•

SPACE- FOR -RENT

s just South
-

Excellent downtown location. One reception office, 3-_private„ Large storage space.

•

t
x 150.
'Windows Has many
must see to •

_REAL MATE_ ,FOR 'SALE REAL -• ESTAXE•'FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR, .,SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SAL*

For Information or Directions
Call 753-9900 or 753-3616
Ask for Jesi'e or Joyce Spencer
.or stop by at our new location on
_East Main_Street (Former. Carrier Plant)

•
•
•Hih-Burger •
ly business.

DF 94 East.
acres. City

es of meals.

•

1=110
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110000.
SALE

COBRA Mustang.
,nsthission, lour
me has only 1190
'player and is one
rs like it made in
?en at Gary's Food
nd Main or phone
er 7:00 Pril, 751

KYLARK, 29,000
-iditioried, power
top. Phone 753TFC

rif Road Runner,
it vinyl top, 383
tic, factory nines."
'
- J7P

1971 Datsun 1200
e. AM-FM radio,
age. Owner must
over payments df
113QP.115"
J1OP

FARM FOR Sate, located nine
SERVICES OFFERED
miles east of Princeton, KenLucky, 16 miles north of
Hopkinsville on Highway 91. 104 ARROLL'S PLUMBING di
acres more or less; two story Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
J12C
2295
brick house; timber; burley and
corn base; close to church, on
CE. Leave records
school bus and mail route. TAX SE
preparation.
Government
fast
for
Kerr,
Bertha
Mri.
Contact
trained. Reasonable rates. Phone
Princeton, Kentucky 365Jac, 753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C

^

SER'V10ES OFFERED

•

HORNBUCKLE'S
BAF5Agft
Shop,313 Spruce Street, opeli 9:00
a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. Haircuts $1.00.
TENC
Boy's haircuts 5:75.

SMALL FARM: good location;
trucking,
k/R-ALL your home additions, BULLDOZER WORK:
business or future investment
dirt and
fill
gravel,
bank
also
alterallons, remodeling, etc.
East Murray, ap
One mile
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
Estimates,phone 753Free
proximately 10 acres pastive
TFC
TFC 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
6122.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water
7 room house
Cozy older
moderrf. For 'appointment call
...'TFC
436-2173.
TV MITES
_,...i h 010111t11
*ie:r.,...,,,:::
Are Poison
Eat YOtlf Home

fully developed- area.
-of Beautiful

Canterbury Estates
all utilities underground, "
110 X 150, by-owner
Phone: 753-8036

11•1101111MININE1=1111111MIERNI
FIVE ROOM house with separate
five room apartment on large
corner lot. 'Has' upstairs that
could be made into large apartment. Located at 811 Vine. Phone
J12C
753-6607.

Ngibt

CIL

.-

ItOACY4its
Can" Germs

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work -24 hoists_
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY discarded dog
carpentry
tools;
houses;
. Philadelphia surveyors rod;
country hams; Phone 753-2959 or
J8C
)06-5430.
WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and- sawdust.
_Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
Phone 753-4147.
TFC
04

•

TREES TRIMMED, cut and INTERIOR PAINTING. Free
removed. For estimate phone estimate. Work guaranteed.
474-2744 or 4744387.
J7P Phone 753-3484.
J8C

BY - OWNER: Three bedroom
brick, large-family room, two full WILL DO baby sitting in my
baths, -double-garage, fenced home or your home if furnish SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp,
patio, central heat _ and air, transportation. Phone753J8NC 5933.
TFC
fireplace. Phone 753-764i- - ,,111C nn.

-One of tbe- last lots in

SFRV10ES OFFERED

Kelley's Termite •
- and
Pest Control 100 S. 13th" Sfreet
Murray, Ky.
.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and -Operated Over 20 Years
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce

HARRY'S. ELEC,TRIC.1 1
Rewiring, Service Changes,
Electric HeatSpecialist. No job is
too small Reasonable rates. 1108
Sycamore.Phone 753- '
February 15C
FOR SALE

ALUMINUM
PLATES
23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
t the wind and snow,
and
any other
uses such
"building oiir
mice or rats.

25' each
Call at

Ledger & Times
• - 1.03 N. 4th St

MS-A-NEAT ONE-414--pictured above en-the left
has central air, paved drive, carpeting, large utility, 3
bedrooms, large yard with nice shrubbs, garage, vacant.
'
• Real economical living and priced•to sell.
„ - A REAL NICE BRICK-HOUSE-With central-heat, 2 baths,
carpeted, large paneled den, large-kitchen and .ftrig area.
This house is located near MSU and is priced at only
$22,500.00.
ONLY $7500 Is this neat 2 bedroom house with Kitchen,living
room, Bath, and has outside storage house or workshop,
located on 121 Highway South at city limits.
WANT SOMETHING NICE AND BIG-Then you should take
a look at this one. This house has 4 bedrooms,huge den, extra
large kitchen with all built-ins, two fireplaces, central heat
and air conditioning, carpeted, double garage, storage
building, worlds of closet and storage space in house. It's one
of the nicer homes in Murray. If you want a lot of house for
• your money,you should take a look at this one.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IS YOURS in this thriving
community grocery store. Wonderful location, small investment, a real good income. For more information call us.

3,4 BED.LIKE new,priced to sell,
J7C
Phone 753-6432.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO LIVE IN THE COUNTRY with
city water, in extra nice 3 bedroom house with 'life time
aluminum siding, on lot 100'x495', only 2,2 miles from
Murray, then You should take a look at this one. It has 2
baths;-carpet, utility, carport. It is nice.
WE HAVE A NICE THREE BEDROOM HOME on 20 acres"
of land located in Graves County. It is on paved road, has two
barns, ponds and nearly all land is cleared: This place is
priced to sell.
•

WE HAVE 31 LOTS AND 12 ACRES of undeveldOed land
on
- lakb near Snipe Creek,on paved road,lake view. You can
buy
it allfor $15,000.00.

ONE OF THE VERY BEST CATTLE FARMS IN WEST'
KENTUCKY. Has 290 acres with 5 room brick home, lots of'
extra good outbuildings, good fences, has approximately 200
acres of crop land, 51 acre corn lase, abundance of stock
water year around. Owner is selling due to ill health.

THE ROBERTS BUSINES AND INDUSTRIAL PARK
SUBDIVISION is nearing completion and.we-are now selling
lots.If yon are interested in a businesror commercial lot see
us. We will sell you one to meet your needs. Located on South
4th Street at Sycamore.

IF YOU WANT A SMALLER FARM with new 3 bedroom
brick house with central heat and air conditioing, carpeting,
fireplace, large family room, utility, double carport,located.
on paVed road" with new barns and 63 acres of extra good
land,then ii:e have it too. It is a beauty and priced right.

WE HAVE KLARGE VARIETY OF Residential lots in all
sections of Murray priced from 82,000.00 up:. We have ah
extra large one with large shade, city water, only 2 miles
from Murray.

We are in need of some good listings!
If you are interested In selling, see us before you list.
* MEMBER 0.F MULTIPLE LISTING *

Buying, Selling, Appraising, Managing
When It Comes To Real Estate,
See
Hoyt
Ray Roberti a

Ky.
ENT,
EXCELLENT, EF
economical, Blue Lustre ca t
cleaner. Rent electric sham
V. Big K, Belaire Viol:Ong
Center,
J8C

PICTURED ABOVE ON RIGHT-is a-large-41 with full basement and 3baths. This house has an apartment,
furnished; upstairs, now renting for $90.00 a month. Has Al-rooms and bath on ground floor and full basement with bath.
This house has been reduced to $16,950.00. If you want a good •
th45-per -coot or
home with-amieetncome--or-an
better on your investment, then chuck this one.

ROBERTS REALTY,
--

505 Main Street

OF

Call 7 3-1651
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Women's Lib Transfer
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - A
fourth grade girl has been
transferred to anothet
following
hiir parent's
taint
_
that- he? teacher had been'
.
Editor's Note: To even its
Spokesinen for the National
stressing women's liberation.
needed to evaluate thesuccess promotion of artificial turf and
staunchest fans, football is a Football League Players Asso- or failure oLartificial tUrf. Th
Vikki Howe was removed
tberefere.Dat,i11,11.13nuitian to,
rugged, -brutal game. That in dation' (NFLPA paint a
fact is that little has been dale offer expert testimony."-MAR the fourth grade class
.part is what makes it so attrac- "bizarre" picture of how the
to evaluate accurately Injury
He said that with the excep- taught by Pat Jinunerson at
tive. But injuries in the glare of owners not only chose against repgrts already being accumuSchenk Elementary'School betion
of Houston. New England
_ television, especially in_the4sro
comprenen_-___Jekki,_•. •
cause her mother, Mrs.Howard
_anflAtil
Lik.21
4
.1Vic4.F
game..cause concern about the sive study of suspected hazards
M:enr:,
The irtfporlaricTiatMing:out rise virtually no control
-Howe,
said she and her husover
direction of the sport is taking. of artificial turf, but asserted1
A0 all that can be learned about the facilities they rent.
band were concerned about the
This is the first of two articles discouraged teams trainerssynthetic ,sektiirigin is
Therefore, the companies who. women's lib issue.
on what is being done - and from cooPerati
cooperating
ng in the survey. sized by Dr
manufacture the turf, the - The class had, allegedly dislames
G.
Garrick.
what is not being done - to
There has been in increase in
head
stadium
of
division
the
operators and the cussed the possibility of writing
of
4iorts
meet the challenge of injuries. the number of injuries since the
medicine at the University of many colleges and universities to newspapers and suggesting
synthetic surfaces were introBy PAUL CORCORAN
.1 duced, despite -claims that Washington who has done per- who have installed artificial- that the "women's section" be
haps more research than any- turf are much more qualififed called the "family section" inCopley News Service
AstroTurf and similar coin- one else on the subject.
to discuss the matter than any- stead
The question of whether We positions
would have the oppoMore than 1.1 million high one from this office or our
men who run.professional
site effect,
school
ball are abdicating their reNow, NFL comediksioner letes and 40,60 college ath- member clubs.
played interscholastic and
'''the basic problem on any' PROVES HIS peva
sponsibility to assure the high- Pete Roza,
NFLPA executive intercollegiate football in 1971,
assessment of the product,
est possible safety standards, director Edward
YAN NUYS, Calif. (Uei) has been raised by those most many physician ,Garvey and an increasing number on syn- we view it, is that in this stage: The . two women
s agree that the thetic turf. Forty to fifty per of developm
passersby
ent, it is extremely jumped out
directly affected -the players safety factor
of
is in doubt.and cent of
the
way
as an
college games were on difficult to measure its effec- auto drove
themselves.
that more information is
100 feet across the
ersatz grass. Of the 1.100 Na-a tiveness, especially-in the IiSht
lawn -. of the court house
•tional Football IeaRe players, of RS cOillIdde_d rYtkiefflAnA.
Wednesday and bumped-up the
were
all
playing
onart.
the
"There is 11130 the difficulty
..,
ficial green at one time or an- of the measuring stick or the front steps.
Out stepped the driver, who
other. Forty-two per cent of all standards to be used. Would it
DOOLIE WEEK TRAINING-Two instructors watch a group of prep school students sprint past
gra games are on synthetic be a perfecUy level, ideally told a startled guard, "I came ros find
smoke
bombs during annual Doolie Week atthe Air Aessiemy in Colorado Survival training, drill, and
to
pay
a
turf.
drunk
groomed
driving
natural
field, a sunticket. I
—
military training tops off a concentrated 10-month course of academics and athletics to prepare
or -kezen, converted might just as well moveAbe
.
,
-students for a second try at the Academylatiff entrance exams.
•
• cedes synthetic turf contributes baseball diii—
nond, or a base-"
to injuries.
The guard took himn in tow
(AP Wirephoto
Garvey, in teeieneny before has been freshly seeded or and bookeerhim on a second
.
a congressional Committee in- sodded?"
drunken driying charge. Police
the shop pay.
By FRANK MACOMBER
vestigathig injuries, said "I
Next: The injury- mystery. identified him as as
a liquor
This year and through next wish to make
Copley News Service
clear that we
salesman,
Most American sports en- March,. business school hoe not concluded that arti'
turf definitely leads to inthusiasts have two mind's eye sessions are being conducted at edit
ch Shores: Portia
,Colo.; Dallas, that in light of Dr.
irofessionaL Either he • a Ore.; Denver,
'Garrick"
glamorous figure on the pro -Ter-; -Oidartorde e4tr --Bart-- findings,- --Ahe --rlub--ownerr-r
ford,
Conn.;
Los
Angeles and should stop insialfing these stir.
golf i*hls
*ei counter uk... Baltimore:- MeV The eiaemitiva-- - -faces-tintil--we-know-the-iir -the country club pro shop: - management seminar will be swers. Our only stake in the
It's really notes simple eiS all held at Stillwater, on the outcome is player safety."
that. The modern- clhis Oklahoma State University .., The Players Association in
professional must be a-teacher, campus.
December filed an unfair labor
employer and businessman.
. practices Charge with the Narolled into one..lbat's because
Labor
Board,
.golf has become mire than a
as
ti king
NF
RL teams be pro"sportAt'entecreetttit tiessMeleK _
, - ._ _
halite:I-from.installing iyatrIL--7
• For "these- reasons --thk
-Turf or . any other artificial
Professional Golfer!'
playing
in any stadium
Association of America decided
-until the safety factor can be
some years ago to_educate its
evaluated. The players want
members in the ways of the
upgrading of physical -exami-club prn its annual school for
nations as part of a program to
•
ITL
E
pros and their assistants
The Internal Revenue Service inininusa_the_ixissihili of in.
opened this month at Palm
has issued a.ruling recognising juries.
Beach Shores, Fla.
',It is bizarre," Garvey Isid
LIMIT 4
the
takexemp status tif a
'-Before the -class-terns- shin
in an iftlerView._
"KentucIt
Y
perfate"s
ehoot
'that
• down next March 31, Business
"The owners jtiat seenr-toREG. 77;
School I will have been held in has announced a racially turn their back on the situation.
•EACH
five cities, Business Sc.hool II in nondiscriminatory policy in They seem aware more inforthree and an executive admission of students to all mation is needed on the
effecmanagement seminar will activities oi.the school, Robert tiveness of the artificial
turf,
have been completed at J. Dath, District Director ter but they say it may take
five
Several styles and colors to
Oklahoma State University. Kentucky said today.
The years to complete a thorough
Also, during January a series Washington County Association survey and that would be too
choose from
of lectures and discussions on for the Mentally Retarded. Inc. long.
the business side of pro golf has is located in Springfiell.
"We do not charge that the
•Plaids •Jacquards
been scheduled for the hunThe ruling has been issued owners are callous and do not
dreds of pros and assistants under the statement of position conside the players' welfare,"
•Prints
who come each winter to Palm announced by the IRS on July he continued. "But while
we
-.Bea-a
-Gardens,
PGA 10, 1970, -concerning _the. _tax want action all we Act from
headquarters.
exempt status of private them is rhetoric and the old
The business schools are schools, In that statement
the argument that men are bigger
requirements for-ruir-PG-A- IRS concluded
that
it
could
no and faster, and therefore-there
membersliip. The first-school- longerare more injuries."1egTly
Jiilif
- --LATEST—NITS
deals with the pro's -ehitieaandThe players want more done
recognizi
exempt
ng
status
to
responsibilities- arta thole the
to
research
all
football
injuries,
private
schools* that practice
BY ORIGINAL ARTISTS!
assistant should play for his
racial discrimination. Nor can especially those to the heed,
boss.
neck,
knees
and ankles.
The more advanced second it allow gifts to such schools to
Rick Redman, chairman of
school is concerned mostly with be treated se charitable the NFLPA Safety Specifica
the assistant's goals and how - deductions foa income tax tions Committee said he
was
purposes.
The
IRS
position is puzzled when the NFL
he should prepare for a job as a
Player •
Applicable to all private schools Relations Associati
LIMIT 3
head pro.
on, headed
Each of the business `s-CliOols throughput the United States. by Wellington Mara of
the New
offers-a six-day course, With a
The • Washington County York Giants, indicated
it
. written. examination the sixth Association for the Mentally wanted no part
of the player
daY.
Retarded, Inc. has publicized- association study.
The four-day - executive its racially nondiscriminatory
"Reducing injuries is as
management seminar is policy in a local newspaper.
much to the advantage of the
coeducted at the college level 'Where a school has publicly owners as- the _Owen:said-for experienced pros arid deals announced a racially non- Redman, a linebacke.r for the
With dispencer
with business and management discriminatory policy, Mr. Dath San Diego Chargers: -"When
LOTION .
practices.
explained that for purposes of the good players are hurt, the
It will be held March 5-8, the issuing a ruling 'the IRS will quality of play is reduced,"
15-0Z,
fourth to be conducted by the assume that such a policy has
What about the position of the
Vaseline
Oklahoma State.faculty at been adopted and will be National Football League cornStillwater.
• maintained in good faith. This -miationer;-the-man-whoisslip— -posed to -run the big Money
The - ?GA's education is in accord with normal
IRS' game?
program doesn't end with the procedures
in
-processi
ng
_ formal school sessions. Two requests
The position of Rozelle in the
for rulings based on
REG 77c
'home--.study courses are
injury-eq
uipmerit-ertsis--apfuture activities.
pears ambiguous.
available, , covering . such,
• Mr: -Darth stressed that--the
subjects
The commissioner, who his
as
credit
LIMIT 2
OUR REG 1.34
management, hecounttng, IFts maintains a vigorous guided the league, to the top of
introduction to business,law program of auditing tax exempt sports popularity, has said the
and principles of management. organization. Examinations of NFL at this time does not have
Both these courses must be private -schools will fake into an independent survey in the
works.
passed before an assistantmay account any complaints from
acquire the title of head tie Public or information from -Jim Kensll,
his top aide, said
professiooal. Additionally the other souiCea. that would in- recently fill
injury
PGA's s37 regional sections dicate noncofituliance with under study 'and reports are
subject to
conduct their own education: assurances made by the schools evaluation...But
'he said Me
seminars. At some, attendance to the IRS. If an examifmtken NFL does not
have a special
is mandatory for good standing indicates that a school has net committee
investigating the inin the PGA.
administered
its
non- jurte,s of,which artificial turf is
All this, otcourse, is a far cry discriminatory policy in good suspeet.„,
fro -the golf pro of a few faith; the tax exempt status of
The question
generations ago, when he spent the school will be challenged. whether Rozelle arises as to
or the owners ,
his time repairing clubs,selling
Should an existing ruling to a have final authoritrus to how
golf balls and winning money private school be revoked
as a the NFL responds to requests
from club members. Today's result of a
challenge, Mr. liath that more be done to survey inBREEZE
pro miAt be. the complete said
that persons contributing juries and playing conditions.
business executive, personnel
to the school will be allowed to In this case -it appears that
REG 1.66.i"
director, public relations etRoselle, though highly effipert and instructor. If he has deduct contributions made
cient,
does
not
have enough
time during the geason.,lie also before the date of the IRS notice whip in the
4-1b. 1-oz. box
NFL front office tail
of wittfdrawal of advance
might be a player.
to
wag
the
dog,
in
this
case
the
TOdaY the average Orb shop assurance of -deductibility.
owners. ,
Reg. '1.77
is a supermarket which' offers However, this assurance of
Rozelle was invited in late
deductibi
lity
of prior con- -1971 to testify
not only. a wide variety of
before the House
golfing equipment but_o full teibutiona does not extend.to Subcommittee on Commerc
epersons
who
'know
line
of
of
-or
are
haberdashery.
and Finance on...the subject of
responsib
le or activities that genficial turf. Instead
. 50Metirnes.the.pro operates the
stele as his own business. At result in disqualification ot the letter. to Rep. John he sent*
Moss,
other clubs he runs it for the organization. This follows. the Calif”, stating the
NFL exact?club which he represents.. In
usual 1RS rules end procedures live office "has never been.tnIAIIKAMERICARD
. either case-his.job-ie-Ilw
:
waske on contributions..
-trotted in either the ourchaseor
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